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L AY S U M M A RY
Humans have a complex arrangement of bones, muscles and tendons that allows
them to perform a wide variety of tasks and movements. As well as simply adjusting
the position of our joints, we can also modify the dynamic properties of the joints -
for example increasing the stiffness of a joint by tensing certain sets of muscles. This
is in part responsible for the amazing flexibility and efficiency of human movement.
Variable impedance - the ability to change dynamic properties such as stiffness
and damping - has become a large field in robotics, and tailoring the impedance of
a robot to a particular task can improve efficiency, stability, and potentially safety. A
two legged robot walking is a perfect example of a task for which variable impedance
may provide such advantages.
This thesis details the creation of two novel bipedal robots with variable impedance
joints. These robots aim to achieve some of the benefits of compliance (springiness),
while retaining the ability to do many different tasks and be truly versatile machines.
Many designs for variable impedance joints have been published, and the field is ex-
plored and evaluated before the design of the robots is presented. Rapid prototyping
techniques such as 3D printing were used in the creation of both robots, and both
robots are based around a custom, high performance electronics and communication
system.
The human walking cycle was analysed and a simple parametrised representa-
tion developed. A framework was built to produce human-like walking movements
which would function on the robot, and these were tested using dynamic simulations
before being tried on the robot BLUE. With the robot capable of locomotion, the effect
of varying stiffness on efficiency was explored, and we found that changing the stiff-
ness of the robot can have an effect on energy efficiency. We introduce a system for
controlling the robot by detecting walking movements of an operator and attempting
to copy the goals of the movement, rather than copy the joint angles directly. In this
way, the robot can produce the same overall locomotion as the human, but with joint
trajectories and stiffness levels are more suited for its dynamics.
iii

A B S T R A C T
Humans have a complex musculoskeletal arrangement which gives them great be-
havioural flexibility. As well as simply moving their legs, they can modulate the
impedance of them. Variable impedance has become a large field in robotics, and tai-
loring the impedance of a robot to a particular task can improve efficiency, stability,
and potentially safety. Locomotion of a bipedal robot is a perfect example of a task
for which variable impedance may provide such advantages, since it is a dynamic
movement which involves periodic ground impacts.
This thesis explores the creation of two novel bipedal robots with variable impedance
joints. These robots aim to achieve some of the benefits of compliance, while retain-
ing the behavioural flexibility to be truly versatile machines. The field of variable
impedance actuators is explored and evaluated, before the design of the robots is pre-
sented. Of the two robots, BLUE (Bipedal Locomotion at the University of Edinburgh)
has a 700mm hip rotation height, and is a saggital plane biped. miniBLUE has a hip
rotation height of 465mm, and includes additional joints to allow hip adduction and
abduction. Rapid prototyping techniques were utilised in the creation of both robots,
and both robots are based around a custom, high performance electronics and com-
munication architecture.
The human walking cycle is analysed and a simple, parameterised representation
developed. Walking trajectories gathered from human motion capture data, and gen-
erated from high level gait determinants are evaluated in dynamic simulation, and
then on BLUE. With the robot being capable of locomotion, we explore the effect of
varying stiffness on efficiency, and find that changing the stiffness can have an effect
on the energy efficiency of the movement. Finally, we introduce a system for goal-
based teleoperation of the robots, in which parameters are extracted from a user in a
motion capture suit and replicated by the robot. In this way, the robot produces the
same overall locomotion as the human, but with joint trajectories and stiffnesses that
are more suited for its dynamics.
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N & B A C K G R O U N D

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N & T H E B I O M E C H A N I C S O F H U M A N
L O C O M O T I O N
1.1 introduction
Human walking is a complex dynamic process, involving moving through positions
which are not themselves statically stable, to create an overall periodic movement
that is stable. Impacts with the ground must be dealt with, and the whole mo-
tion should be as efficient as possible - the amount of energy lost at each impact
should be reduced, and the natural dynamics of the body should be utilised wher-
ever possible.[91][28] The arrangement of our joints, muscles and tendons give us the
ability to do more than just control the position of our limbs: we can store energy,
absorb shock forces, and adjust the stiffness and damping of our joints. [71]
Importantly, through the interplay of these mechanisms and neural control we are
able to produce walking behaviour which is remarkably efficient, taking advantage
of the natural dynamics of our bodies. At the same time, human walking is incredibly
adaptive to variations in the terrain, usually without requiring conscious effort from
the person walking. Mechanical compliance allows the body to react to disturbances,
while various levels of reflexive loops and top down control interact to adjust the
walking behaviour. [27][42] From the stiff but elastic heels of our feet, [40] to landing
each step with a slightly bent knee [103] to allow flex, our bodies also work to absorb
shock loading from ground reaction forces.
Utilising compliance can also reduce torque loading on actuators, and improve dy-
namic task performance. [7] In robotics, compliance is often cited as being important
for decoupling link inertias and reducing damage to people/objects in the event of
collisions. [5]
It is very difficult to deconstruct human walking behaviour to discover, for example,
how the stiffness of our joints changes as we walk, or as we change the speed at which
we are walking. Similarly, it is difficult to explore the effect that varying stiffness has
3
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on walking performance, on efficiency, joint torques, ground reaction forces, and the
like, since you cannot instruct a human to simply assume a particular stiffness during
motion.
In the field of robotics bipedal locomotion has been a hot topic for some time.
Typically bipedal robots used only rigid joints, and were largely incapable of taking
advantage of their dynamics. (e.g. [81]) There was a movement to create passive
dynamic walkers, which were mechanical designed with compliance and no (or very
little) actuation to produce a walking gait. However, these robots can only walk at
one speed, and are usually incapable of even standing still. [13] The introduction of
fixed compliance into a fully powered walker gives more options for energy storage
and shock absorption, but is not adaptable to take advantage of the plant dynamics
during different movements. Furthermore, for such robots to become rigid they must
employ active stiffness control - opposing induced changes in joint angles through
high bandwidth control through the compliant element.
Only recently have researchers begun to look at bipedal robots which are capable of
varying their joint impedance, and very little hardware has been constructed. When
this project began, there were few bipedal robots capable of varying their mechanical
impedance. [97][93][39]
1.2 this thesis
This project aimed to create robust bipedal robotic platforms which allow the con-
trol of joint impedance. We created two bipedal robots, BLUE and miniBLUE, both
of which have this ability, and are designed to be able to independently vary stiff-
ness and damping. The creation of variable impedance bipedal robots allows be-
haviourally flexible locomotion, with the ability to increase the rigidity of the joints,
for example when discrete movements are required.
The robots are designed as platforms to investigate the role of stiffness and damp-
ing in bipedal locomotion. Whilst the dynamics of the robot are quite different from
those of a human, with appropriate cost functions the constructed platforms could
also serve as useful tools for investigating underlying principles of bipedal locomo-
tion, especially with regard to modulating stiffness.
1.2 this thesis 5
The primary goal of this project is to create robots which can walk with an efficient
human-like heel-toe gait, and which have the ability to vary the dynamics of their
joints. It follows that morphologically, these platforms should follow a humanoid de-
sign, however it is not feasible to attempt to closely copy human musculature, as will
be illustrated in this chapter. There are many ways of achieving variable impedance,
and since it is this ability we wish to copy, rather than the specific method for doing
so, we will instead consider the most suitable mechanisms for this task.
This thesis considers the field of variable impedance mechanisms, which has seen
an explosion in recent years. A review of these mechanisms is presented, and the
suitability of each for legged locomotion evaluated.
The bipedal robots BLUE, which is purely planar, and miniBLUE, which has two
degrees of freedom in each hip, will be introduced. The construction methods are pre-
sented, and include rapid prototyping technologies, 3D printing for compliance, and
a technique for combining 3D printing with waterjet or laser cutting. We have also de-
veloped a modular high performance electronics infrastructure and communications
protocol, which is used on both robots.
Our methods for transferring walking motions from humans to the robots will
be introduced, along with a method for generating trajectories from gait transition
events. Control strategies for exploiting stiffness were investigated, for example util-
ising cost functions based on reducing torque and increasing efficiency.
Preliminary results from varying the impedance of the joints are presented for
both simulation and on the actual hardware. The simulations show that at very slow
speeds, there is no real predicted energy benefit from decreasing stiffness, although
maximum torques may decrease. At faster walking speeds, the simulations predicted
that decreasing stiffness would generally lead to a decrease in energy usage a well
as decreased peak torques. On the real robot, decreasing stiffness for walking at very
slow speeds was associated with an increase in energy consumption. For faster, more
human-like walking speeds, the energy consumption was largely consistent across
stiffness levels, while peak torques decreased with stiffness level.
The preliminary results showed that the robot was capable of producing locomo-
tion at a range of fixed stiffness levels, and that changing stiffness can effect the
energy usage and torque magnitude. The results indicated that at fast, dynamic walk-
ing speeds, even if a predicted decrease in energy usage did not occur, the walk was
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Figure 1: Superficial muscles of the right leg[103]
at least as efficient with lower stiffness settings, while subjecting the robot’s joints to
lower torques, and being more protected from shocks and disturbances.
Furthermore, we present teleoperation based on copying parameters from a user’s
walk, with the joint trajectories and stiffness of the robot being set according to pre-
optimised values which reproduce the salient parameters.
In addition to the work on variable impedance locomotion, a design is also pre-
sented for a bipedal robot with three degree of freedom legs. Each leg utilises two
four bar linkages, and only one strong motor is required per leg. Despite the mini-
mal requirements for actuators, the robot is capable of walking, turning, kicking, and
performing other motions.
Firstly though, to explain the complexity of the problem at hand, it is necessary to
consider the complexity of the human locomotive system.
1.3 human joint actuation and dynamics 7
(a) Muscle Tendon Complex[18] (b) Basic Antagonistic Layout
Figure 2: Model of a MTC based around a Hill muscle model, and a schematic of a simplistic
antagonistically actuated joint
1.3 human joint actuation and dynamics
The musculature of the human leg is highly complex, as shown in figure 1, with many
muscles and tendons stretching across one or two joints. The muscles provide pulling
force, whilst the tendons are the principle elastic elements in the legs[55][71]. The
tendons themselves are elastic with a non-linear spring characteristic, which actually
hardens as they stretch[61]. Each Muscle Tendon Unit (MTU) or Complex (MTC) can
be modelled as a combination of elastic elements and a Contractile Element (CE) -
the muscle fibres, as shown in figure 2a. The CE has a damping component, and so
the whole assembly exhibits a non-linear force response[18].
We can consider the principle of biological actuation of joints at its most basic by
looking at a simple antagonistic arrangement as shown in figure 2b. In this figure
two contractile elements are connected, one to x2 and one to x1. As each contracts
they exert a pulling force and thus a turning moment on the joint. A full analysis of
this system, and the need for non-linear springs, will be given in the next chapter,
but the principles can be easily understood by observation. If one CE contracts it will
pull the joint towards it, if both CEs contract the joint will encountered increased
resistance as it attempts to move, and thus the stiffness of the joint is increased by co-
contraction. Damping is also involved in the muscles, and will also change as the CEs
are activated, although with a complex coupled relationship to stiffness. The same
principles as apply to this basic model apply to the joints of the leg, and thus we can
see that the stiffness and damping of human joints can be modulated.
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Figure 3: The bones of the foot[103]
1.3.1 The Foot
The human foot is composed of a great number of small bones which make it capable
of moulding to the contours of the ground and flexing to absorb shocks and store
energy in ways which a rigid foot could not[53]. In order to reproduce a human-like
walking pattern, it is important to mimic the foot as closely as possible, since it is
specialised for handling the heel-toe walking gait. The bones of the foot are shown
in figure 3.
The toes are important for walking since they spread the weight bearing area which
is available during the latter stages of the stance phase of walking, before toe-off[53].
In this way the large forces during the second peak of vertical loading are not just
borne by the heads of the metarsals. The toes also play a part in the "windlass mecha-
nism", which will be discussed shortly.
The longitudinal arch of the foot (sometimes subdivided into a major medial arch
and a less-flexible lateral arch) is an important structure for absorbing shocks and
providing elasticity in the foot.[47] Height changes in the longitudinal arch primarily
occur at the transverse tarsal (or midtarsal) joint, which is comprised from articula-
tion of the talonavicular joint on the medial side of the foot, and the calcaneocuboid
joint on the lateral side [53]. Ker et al [50] conducted experiments to determine the
elasticity and energy storage capability of the “spring in the arch of the human foot”.
They determined that ‘the arch of the foot stores enough strain energy to make run-
ning more energy efficient”, and it can be observed that since the arch deforms during
walking it will be storing energy then as well.[26][15]. Since the arch is not a simple
1.4 walking 9
Figure 4: The windlass mechanism[37]
joint its elastic behaviour can change as the foot moves and there is evidence that the
arch is softer during loading and stiffer towards toe-off, due purely to the morphol-
ogy of the foot:
[T]he foot is as flexible as possible to be an effective shock absorber during
the loading response at midstance in the gait cycle... [T]here is rigidity at
the midtarsal joint at toe-off when the foot is supinated so that it can act
as an effective lever for propulsion[53]
The windlass mechanism is a passive mechanism which relates the extension (dorsi-
flexion) of the toes to a raising of the longitudinal arch.[37] The mechanism can be
explained basically as a cable which attaches at the back of the arch, wraps around the
metatarsal heads and attaches to the toes. When the toes extend the cable is wrapped
around the ’drum’ of the metatarsal heads and the arch is thus pulled taught. This
principle is illustrated in figure 4, which shows the bones of the foot and a mechanical
approximation below. The windlass mechanism is important since it helps to resist
some of the loading during the latter half of the stance phase of walking, and pro-
vides energy back during toe off[37][47]. It should be noted, however, that there has
been some research to suggest that the windlass mechanism may not be as passive
as previously thought, with one paper finding that in some subjects the mechanism
is subject to a delay.[48]
1.4 walking
Walking can be considered as a periodic movement which alternates between phases
of double support, where both feet are on the ground, and single support, where
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Figure 5: The stages of walking[103]
only one foot is on the ground. Considering one leg at a time, a walking cycle can be
broken down as shown in figure 5 - with the stance phase when the foot of that leg
is on the ground, and the swing phase when the foot is in the air.
While it could be tempting to view each step of the walking cycle as a vault over the
leg on the ground, in fact walking is a bouncing gate[28], with significant amounts
of kinetic energy from the swing leg being stored in elastic elements and preserved
during the stance phase.[71] Alexander [2] notes three primary uses for springs in
legged locomotion: energy storage in a bouncing gait, smooth return of oscillating
joints (e.g. the hip), and shock absorption (e.g. the pad of the foot). The effect of walk-
ing at different speeds should also be noted; it seems that our self selected natural
walking speed is a compromise between the most efficient frequency mechanically,
and the speed at which our metabolic conversion of energy from chemical to kinetic
is most efficient.[91] The salient features of human walking will be discussed later in
this work, while specifying the design criteria for the robot, and in order to generate
human-like walking trajectories specialised for the robot.
1.5 measuring stiffness during walking
While it is evident that joint stiffness can be modulated in the legs, it is not a triv-
ial task to measure it. Kinematic and dynamic analysis could be used to provide
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many possible stiffness profiles for a given movement, but by itself cannot determine
which is actually used. Ideally we would like to pause a person mid-walk, adminis-
ter a small perturbation to a joint and measure the resulting force to get an idea of
stiffness. Obviously, due to the nature of walking as a dynamic process, this is not
possible. Small random perturbations have been applied to arm movements during
reaching tasks in order to try to calculate stiffness[3], with limited success. Trying to
measure stiffness with perturbations faces the additional problem that we may en-
counter reflexive effects which will resist these disturbances, and appear as increased
stiffness[59].
ElectroMyoGraphic (EMG) recordings can be used to try to determine muscle ac-
tivations during movement. Typically these recordings have been very noisy, and it
has been difficult to isolate individual muscle signals from those of nearby muscles.
Recent techniques utilising probabilistic modelling of the EMG signal are starting to
yield results in predicting individual muscle activation[55], and it is suggested that
by combining these with kinematic models of muscle activation the EMG signals for
deeper muscles could be discerned. A combination of force plate recordings and x-
ray recordings was used to try and determine the stiffness of the plantar fascia in the
foot during walking[26]. This technique is not widely applicable to measuring mus-
cle/tendon lengths throughout the leg, but the use of ultrasound instead of x-rays
may provide the best yet estimates of muscle activation and joint stiffness during
locomotion.
Recently, detailed muscle models, tuned to match empirical behaviour, have been
used to estimate joint torque and stiffness in the knee from EMG sensors on three
pairs of antagonistic muscles. [49] The authors built an assistive compliant knee ex-
oskeleton, which utilises a variable stiffness actuator.
It remains a difficult problem to extract detailed joint stiffness information, es-
pecially during a task like walking. Furthermore, it is even more difficult to get a
subject to produce a specific joint stiffness profile. A robotic platform which can vary
the impedance profile of its joints could be a valuable tool for investigating the effect
of varying stiffness on locomotion.
The robot built and used for this project has quite a different mechanism for vary-
ing impedance, as will be illustrated later. Unlike a human, it does not cost the robot
any energy to hold its joints at a high stiffness. In order to study strategies suitable
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for human walking, it would be possible to utilise a cost function which did penalise
high stiffnesses. For producing efficient locomotion on the robot, it does not make
sense to try to copy human stiffness levels directly, for example because of the dif-
ferences in compliant mechanism energy usage and leg mass distribution. For this
reason, in this work we explore ways of copying the behaviour of a human to the
robot (e.g. locomotive or discrete movements), while the robot assumes a stiffness
level appropriate to that motion.
1.6 robotic approaches to walking
Walking robots can be divided into several types: rigid drive, (actuated) passive dy-
namic, series elastic, and variable impedance. Rigid drive robots are the most com-
mon, with famous robots like Honda’s Asimo[38] and the HRP series of robots[46]
falling under this category. With no real compliance, the position of these robots
joints is rigidly controlled, and typically the efficiency of movements such as walking
is very low compared to humans and passive dynamic walkers. An exception to the
inefficient rigid-drive robot is that developed by Braun[9], where back-driving of the
motors is encouraged to allow the robot joints to swing. Whilst this produces a more
efficient walking gait, which does not require the joint trajectory to be completely
prescribed and tracked, it cannot store and release energy in compliant elements.
If the joints in a rigid-drive robot are torque-controlled, rather than position con-
trolled, compliance can be simulated[41][72]. This involves a fast feedback loop which
can detect the torque the motor is applying, and follow a trajectory in torque space.
With this control strategy active compliance is achieved, for example if the robot en-
counters an obstacle, it will not exert excessive force trying to power through the
obstacle, but will exert a force on the obstacle based on the torque commands of the
joints.
The introduction of a compliant element between the motors and the joints is
known as Series Elastic Actuation, and was first introduced by Pratt.[76] With this
type of setup energy can be stored and shocks absorbed, however the mechanical
compliance is fixed, and hence so are the dynamics. The effective compliance can be
varied in a similar way to torque control, by using the motor to modulate forces ap-
plied through the spring. The robot Baxter utilises SEA actuators in order to improve
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safety and prevent the robot from damage caused by disturbances in its environment.
[31] The compliant version of the iCub, the cCub, uses a type of SEA with fairly rigid
links,[88] as does the bipedal robot COMAN [89]
On the other end of the spectrum from rigid-drive robots are passive dynamic
walkers. These are specifically designed to take advantage of the natural dynamics of
the humanoid form to provide perambulation effectively as a result of a controlled
fall. The most basic of these robots are purely mechanical and require downhill slopes
and gravity to provide power. More advanced actuated passive dynamic walkers
utilise the principle of passive-dynamic walkers with one or two powered joints in
order to power motion.[13] Whilst these robots are very efficient, they are typically
only capable of locomotion at one speed, cannot stand still, and outside of locomotive
behaviour have very little control over their joints.
Bridging the gap between passive-dynamic walkers and rigid-drive walkers are
robots with variable impedance. These robots have compliant elements in their drive
train, but they can be tuned to have a desired dynamic behaviour. Thus the ideal vari-
able impedance biped would be able to have joints that could be rigid enough to at
least absorb loading due to gravity while static, but could also have their impedance
tuned to a suitable level to achieve efficient walking when required to move.
Tuned compliance may allow the joints of the robot to be moved according to
their natural dynamics and gravity, potentially reducing the energy required to drive
them, as in passive dynamic walkers. Compliance may also allow less energy to be
lost during initial contact, especially when the robot is walking with a human like
walk which will involve a heel strike rather than a carefully lowered foot. In addition
to just from heel strike, compliance may allow a degree of energy storage, like in the
plantar fascia of the foot, but also as seen at least in running humans.
During the stance phase of the walk, as the robot "vaults" over the leg on the
ground, compliance may allow the joints to flex, allowing the vertical position of the
pelvis to move passively and storing energy to put towards the final part of the stance
phase. Compliance may also allow for disturbances in the terrain, or inaccuracies in
the model of the robot or changes in the actual robot, to be adapted to more passively.
For a bipedal robot which will be carry out a number of tasks, adjusting the com-
pliance allows the dynamics of the robot to be tailored to that tasks. For walking, the
stiffness of the joints may need to be adapted based on the speed of the walk.
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Efficient walking at different speeds should be possible by adjusting the impedances,
and it may be the case that it is advantageous to vary impedances during the cycle of
the walk. This is a relatively new field, but some robots aiming to produce variable
impedance have been created.
One of the earliest attempts to build a robot with variable impedance used an an-
tagonistic pair of non-linear springs on each joint.[105] However, the final robot was
bulky and slow, and could only walk with a step speed of more than seven seconds
per step, and a step length of 0.1m. A similar approach was employed in the robot
Lucy[97], which used pleated pneumatic artificial muscles in an antagonistic arrange-
ment. Lucy was only capable of walking with a speed of 0.15m/s, and a step length
of 0.18m. Both of these robots failed to exhibit any real dynamic properties due to
their extremely slow movement. A more recent bipedal robot which uses an anthro-
pomorphic arrangement of pneumatic artificial muscles has achieved better results,
and is able to both walk and jump.[39] However, the control of compliance in this
robot is very rough, as is the overall control system. Another robot which has been
constructed with antagonistic joints is MABEL, which is capable of walking at 1.5m/s
and hopping.[30] The robot is very bulky and mechanically complex, and does not
have any feet, merely two link legs. Nevertheless it does move at a reasonable speed
with compliance.
Moving away from antagonistically actuated robots, two robots have been built
which utilise the MACCEPA actuator, which is able to vary stiffness independently
of equilibrium position.[93][63] The biped built by Uemura and Kawamura uses a
mechanism which is very similar to the MACCEPA in its operation.[90] These mech-
anisms are very easy to construct from hobbyist parts, which no doubt explains why
they were chosen, but can only realise very low stiffness settings, and cannot real-
istically transfer the kind of torque which is required for a proper dynamic walk.
Furthermore the adjustment of stiffness with this device relied on changing the pre-
tension of a spring, and is not energy efficient.
In recent years there has been an explosion in the number of designs for variable
impedance joints, and so by careful selection of the best mechanism for the task it
should be possible to create bipedal robots with physical variable impedance, suitable
for the task of recreating human-like heel-toe walking.
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1.6.1 Methods for producing walking
Many different methods have been devised for producing walking behaviour on
bipedal robots.
Probably the most widely utilised technique is to utilise the Zero Moment Point
(ZMP). "ZMP is defined as that point on the ground at which the net moment of the in-
ertial forces and the gravity forces has no component along the horizontal axes."[101]
In other words, it is the point in the robots support polygon (the area bounding the
foot or feet currently on the ground) where the net forces from movement and from
gravity produce no moment. For a robot that is dynamically balanced (i.e. not in the
process of falling over), the ZMP coincides with the centre of pressure. If the ZMP is
in the support polygon, the robot is dynamically balanced.
Setting a target ZMP trajectory and calculating the robot poses and joint trajecto-
ries required to produce it - all the while ensuring that the robot remains dynamically
balanced - is a commonly used way to produce functional walking trajectories - e.g.
[106][45][73]. These methods typically require an accurate model of the robot’s dy-
namics, and produce walks which keep the feet of the robot flat on the floor.
Recently, optimization methods for generating trajectories based on special Centre
Of Mass (CoM) trajectories have been used on the Atlas robot during the Darpa
Robotics Challenge. [23]
Optimal control methods have also been used to optimise trajectories for locomo-
tion in simulation, e.g. [21]
More reactive methods have been used, for example by Raibert [80][79], where feet
are placed and ground reaction forces generated that generally act towards the centre
of the robot, trying to push the robot towards a stable behaviour.
Hybrid Zero Dynamics control, which utilises models of the dynamics of the robot
in each phase of motion, was used with high gain controllers to produce locomotion
of the underactuated planar biped MABEL. [85]
The above methods all usually involve detailed models of the robots dynamics.
Neurologically inspired methods have also been used to generate walking trajecto-
ries, for example using reflexive control [27] and by attempting to combine reflexes
with Central Pattern Generators.[52] See also [42] for a good review of CPGs in ani-
mals, and applied to robots.
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1.7 goals
In this project, it was intended to study the state of the art in variable impedance -
both stiffness and damping control - and create novel platforms to explore the efficacy
of physical variable impedance in bipedal robots.
To best approach the amazing efficiency of human walking, the robots were to be
made as outwardly anthropomorphic as possible, with regard to aiming to recreate
the heel-toe walking cycle. However, this does not necessarily mean copying an antag-
onistic actuator style; it may be possible to improve upon this, for example allowing
stiffness to be changed, or high stiffness levels held, without expending a great deal
of energy.
To make the problem more tractable, we first concentrated on the sagittal plane,
since the sagittal plane joints constitute the vast majority of the mechanical power in
walking. We then started to introduce 3D motion through hip adduction/abduction,
as a stepping stone on the way to full 3D movements.
With a robot designed morphologically for human-like walking, it was necessary to
understand the human walking cycle in some detail in order to generate trajectories to
produce a similar motion on a robot constrained in the sagittal plane. We developed
a method for parameterising and representing joint angles during walking, based on
gait transition events and a specified step length and clearance height. These motions
were then empirically evaluated, in simulation and on the hardware, to ascertain
which trajectories produced motion at which speeds. The stiffness was also varied, to
attempt to determine the best stiffness at which to perform a given motion, at a given
speed. In a similar way to how humans recruit from a bank of movement generation
circuits, we learn a set of base motions for the robot, with associated stiffness values.
From this, we have begun to build a library of learned locomotive movements,
which are described by step length, speed, clearance height, energy usage, and the
like. A system for teleoperating the robot was developed, wherein motion tracking
data from the users legs is analysed to determine whether they are making a discrete
movement or producing locomotion. If the user is producing locomotion, the system
attempts to reproduce the movement, without just copying joint angles, by recruiting
a known locomotive trajectory from the movement database. In this way, features
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like the step length and speed of the user’s walk can be copied, but with joint angle
trajectories and stiffness values that are more suited to the robot.

Part II
R O B O T D E S I G N & M A N U FA C T U R E

2
VA R I A B L E I M P E D A N C E T E C H N O L O G Y
The dynamic behaviour of a single actuated joint can be described in general form
by the equation T = Iθ̈+ cθ̇+ kθ, where T is the external torque on the joint, I is the
second moment of inertia, c is the damping coefficient, k is the stiffness, and θ is the
joint angle. The dynamics of the joint can therefore be altered by varying k, c and/or
I. Varying any or all of these parameters to change the dynamics of the joint is the
focus of the field of variable impedance.
To build robots capable of varying their impedance, it is important to review the
work already done in this field. This involves evaluating the many published designs
for variable impedance mechanisms, and an overview of many of these designs is
given in this chapter, before evaluating which designs are most suited to our applica-
tion of legged robotic locomotion.
The field of variable impedance can trace its origins back to the late 1980s, although
one of the first truly structured attempts to capitalise on the advantages brought by
variable impedance is the work by Laurin-Kovitz around 1991[60]. Laurin-Kovitz and
Colgate utilise the most common variable stiffness setup: antagonistic actuation with
compliant linkages. The authors realise that in order to be able to vary stiffness in
such an antagonistic design the springs used must have a non-linear characteristic,
and in fact a quadratic force/displacement profile is advantageous. This fact has
been elaborated in many subsequent works (e.g. [19]), and explains why many pa-
pers working with antagonistic variable impedance deal specifically with ways to
make quadratic springs. Laurin-Kovitz and Colgate develop prototype designs for a
’programmable’ damper and a non-linear spring.
Whilst not dealing with variable impedance, Pratt and Williamson’s work on Series
Elastic Actuators (SEAs) in the mid 1990s[75] is also an important milestone in devel-
opment of intrinsically compliant actuators. The SEA class of actuators refers to a
simple fixed stiffness compliant element in series with a traditional stiff actuator, but
introduces the idea of using compliance to improve efficiency, shock tolerance and
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Figure 6: The two basic implementations of variable stiffness
provide energy storage. Replacing the fixed spring of a traditional SEA with a vari-
able stiffness spring produces a variable impedance actuator. In certain configurations
it is possible to adjust the stiffness of a series elastic joint by varying the pretension
in the compliant element(s) which provides the restoration force to push the joint to-
wards equilibrium[93][104]. A higher pretension generally means that when the joint
moves out of equilibrium it is subject to greater forces, and thus a higher effective
stiffness is observed.
There are two basic variable stiffness layouts - antagonistic or series. Series-type
mechanisms require only one compliant element (although may have more for extra
force/stability etc.) and can utilise either a tunable spring or a pretension mechanism
in order to vary stiffness. It is most common in antagonistic layouts to use fixed non-
linear springs with a pretension mechanism, however it is also possible to use tunable
springs to vary the stiffness - possibly also adding a pretension mechanism.
Variable stiffness mechanisms can therefore be further categorised based on whether
or not they are pretension based, i.e. whether they change their stiffness by changing
the tension in a compliant element.
Stiffness is usually varied in tunable springs by altering mechanical variables such
as the distance of springs from the rotational axis, the length of a compliant element,
or otherwise changing the physical layout of the joint. A much less common method
is based around using magnetic attraction/repulsion as the compliant element [11].
The strength of the magnetic fields can be varied if electromagnets are used; alterna-
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tively it is possible to physically move the magnets to change the area of interaction -
in this case the actuator would also fall into the mechanically-adjustable category.
So far only ways to vary the stiffness of a joint have been discussed. As previously
mentioned, for any dynamic system the important parameters (apart from moment of
inertia) are the stiffness and the damping - thus it is important to also consider ways
of tuning the damping factor of a joint. Whilst there is considerably less literature
on the topic of variable damping, there have nevertheless emerged several solutions
for creating variable damping. These can be based on Magneto-Rheological fluid (MR-
fluid) modulated with electromagnetic fields[36], variable frictional damping[68][57],
changing the channel size in a hydraulic damper[60], or using motor braking as done
at the University of Edinburgh [78].
In addition to varying the damping and/or stiffness of a joint, it is also possible
to vary the moment of inertia of the links themselves in order to change the joint dy-
namics. In passive-dynamic walkers it is not uncommon to tune the mass distribution
to achieve the desired dynamics[35]. We could vary this by attaching an additional
concentrated mass on a linear slider and varying its distance from the axis of rotation,
however this would involve the addition of mass to a system which we are trying to
keep as lightweight as possible, and thus will not be discussed further in this section.
Over the years many different variable stiffness or variable damping designs have
emerged[94] [98], and this chapter will attempt to provide a structured and detailed
overview of the state of the art. Looking first at variable stiffness, basic design prin-
ciples are introduced before reviewing the many published designs, and evaluating
their suitability for legged robots. The MAwAS variable stiffness joint, used in both
of our robots, is introduced. Potential mechanisms for variable damping are also
reviewed and evaluated. Finally, we present the general variable impedance joint ar-
chitecture which is used in our robots.
2.1 variable stiffness principles
Variable stiffness mechanisms can be grouped into two orthogonal categorisations:
pretension or tuned-spring; antagonistic or series.
antagonistic Two or more compliant actuators working in opposition
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series A single compliant element in series with the output link
pretension Stiffness is varied through adding tension to a compliant element
tuned spring Stiffness is varied through a means different to pretension
It is of course possible to create an antagonistic design from the parallel connection
of two series mechanisms, but generally this would produce a joint too bulky and
complex to be useful outside of specific circumstances.
2.1.1 Antagonistic Design
From the diagram of a general antagonistic joint (Fig. 6a) it can be seen that the
overall torque on the joint is given by:
T = Fk(x1 + Rθ)R− Fk(x2 − Rθ)R (1)
where Fk(x) is the force exerted by a spring, θ is the output position, and R is the
radius at which the moment from the springs acts. If standard linear springs are used
for the joint, i.e. Fk(x) = kx, the torque equation becomes
T = kR(x1 − x2 + 2Rθ) (2)





It is therefore clear that if standard linear springs are used in an antagonistic ar-
rangement the overall joint stiffness is fixed, regardless of the position of the inputs
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Therefore the stiffness is now controllable and is proportional to the sum of the
two inputs. It is independent of θ and therefore the joint presents itself as a standard
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linear torsion spring. Note that if we can eliminate the b coefficient from the spring
equation the stiffness simply becomes
K = 2aR2(x1 + x2) (7)
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For an ideal antagonistic variable stiffness actuator with ideal quadratic springs,
it is therefore possible to control equilibrium position and stiffness independently.
By varying (x1 + x2) whilst keeping (x1 − x2) constant, the stiffness can be adjusted
without changing the equilibrium position, and by varying (x1 + x2) while keeping
(x1 − x2) constant the equilibrium position can be changed without affecting the
stiffness setting. This is why it is desirable to achieve a quadratic spring function
when dealing with antagonistic joints; any non-linear spring will produce an actuator
which can vary its stiffness, but the control decoupling will not be as neat.
2.1.1.1 Energy Cost of Changing Stiffness
As antagonistic mechanisms typically rely on increasing the pretension of springs in
order to vary stiffness, energy must be expended in changing the stiffness. For a rudi-
mentary calculation of this energy, we assume that a non-backdrivable mechanism
such as a lead screw is used to adjust spring position, otherwise the drive motors
will need to continually supply force to counter the pretension. When stiffness is in-
creased the springs are pretensioned, and energy must be put into the spring and
stored elastically. In theory this energy could be recovered when relaxing the joint,
but in practice there is no simple way to implement such a mechanism. In fact, when
relaxing a pretensioned spring the continual force being applied by the spring will
actually increase friction on the leadscrew mechanism and cost energy.
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For this analysis we examine the energy required to be supplied to the antagonistic
springs in order to pretension them and increase stiffness - this gives a lower bound
on the energy cost of the stiffness adjustment. This does not include any efficiency





Where F(x) is the force/displacement function of the spring. As previously dis-
cussed, traditional linear springs do not work, whilst quadratic springs give good









As explained above, to vary stiffness it is necessary to adjust (x1 + x2) whilst keep-
ing (x1 − x2) constant. Setting the equilibrium position to 0 and adjusting stiffness
with x1 = x2; there are two springs, so the total energy consumption for an adjust-














Where K2 is the desired stiffness in Nm/rad with x1 = x2 = xs2.
For a simple example, let us posit that we are adjusting from a totally compliant
state where xs2 ≈ 0, and that in the final stiff state xs2 = R, this is a reasonable
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So, to move from a compliant state to a stiffness of 10Nm/deg (≈573 Nm/rad)
in this simple example the minimum bound on energy usage would be Ue = 5736 =
95.5J. Human walking at preferred speed has a net metabolic cost of around 3W/kg[91][22],
meaning that this amount of energy is equivalent to a 62kg average weight human
walking for half a second. Therefore, to use this amount of energy to change the stiff-
ness of a single joint seems excessive. For a lightweight passive dynamic robot like
the Cornell Ranger with a power consumption of 11.5W[4], this amount of energy
would produce over 8 seconds of walking.
2.1.2 Series Design
The situation with series-type variable stiffness actuators is considerably simpler,
with the stiffness and equilibrium position being almosts decoupled. It should be
noted that with all series designs there are two possible ways to construct the drive-
train: simple series connection or differential connection (see figure 6b). A differential
connection, whilst requiring a mechanically more complex linkage, means that the
tunable spring does not have to be moved to adjust equilibrium position, and lends
itself naturally to implementation using a harmonic drive. Series connection is more
popular due to its simplicity and the fact that harmonic drives are very costly, but
some recent work has used harmonic drives as differentials [104] [44]
With the exception of pretension adjustment devices, there is no necessary energy
input for stiffness adjustment save for the frictional losses and the cost of physically
moving the required hardware.
2.2 variable stiffness designs
There are a great many methods for implementing variable stiffness, and these will be
summarised over the following pages. Firstly methods for making non-linear springs
for use in antagonistic layouts will be presented, before series mechanism.
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2.2.1 Methods for making non-linear springs
Whilst traditional linear springs are readily available, simple mechanical devices, non-
linear springs are more complex. Several methods have therefore arisen, with many
aiming to create the quadratic force profile discussed earlier.
2.2.1.1 Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
Pneumatic devices are often avoided in modern robotics because of both the added
complexity of requiring a pressurised air source and the inherent hysteresis effects
which make control difficult. A benefit of using such devices is that since the power
is generated by the compressor off the robot, the actuators themselves can be more
lightweight (although not necessarily more compact). Pneumatic artificial muscles
are air filled bladders which contract when pressurised. Verrelst et al [99] use Pleated
Pneumatic Artificial Muscles (PPAM)[14] which reduce the hysteresis and pressure
threshold effects of normal air muscles to create a biped robot "Lucy" (fig 7c) which
has three rotational joints per leg based on antagonistic arrangement of PPAMs. These
air muscles display non-linear force/displacement characteristics which can be varied
based on the pressure level inside the muscle as shown in figure 7b.
(a) PPAM (b) Force contraction curve for
PPAM at various pressures
(c) Biped
Lucy
Figure 7: Pneumatic Pleated Artificial Muscles (PPAMs).[99]








f ≈ pl20(f4ε3 + f3ε2 + f2ε+ f1 + f0ε−1) (20)
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(a) Basic Rolamite Layout (b) Rolamite band shapes and correspond-
ing force profiles
Figure 8: A Rolamite mechanism can be used to create a custom stiffness profile[20]
Where p is pressure, l0 is the original length of the air muscle, and f is a dimension-
less ’force function’ which depends on contraction ε and muscle geometry (l0 and
unloaded radius R). f can be approximated by the function shown in eq (20), where
f0...4 are co-efficients.
As can be seen, using PPAMs creates the interesting situation where pretensing
the non-linear springs actually means they contract in length, although this does
not change the basic premise of antagonistic actuation. As shown in fig 7b, a single
PPAM can generate a force of up to 3000N. The authors do not state the stiffness
range achievable using the PPAMs, but are not able to reach their target stiffness
of 42Nm/rad for walking as it is too low.[97] It is also telling that the maximum
walking speed of Lucy is 0.15m/s, limited because “the exhaust valves cannot follow
the imposed values above [this] speed”. Also of vital importance for a walking robot
is that the none of the joints in Lucy has a range of more than 60deg, which is another
issue with using PPAMs in this setup. Work on Lucy was stopped in 2008.[97]
2.2.1.2 Rolamite Springs
Never realised in practice, English and Russell proposed the use of a ’Rolamite’ mech-
anism for creating a quadratic force/displacement profile.[20] The basic Rolamite de-
sign is shown in 8a and allows the two rollers to move along the traction with only
rolling friction, giving the assembly a very low frictional coefficient. A roller band
comprised of a springy material is connected to both the top and bottom tracks and
is bent around the two rollers. As the band attempts to straighten out the result is
axial forces at A and B. For a constant cross-section band these two forces are equal
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(a) Non-linear spring (b) Spring force/displacement curve
Figure 9: The non-linear spring developed by Laurin-Kovitz and Colgate[60]
and opposite, so there is no net force; however if the width of the band is different at





Where E is the Young’s modulus of the band material, t is the band thickness, wB
and wA are the band width at B and A respectively, and d is the roller diameter. By
changing the width of the band (e.g. by creating cutouts) we can therefore exert a
movement force on the rollers and create an arbitrary spring profile. Figure 8b shows
a selection of Rolamite bands and their corresponding force profiles. English and
Chad[20] show some possible band designs, but do not construct any. Designing to a
set of geometric limitations so that a complete unit could (just) fit within a prosthetic
forearm, the authors determine that a generous maximum output torque from an
antagonistic joint based on these springs would be 2.3Nm - falling far short of the
16Nm they hoped to be able to achieve. Stiffness range in their design was 7-80
Nm/rad (0.122 - 1.40 Nm/deg).
2.2.1.3 Clamped Ellipsoid Spring
In one of the earliest variable stiffness designs, Laurin-Kovitz and Colgate[60] realise
that "material strength is higher in tension than in bending, and any shape which
flattens out as it deflects should provide a hardening characteristic". The hardening
characteristic they are referring to is the desired nonlinearity, where the stiffness
increases with deflection.
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(a) Schematic of guide shaft (b) Torque/angle curve
Figure 10: ANLES system developed by Koganezawa.[54]
Figure 9 shows a drawing of the prototype non-linear spring developed, as well
as its characteristic force/deflection profile1. It should be noted that the spring is
non-quadratic; the authors use a lumped parameter model to generate the theoretical
force response shown in 9b.
2.2.1.4 ANLES - Guided torsion spring
As a torsion spring is wound up the number of coils increases, but as the wire length
is constant this has the effect that the radius of the spring decreases. Koganezawa,
Inaba and Nakazawa develop the Actuator with Non-Linear Elastic System which cre-
ates non-linear springs based around restricting the minimum spring radius. Figure
10a shows a profile of the guide shaft inside the torsion spring, and illustrates how
as the torsion spring is wound it gradually becomes more restricted, with less of the
spring being active. As the amount of active spring length decreases, the stiffness
increases (in the same way that a short cantilever beam is stiffer than a long beam).
Figure 10b shows the relationship between rotational displacement and torque for
an ANLES unit, and we can see the desired hardening characteristic emerging. The
authors construct an antagonistic joint based around two ANLES units, this bulky
actuator is then shown to be capable of varying its effective stiffness between 0.09 -
0.14 Nm/deg.
2.2.1.5 Migliore’s Quadratic Springs
Migliore, Brown and DeWeerth developed a mechanism for creating quadratic springs
based around guiding normal linear springs around a cam. The basic idea behind
1 Dimensions have been converted from imperial to metric
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(a) Principle of spring operation (b) Realised device
Figure 11: Migliore’s Quadratic Spring
the mechanism is quite straightforward, and is shown in 11b. As force is applied
the rollers are pushed down the frame, and the linear springs are pushed apart by
the profile of the frame. The authors design the profile of the frame to produce
a quadratic output force, and produce two prototype units which “demonstrated
strong quadratic behaviour (r2 = 0.9997 and r2 = 0.9998)”. The force equations of the
two constructed prototype units were experimentally determined to be:
F1(x) = 109700x
2 − 134x+ 1.73N (22)
F2(x) = 108400x
2 − 282x+ 1.94N (23)
The differences in the two equations represent anomalies caused by manufacture,
although the authors state that “effect on system performance is minimal”. After cre-
ating an antagonistic joint based around their springs Migliore, Brown and DeWeerth
are able to vary the effective stiffness between about 11× 10−6 - 807× 10−6 Nm/deg.
This stiffness is quite low due to the fact that the linear springs used in the construc-
tion have low stiffness (550N/m); there is nothing to stop a more robust version of
the joint being built with stiffer springs.
2.2.1.6 VSA-I - Belt tensioning spring
Although more looking more complex in its implementation, the Variable Stiffness Ac-
tuator VSA-I developed by Tonietti, Schiavi and Bicchi[86] is essentially a traditional
"pull-only" antagonistic design. The major difference in this case is the addition of a
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(a) Layout of VSA-I (b) Non-linear spring
Figure 12: Tonietti’s VSA-I[86]
third spring which counteracts the other two and helps to reduce energy usage. The
layout of the VSA-I is shown in figure 12a, and can be seen to consist of a timing belt
stretched around three pulleys, two of which are driven by motors and one of which
is attached to the output joint. In the space between two pulleys the timing belt is
tensioned by a springs; a schematic of one of these linkages is shown in figure 12b.
If we imagine that the pulley on the right is locked and cannot rotate, then as the
other pulley rotates anticlockwise it will pull the timing belt tighter and decrease the
spring length ls. This arrangement creates a non-linear relationship between the rela-












Where h̄ is the length of the spring at rest, h is the length of the spring, L is the
length of the timing belt between the two pulleys, qa and qb are the rotations of
the two pulleys and the other variables are dimensions as shown in figure 12b. The
force function described by equation 24 is non-linear and monotonically increasing
with (qb − qa), tending to infinity as L → D. It is shown in figure 13, and can be
approximated well by a fourth order polynomial (shown as the thin yellow line). The
authors construct a prototype VSA-I actuator, but have since abandoned the design
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Figure 13: Characteristic of the non-linear spring used in the VSA-I
(a) Four bar linkage (b) Torque vs. displacement
Figure 14: VSA-II four bar linkage mechanism[82]
since “it finds limitation in torque capacity and in practical implementation in a
robotic arm”[82].
2.2.1.7 VSA-II - Four bar linkage
The successor to the VSA-I was developed by Schiavi, Grioli, Sen and Bicchi in 2008
[82] and uses a non-linear spring which is capable of pushing and pulling. The spring
itself is constructed as a torsion spring formed from a four bar linkage as shown in
14a. OA is the output link, and a torsion spring is connected to link BC. The relation-
ship of torque to displacement is complex, and the full equation is presented by the
authors in [82] - a graph of this relationship is shown in figure 14b for various stiff-
ness presets and values of the design variable R/L. It can be seen that the behaviour
is again non-linear, monotonically increasing and has a hardening characteristic.
The VSA-II actuator constructed by the authors uses relatively weak springs with
k=0.5Nm/rad, and this results in a final output stiffness range of 0→0.05 Nm/◦
( 0→3Nm/rad). It should be noted though that stiffness depends heavily on displace-
ment from equilibrium, and as the deflection increases the stiffness also increases
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rapidly. Many variable stiffness actuators exhibit a hardening or softening charac-
teristic, but in the VSA-II has an extremely pronounced hardening stiffness profile.
Whilst a hardening characteristic can help to prevent the actuator from exhausting its
elastic range, for the actuator to be most useful the majority of the compliant range
should usually be at a useful (i.e. not overly soft or hard for the application) level.
2.2.2 Other antagonistic designs
Several other designs exist which utilise opposing elastic elements, but not in the
traditional antagonistic layout.
2.2.2.1 Bidirectional Antagonistic
Petit et al[74] noted that in many implementations of the traditional antagonistic
setup the implemented springs are only capable of pulling, and so can only provide
force to the output joint in one direction. Such "pull-only" antagonistic actuators suf-
fer from the major drawback that the maximum torque that can be applied to the
output link is the stall torque of one of the motors - i.e. only half of the possible mo-
tor torque can be delivered to the output. Note that where the non-linear springs can
push and pull (e.g. Rolamite springs[20], VSA-II[82]) this problem is not encountered
since one motor can push and the other can pull. To overcome the problem when
using pull-only springs the authors propose the configuration shown in figure 15a,
where each motor is coupled to the output link by a pair of springs and can thus pull
the output pulley in either direction.
Considering one motor-spring unit, as shown in 15b we can calculate the torque
exerted on the output pulley by that unit.
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(a) Joint configuration (b) Motor-spring
unit
Figure 15: The bi-directional antagonistic setup proposed by Petit et al. In Normal Mode the
joint operates almost as a traditional pull-only antagonistic actuator, with preten-
sion increasing the output joint stiffness. In Helping Mode it is possible to use the
torque of both motors to drive the output joint.
l1 = leq + R1q− R2θ1 (27)
leq = lf + lp (28)
F1 = Fk(l1 − lf) (29)
= Fk(lp + R1q− R2θ1) (30)
T = R1(F1 − F2) (31)
= R1
(
Fk(lp + R1q− R2θ1) − Fk(lp − R1q+ R2θ1)
)
(32)
Since the stiffness of the motor unit is the derivative of T with respect to q, and
we want to be able to vary the stiffness by changing θ1, it is necessary to obtain a
term which is a product of both q and θ1 in the torque equation. Thus Fk(lp + R1q−
R2θ1) − Fk(lp − R1q+ R2θ1) must contain a qθ1 term. If we are dealing with springs
described by a polynomial we can explore what happens as we increase the order of
the polynomial:
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(lp + R1q− R2θ1)
1 − (lp − R1q+ R2θ1)
1 = 2(R1q− R2θ1) (33)
(lp + R1q− R2θ1)
2 − (lp − R1q+ R2θ1)
2 = 4lp(R1q− R2θ1) (34)
(lp + R1q− R2θ1)
3 − (lp − R1q+ R2θ1)







2R2θ1) . . . (35)
(lp + R1q− R2θ1)
4 − (lp − R1q+ R2θ1)







2R2θ) . . .
(36)
Therefore to gain any control over the stiffness of the joint, if we are describing the
springs as polynomials, they must be of order 3 or greater. The torques from each
motor unit can be summed to find the resultant output torque, and since K = dT/dq,
the individual motor unit stiffnesses may also be summed to calculate the overall joint
stiffness. In their prototype implementation, Petit et al use a "belt tensioning spring"
method similar to that used in the VSA-I (see section 2.2.1.6). We have already seen
that the Fx of this spring can be described by a fourth order polynomial, and therefore
the resulting joint which uses four of these will be able to change its stiffness.
The resulting stiffness changes with deflection angle, becoming stiffer as deflection
increases. The prototype joint created by the authors is capable of varying its stiffness
between 0.57→1.05Nm/◦.
2.2.2.2 Edinburgh SEA - Lever arms with linear springs
Mitrovic, Klanke, Howard and Vijayakumar produced the Edinburgh SEA[65] which
uses normal linear springs attached to lever arms to create the required non-linearity.
A schematic of the design is shown in figure 16a, along with graphs showing how
the equilibrium position and stiffness change with the positions of the two motors in
figure 16b.
As with all antagonistic designs, the pretension can be varied to change the joint
stiffness whilst changing the differential angular displacement of the input motors
can change the equilibrium position. There is a high amount of coupling between
position and stiffness, and the joint stiffness depends on deflection from equilibrium
in a non-trivial way. The prototype actuator built by the authors with fairly weak
springs (k=424 N/m) is capable of varying the output link stiffness between about
0.3→0.5Nm/◦ as shown in figure 16b. We note that stiffness is directly proportional
to the linear spring constant k.
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(a) Schematic (b) Equilibrium position and stiffness profiles
Figure 16: The Edinburgh SEA and its characteristic curves[65]
2.2.3 Series Pretension Adjustment Devices
As mentioned earlier, series VSAs can be either pretension or non-pretension based,
depending on whether or not they depend on changing the tension of an elastic
element in order to change stiffness. In this section, pretension based mechanisms
are introduced first, followed by non-pretension mechanisms.
2.2.3.1 MACCEPA - Mechanically Adjustable Compliance and Controllable Equilibrium
Position Actuator
The MACCEPA was developed by van Ham, Vanderborght, Van Dammr, Verrelst
and Lefeber[93] and represents perhaps the first series variable stiffness actuator that
varies the output link stiffness by spring pretension. The basic premise for the actu-
ator is that an intermediate lever arm sets the equilibrium position, attached to the
end of this arm is a spring which connects to the output link at a distance, C, from
the axis. The spring will be at its shortest when the output link is aligned with the
intermediate link, and this represents the equilibrium position. Any deviation from
this will further stretch the spring and change the angle of spring force so it is no
longer parallel with the output link, and therefore a turning moment is introduced
on the output link. A drawing of a MACCEPA implementation in figure 17a shows
the joint at the equilibrium position in B, and out of equilibrium on either side. The
schematic in figure 17b can be used to determine the characteristics of the device.
The torque on the output link is given by




B2 +C2 − 2BC cosα
)
(37)
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(a) 3 positions of the MACCEPA (b) schematic of operation
Figure 17: The MACCEPA[93]






















(a) Torque vs. Displacement




















(b) Stiffness vs. Displacement
Figure 18: MACCEPA characteristics
Where k is the stiffness constant of the linear spring, B and C are the distances
from the rotation axis to the spring connection points on the intermediate and output
links respectively, P is the pretension introduced into the spring, and α is the angle
between the intermediate link and output link. The length A is given by A(α) =
√
B2 +C2 − 2BCcosα. We can note that for deflections from equilibrium (α) of less
than 45◦ the majority of the spring force results in internal tension rather than pro-













The characteristic curves for the MACCEPA are shown in figure 18, and the highly
non-linear relationship between stiffness and deflection from equilibrium can be seen
in figure 18b. For low stiffness settings the MACCEPA therefore exhibits a hardening
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characteristic up to about 50◦, when it begins to soften. At high stiffness settings a
softening behaviour is seen, with the joint becoming less stiff as it moves away from
equilibrium. Note that the stiffness goes negative at high deflection angles, indicating
that the restoration torque is actually decreasing as deflection increases towards 180◦.
In practice the allowable deflection range may well be limited by the elastic limit of





The energy required to move from a compliant state with P = 0 to a state with







For an example system let C=0.1m and B=0.03m. With a relatively weak spring of
k=980N/m, free length 28.5mm and maximum length 51.7mm the achievable stiff-
ness range at equilibrium is 0→0.0170Nm/◦, with an energy requirement of 0.264J
to achieve this stiffness. With a strong extension spring of k=17090N/m, free length
31.75 and maximum length 39.624 the achievable stiffness range at equilibrium is
0→0.101Nm/◦, with an energy cost of 0.530J to reach maximum stiffness. The MAC-
CEPA is therefore inherently a low-stiffness joint.
Interestingly, Van Ham has constructed a bipedal robot, Veronica[93], by connecting
six MACCEPA actuators together. Whilst the robot could walk slowly, “it should be
noticed that this walking motion is not yet stable, and requires human assistance”.
Work was not continued on the Veronica biped, most likely since the MACCEPA
based joints are too soft to provide stable locomotion. The MACCEPA joint forms the
basis of work on efficient throwing with variable dynamics using a two link arm at
the University of Edinburgh. [6]
2.2.3.2 MACCEPA 2.0
Vanderborght, Tsagarakis, Semini, Van Ham and Caldwell propose an update to
the basic MACCEPA design which creates a hardening behaviour where stiffness
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Figure 19: The MACCEPA 2.0 deflected from equilibrium
(a) Implementation (b) Operational principle
Figure 20: The DLR VS-joint
increases with deflection from equilibrium.[95] Figure 19 shows a CAD render of the
mechanics behind the MACCEPA 2.0 - as the output link deviates from equilibrium
the wire connected to the spring is pulled around a circular profile. This has the effect
that the rate of spring deflection increases with deflection, and thus the hardening
characteristic is observed. Apart from this the operation is identical to the original
MACCEPA, and the stiffness range is not increased with this implementation.
2.2.3.3 DLR VS-Joint
A tunable spring which alters its stiffness through a pretension mechanism is the
DLR VS-joint, created by Wolf and Hirzinger[104]. Figure 20a shows the implemen-
tation of the VS-joint, with three large compression springs arranged symmetrically
around and parallel with the rotational axis. A spindle mechanism allows the top
plate (the "spring base slider") to be moved and the springs compressed to introduce
pre-tension. The other end of each spring is attached to a roller which then sits on a
a profiled cam-disk, as illustrated in figure 20b. Any deflection from equilibrium will
compress the springs further and introduce a restorative moment forcing the output
link back to equilibrium.
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Figure 21: VS-joint characteristics[104]
Though there are three springs, they are in series and so their spring constants can
be added and they can be considered as one unit. It is possible to adjust the shape of
the torque/deflection profile by altering the shape of the cam disk - and it should be
noted that by introducing a vertical face at the end of the slope of the profile the link
can be made to become rigid once it has reached maximum deflection.
The torque/deflection and torque/stiffness curves for the VS-joint created by Wolf
and Hirzinger are shown in figure 21, where the overall stiffness is k = 980 ×
103N/m.
For the constructed VS-joint the stiffness range at equilibrium is 0→5.93Nm/◦.
Note though that the stiffness depends on the profile of the cam, and the circular cam
profile used here has a small slope around the equilibrium position. Compression
springs can generally be more forceful than extension springs, and three relatively
strong springs are used in this implementation. At the highest pretension setting the
spring deflection is 630180 = 3.5mm and the corresponding spring force is 3430N. The
energy required to reach this pretension is E = 12kx
2 = 6J.
2.2.3.4 Uemura’s design
Uemura and Kawamura propose a design for a variable stiffness joint in which a high
pretension creates a low stiffness, and vice versa. This design has the characteristic
that as stiffness increases so does the energy storage potential, unlike the series pre-
tension and antagonistic designs discussed previously. The principle behind the joint
is illustrated by the drawing in figure 22, where we can see that the design allows us
to change the fixation distance of the spring from the rotational axis (r).
From the geometry we can calculate the equilibrium restoration torque, and there-
fore the joint stiffness:
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Figure 22: Uemura’s variable stiffness design[90]













































Figure 23: Characteristic curves for Uemura and Kawamura’s design
ls =
√





















In the prototype implementation by Uemura and Kawamura a strong extension
spring with k=4570N/m is used, with a long link arm of l=0.19m. The characteristic
curves for the joint created are shown in figure 23, where we can note from figure 23b
that there is not a monotonically increasing relationship between r and joint stiffness
at equilibrium. These curves are limited by the maximum permissible deflection of
the spring.
The achievable stiffness range at equilibrium, with this strong spring, is 0→0.046Nm/◦.
In this design energy must be added to the system to move from stiff to compliant,
and to travel from 0.046→0Nm/◦ the energy cost is E = 12kx
2 = 1.32J.








Figure 24: The Actuator with Adjustable Stiffness (AwAS)[44]
2.2.4 Tunable Springs
Series mechanisms which are not pretension based are effectively tunable springs,
and can remain at a stiffness setting without expending energy.
2.2.4.1 AwAS - Distance of springs from rotation axis
The Actuator with Adjustable Stiffness (AwAS) was originally developed by Jafari, Tsagarakis,
Vanderborght and Caldwell in 2010[44]. The basic principle of operation is centred
on a pair of linear springs attached to lever arms on the rotating joint. By chang-
ing the distance of the springs from the rotation axis the effective stiffness can be
changed. Figure 24a shows a schematic representation of the principle behind the
AwAS, where the distance of the springs from the rotational axis is shown as r. The
coil diameter of the spring is given by ds and the deflection from equilibrium by δθ.
We can observe that the spring is not compressed equally across its diameter (i.e.
the two spring mounting plates are not parallel), and thus we cannot consider the
spring to be acting as a point force at the distance r, but must instead integrate the
force between r − ds2 → r +
ds
2 . The resultant torque and force equations for the
output link are given by:
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(a) Torque vs. deflection


















(b) Stiffness vs. deflection















Maximum deflection in the AwAS is limited at high stiffness ranges by the max-
imum compression of the springs, but at lower stiffnesses by the intermediate link
colliding with a mechanical limit ("A mechanical lock constrains the angular deflec-
tion between -0.2 and 0.2 rad"[44]) to stop it hitting the linear guides of the output
link. This can be seen in Fig. 24b, which shows how the linear guides of the output
link and the ball screw of the intermediate link move in the same plane, limiting the
relative angular displacement before the ball screw mechanism contacts the linear
guides of the output link. In both cases the joint becomes rigid once the maximum
elastic deflection is exceeded (i.e. no damage is done to the springs).
The characteristic displacement/torque and displacement/stiffness curves for the
AwAS as implemented by Jafari[44] are shown in figure 25. It is important to note that,
at equilibrium, changing the stiffness of the joint does not involve any pretensioning
of springs, and the only energy required to change stiffness is that required for the
mechanical effort of physically moving the position of the springs. Under load, energy
will still be required to increase the stiffness if the output position is to be kept
constant.
The Hybrid Dual Actuator Unit (HDAU) by Kim and Song [51] is another mecha-
nism which uses the same principle of moving compression springs orthogonally to
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(a) Moving pivot point principle of AwAS-II [43] (b) Implementation of
CompAct-VSA[87]
Figure 26: The AwAS-II and CompAct-VSA operate by moving the pivot point of a lever arm.
In (b), the pivot P is moved by the rack and pinion F, changing the amount by
which the cam C deflects the springs H. Drive is transferred through joint A at the
opposite end of the cam.
the rotation axis. This mechanism uses rack and pinions to move the spring assem-
blies, rather than leadscrews.
2.2.4.2 AwAS-II and Compact VSA - Moving pivot point
Jafari, Tsagarakis and Caldwell take a slightly different approach with the AwAS-II,
which moves the pivot point of a level arm in order to achieve a stiffness range which,
in theory, can vary from zero to completely rigid. [43]. Fig. 26a shows the operational
principle, where the pivot point is moved to change the stiffness. When the pivot
is between the springs, the end of the lever can move freely without deflecting the
springs. When the pivot point is at the end of the lever, the applied force is directly
transferred, i.e. the joint is rigid. Pivot positions between these two extremes produce
a spectrum of stiffness values.
A similar principle is used by Tsagarakis, Sardelitti and Caldwell in the CompAct-
VSA [87]. The implementation is slightly different, and utilises a cam and compres-
sion springs rather than torsion springs, as shown in Fig. 26b.
2.2.4.3 vsaUT - moving the force along a lever
The vsaUT[100] from the University of Twente takes yet a third approach to the
problem. As shown in the schematic in Fig. 27a, one end of a lever is attached to a
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(a) Mechanical Schematic. [100] (b) Prototype implementation [100]
Figure 27: The vsaUT[100] uses the principle of moving the application point of the joint force
along a lever from a pivot to a pair of antaogonistic springs
pivot and the other to a spring. The joint force is transferred from the spring through
the lever to the arm marked as q2, which connects to the output link (note that the
schematic here shows a linear actuator). By changing distance q1, the arm is moved
along the lever, and the mechanical advantage between input and output is changed.
Therefore, when the arm is close to the pivot point, a small deflection of the output
will create a large change in spring length; when the arm is close to the spring, a
deflection of the output will create nearly the same deflection of the spring.
In this way the stiffness of the joint can be varied from the minimum value set by
the spring, to theoretically infinite stiffness. In the prototype implementation of the
joint, which can be seen in Fig. 27b, the authors utilise a pair of extension springs,
antagonistically arranged, to provide bidirectional compliance.
2.2.4.4 MIA - variable length compliant element
Based on the MIA developed by Morita [67], a simplified MIA joint as shown in
figure 28 can be considered to be a cantilever beam in under loading. For relatively
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Figure 28: The simplified MIA





























































Figure 29: Characteristic curves of the simplified MIA
Where r is the distance from the axis of rotation to the applied force, E is the
Young’s modulus of the compliant element, I is the second moment of area of the
compliant element, θ is the deflection from equilibrium and l is the active length of
the compliant element. The maximum deflection angle is limited in this case by the
stress, σ, of the bending member at support


















Where M is the bending moment on the beam, calculated as above, b is the thick-
ness of the compliant element and σyield is the yield stress of the compliant element.
Note that these formula calculate the stress at the upper/lower surfaces of the beam,
which is the maximum stress in the element. The calculated torque and stiffness are
shown in figure 29 for one possible compliant element.
Choi et al. [12] use a similar principle in their work, except their mechanism uses
four compliant elements sharing the torque transmission.
2.2.4.5 Other non-pretension based mechanisms
The mechanism of Choi et al. [11] transfers drive through two concentric rings of
alternating magnets. In equilibrium the joint naturally aligns so that the magnetic
poles are attracting (i.e. in north-south pairs). As the joint is moved out of equilibrium
a restoration torque pushes it back. By moving one of the magnetic rings in the axial
direction, the "mesh" between the magnets can be altered, and the strength of the
restoration torque varied, thereby changing the joint stiffness.
Umedachi and Ishiguro[92] created a spring mechanism which rotates a heteroge-
neous outer band around linear springs in order to change the overall stiffness.
Rotating a beam to change its bending properties is another mechanism which can
be used to change physical compliance, as demonstrated by Seki et al. [84].
2.2.5 Variable Stiffness Summary Table
Table 1 shows a summary of a selection of variable stiffness mechanisms. Since most
antagonistic designs concentrate on creating non-linear springs, these designs are
grouped under pull only, pull-push, and bidirectional antagonistic categories. The pull
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only antagonistic category refers to the traditional antagonistic layout where two op-
posing compliant elements can act in one direction each only.
In some designs, the spring force does not act purely as a turning moment on the
joint, and therefore even if strong springs are used, the overall stiffness of the joint can
be low. Whilst the specific stiffness levels achievable will vary based on the design
dimensions and spring factors, a rough categorisation of the possible stiffnesses of
each design is included in the table. Of note is that the design used by the AwAS
II [43] and CompACT VSA [87] is capable of varying from zero stiffness (i.e. free
spinning) and infinite stiffness (i.e. rigid joint).
The table also shows how the potential for energy storage changes as stiffness
increases. Tmax vs k shows the how the maximum torque provided by the mechanism
changes as stiffness increases; in antagonistic designs, the maximum output torque
decreases as stiffness increases, whereas in most other designs the opposite occurs.
The energy cost of changing stiffness in antagonistic designs is typically higher than
for other designs, as it involves pre-stressing a plurality of springs.














































































antagonistic A L→ H ↓ • • ••
if quadratic
springs ↓ simple ••
"pull-push"
antagonistic A 0→ H ↓ • • •
if quadratic
springs ↓ simple ••
bidirectional
antagonistic A L→ M ↓ • • •• hardening ↓ simple ••
Edinburgh





MACCEPA [93] SP L ↓ • • •
highly
non-linear ↑ simple •
Uemura [90] SP L ↑ • • •
highly
non-linear ↑ simple •
VS-joint [104] SP 0→ H ↓ • customisable ↑ complex •
AwAS [44] S L→ H - •
near
linear ↑ average -
AwAS II [43],
CompACT [87] S 0→∞ - •• near linear ↑ complex -
MIA [66] S L→ H ↓ •
near
linear ↑ simple -
Choi2011 [12] S M→ H ↓ •
near
linear ↑ complex -
Table 1: Variable Stiffness Mechanisms.
A = Antagonistic, S = Series, P = Pretension, L = Low, M = Medium, H = High
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2.3 variable damping
Being able to adjust the damping of a joint allows unwanted oscillations to be miti-
gated, and allows energy to be dissipated in a fashion other than through the drive
motor.
Magnetorheological damping
Often used in prosthetic knees[36], this method uses MagnetoRheological (MR) fluid
to fill the gaps between many thin disks, which are alternately connected to the input
and output links. An electromagnet is used to set up a magnetic field which passes
through the discs and the fluid. As the strength of this field increases the MR fluid
begins to resist the relative movement of the discs, generating damping torques. This
method has been used to alongside SEA in a walking robot [25].
Frictional Damping
One easy way to dissipate energy from a joint is to apply braking through frictional
contact. In order to achieve true damping it is necessary to make the applied force
proportional to rotational velocity, and thus if traditional brakes are being used it is
necessary to use active control to modulate the braking force. This can be with torque
control of a disk brake[66], or PWM control of an electromagnetic brake[67].
Laffranchi et al use piezoelectric stacks to push a brake against the joint in the
"CompAct" mechanism[56].
Motor Braking
If a motor is being backdriven by a joint, a component of the resistance torque it
provides will be proportional to the velocity. If the terminals of the motor are shorted
together this damping torque will be maximised, and if PWM is applied to the short-
ing of the motor terminals, a simple means to control damping is achieved[78]. The
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Where θ̇ is the angular velocity of the output link, n : 1 is the gear ratio, κτ and κθ̇
are the motor torque and speed constants, respectively, and Re is the resistance of the
motor coils.
Hydraulic Damping
Fluid filled dampers are very common devices, where the size of the channel avail-
able for liquid to pass around a moving component is a crucial determinant of the
damping force. Laurin-Kovitz, Colgate and Carnes[60] develop a "Binary Damper", a
linear damper which has four individual channels whose fluid resistances increase
in a 2n fashion. Individual control valves on each of the channels allow them to be
opened or closed independently, and thus the overall channel size can be varied with
a 4-bit resolution (i.e. 16 possible values).
2.4 comparing and selecting variable impedance mechanisms
Eiberger et al[17] introduce some design criteria for variable stiffness joints in their
paper introducing the DLR QA-joint. We will consider those and other criteria and
joint characteristics, including some more difficult to define properties such as com-
plexity of manufacture, which are shown in italics.
• General actuator design variables
- Maximum torque





* Complexity of manufacture
• Variable stiffness design variables
- Stiffness range
- Elastic deformation range
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- Energy storage potential
- Energy cost of changing stiffness
- Rate of change of stiffness
- Linearity of torque/deflection curve
- Relation of maximum torque to stiffness setting
- Complexity of control / can stiffness be varied independently of equilib-
rium position?
- Behaviour when elastic range exceeded
• Variable damping design variables
- Damping range
- Energy cost of changing/applying damping
- Rate of change of damping
It can be seen from the list above that in addition to the normal design variables
to be considered when designing a robot joint (speed/torque curve, power, physical
dimension/mass restrictions), there are many more factors to consider when design-
ing for variable dynamics. Of principal importance are the torque/speed curve, the
stiffness range and the damping range - these will always be crucial parameters to
ensure the designed system meets its requirements. Depending on the application
the other factors will have varied importance, but in general: in robotics light weight
and compact-ness are a must, needlessly complicated mechanisms are unlikely to be
the best choice. Whilst introducing any variable dynamics will help the system to
adapt to different tasks, the rate of change of stiffness/damping will almost certainly
be important for any reasonably dynamic tasks.
Grioli et al. [29] consider the design criteria relevant to a user selecting a variable
stiffness actuator for a given task. They prescribe a data sheet format for describ-
ing VSAs, suitable for when an entire VSA product has been developed, or to give
full data on an example implementation. They consider VSA specific characteristics
such as the torque/displacement curve and the equations for stiffness, output torque,
spring energy, as well as many implementation specific features including output
speeds and power, weight, and I/O protocol.
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Mechanisms which rely on pretensioning to change stiffness will almost certainly
result in a higher cost to change stiffness then those which have only frictional forces
to overcome. Such mechanisms must either then be non-backdrivable or will have
to continually work against the spring pretension force in order to maintain a given
stiffness level.
From a controllability point of view, the dynamics of the joint become more simple
if the deflection/torque curve of the joint is linear, and the variable stiffness mech-
anism can be considered as a standard torsion spring when maintaining a constant
stiffness level. It is highly advantageous from a point of both simplifying control
strategies and improving physical control if equilibrium position is decoupled from
stiffness setting. For example, in the classical implementation of an antagonistic mech-
anism shown above in figure 6a, both motors must turn in complete synchronisation
in order to change equilibrium position without changing the stiffness setting. In con-
trast, in a series variable stiffness joint one motor controls the equilibrium position
whilst the other controls the stiffness completely independently. If an external load
has been applied and the joint is not in the equilibrium position then changing the
stiffness of the joint will alter the output position, but will still not alter the equilib-
rium position. Another benefit of this situation is that the drive motor and stiffness
motor can be sized according to their respective power requirements - the drive mo-
tor, which controls equilibrium position, will generally need to be more powerful
than the motor which controls the stiffness setting.
The relationship between maximum output torque and stiffness setting is a more
esoteric property which depends on the variable stiffness implementation. For exam-
ple, in normal antagonistic actuators a lower stiffness setting will result in a higher
maximum torque, since more of the spring is available for use; that is to say, the op-
posing spring is not pre-tensioned so much and is not opposing motion so much. In
most series mechanisms the opposite is true, and maximum output torque increases
with stiffness setting. The desired characteristic will depend on application, although
ideally the full torque of the drive motor(s) should be available at all stiffness settings.
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2.4.1 Variable Stiffness for Legged Locomotion
Walking is a dynamic task that involves contact with the ground. Ground reaction
forces must be dealt with without over-stressing the hardware, and ideally without
the loss of too much energy. If the natural dynamics of the system can be used, there
is potential to greatly reduce the amount of energy used for walking. Furthermore,
in any real environment, there will be potential obstacles and irregularities in the
ground surface - compliance can provide the opportunity to at least partially adapt
around such disturbances.
It is a fundamental design criterion that the joints of the robot are able to produce
the mechanical power to produce locomotion, but in addition to this the variable
stiffness joints should also be as energy efficient as possible - ideally not wasting
power merely to change stiffness. In many designs, the available energy storage or
maximum output torque also changes with stiffness. To produce locomotion at high
stiffnesses, the robot must be capable of high output torques at high stiffness values,
and should provide as much energy storage (and hence compliant range) as possible
at these high stiffnesses.
Our high-level criteria when selecting a mechanism for variable stiffness are there-
fore:
• Deliver the required torque without excessive or exhaustive deflection
– Exhaustive: Capable of delivering >40Nm in the compliant range
– Excessive: Can follow a dynamic torque profile - if large amounts of com-
pliant deformation are required to produce the required torques this will
require a motor that is fast as well as strong, which is undesirable.
• Produce high torque at high stiffness values
– To be able to fully investigate the effect of changing stiffness, it is neces-
sary to be able to produce the required torques at various stiffness levels.
This precludes using some pretension designs. Reducing the time constant
of the joint, it allows energy to be imparted to a link more quickly, and
potentially with less overshoot.
• Maximised range of stiffness values
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– This makes the platform more useful for investigating the effect of chang-
ing stiffness, but also allows the exploitation of more aspects of variable
compliance, including reducing apparent link inertia, absorbing shocks,
and passive dynamics.
• Energy efficient when changing/holding stiffness level
– This is important to reduce the overall energy consumption of the robot. It
points towards using a non-pretension design.
• Energy storage independent of stiffness level
– To fully exploit the compliance of the robot, the compliant elements should
be loaded to absorb joint loading, rather than to adjust stiffness. This again
points towards using a non-pretension design.
• Maximised elastic deformation range
– For example, the hip joints of a human swing in a rough sinusoid with an
average amplitude of about 20 degrees. To allow passive dynamic strate-
gies to be investigated, the compliant range should be at least ±20◦.
• Simple to manufacture
– We have access to very limited facilities, and do not have the budget for
outsourcing CNC. This means the mechanisms must be implementable
without CNC milling, and generally prevents the use of any mechanism
with a cam mechanism.
Consider first the principle sagittal plane joints of the robot - the hip, the knee,
and the ankle. Looking at human kinetic data (for example from [91]), the torques
experienced by each joint during human walking cycle are expressed in terms of leg
length and body mass. We can use this to gain a rough figure for the magnitude of
the torques which each joint of a robot will experience if it is able to achieve human
like walking.
For a robot with a mass of 25kg and a leg length of 700mm, this human data would
predict that the maximum torque will be 34.3Nm, experienced in the ankle. We must
therefore select a mechanism design which can supply in excess of 40Nm of torque.
Further details of specific joint requirements are given in the next section.
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Using human data is not ideal for specifying the requirements of the robot, as the
mass distribution of the final robot will likely be quite different to that of a human,
and this affects the moments of inertia and thus peak torques. However, at the early
design stage, this is a way to get a ballpark figure of what the requirements will be.
Human torque data is used, rather than data from other robots, since the robot is
being designed to walk in a human-like manner, with a heel-toe gait and compliant
feet. The actual torque experienced will be different, and so it will be necessary to
later confirm these numbers through dynamic simulation of a robot design.
The designed variable stiffness actuators must be capable of running continuously
with the periodic loading cycles walking produces. This places constraints, such as
on the rated continuous power, on the actuators used to drive the variable stiffness
actuators. The variable stiffness mechanism itself must be capable of driving the joint
along the required trajectory in position and torque space, and this limits how soft
the mechanism can be.
Mechanisms such as the MACCEPA and Uemura VSA are only really suitable for
low stiffness joints with relatively low torque requirements, and as such are inher-
ently unsuitable for this application. Of the remaining mechanisms we can construct
a decision matrix to evaluate against the aforementioned criteria; for the purpose of
this analysis antagonistic mechanisms will be grouped under one umbrella entry.
The decision matrix for choosing a variable stiffness mechanism for the major robot
joints is is shown in table 2. This decision matrix utilises the high-level criteria listed
above, prioritising the factors which are essential to robot operation, e.g. the ability to
provide the required torque for walking, and to be able to provide this torque at high
stiffness levels. For the AwAS, a major drawback is the limited elastic deformation
range. However, a modified version of this mechanism, which will be presented in
the next section, extends this compliant range, and increases the numbers in the table
as indicated by the asterisks.
Table 2 shows that for our legged robots, the best variable stiffness mechanisms are
either the Modified AwAS, or the AwAS II / CompACT VSA. The major advantage
of the AwAS II is that it can vary from zero stiffness to a rigid joint, however it is
much more difficult to construct, and passes very large forces through a pivot point.
Due the simplicity of its construction, we select the Modified AwAS as the variable
stiffness mechanism for the principle joints of our robots.









































































Importance • • •• • • •◦ • • • • • • •• •◦ •
Antagonistic • • • - • • • - • • •• • • •• - ••
VS-joint • • • • • • • • • • • - - ••
AwAS • • •• • • •• • • • • • •• •/••* • • • • • •• • • ••
AwAS II • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• •• • • • •• • • ••
MIA •• •• •• • • •• • • • • - • • ◦
Choi2011 • • •• •• •• • • •• • - - • • ◦
Table 2: Decision matrix - variable stiffness mechanism for main joints
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To answer the question of why, since this robot is being design to ape human
walking, we do not choose the mechanism that most closely resembles human mus-
cle arrangements. This can be answered most basically by restating the goals of the
project: to create a robot which can mimic the human ability to vary the stiffness
and damping of joints, and to do this in the most efficient way possible. Even the
use of antagonistically actuated joints would be a very rough approximation to the
complex muscle arrangements at work in the human leg, and stiffness and damping
will almost certainly not be coupled in the way that they are in humans.
The goal of this project is to mimic an ability rather than a morphology, and in fact
we want to use a mechanism that decouples stiffness and damping from position as
much as possible in order to explore the effect of varying these parameters indepen-
dently and create any desired trajectory through all three parameters. Making the
robot as efficient is a basic design premise, and if it is postulated that in humans
the cost of changing stiffness is higher than in the robot, this can easily be factored
into the control laws by artificially increasing the cost function, regardless of actual
hardware implementation.
2.4.2 Selecting a Variable Damping Mechanism
For walking, control of damping may not be as important as, for example, in a tradi-
tional point-to-point discrete movement task, where accuracy and control of oscilla-
tion is vital. However, it is still necessary to ensure that the joints of the robot exhibit
an appropriate amount of damping, avoiding unwanted overshoot and oscillations.
There are far fewer available mechanisms for variable damping, and in addition
to the criteria listed above it is also necessary to consider the ease with which each
mechanism can be manufactured and/or the cost of procuring or manufacturing the
mechanism.
Of the available options, magnetorheological damping and some frictional damping
methods require energy to be spent in order to provide damping torque. Variable
hydraulic damping requires a fluid filled system with a number of valves, greatly in-
creasing the complication of each joint and adding a layer of complexity to the man-
ufacture.








Figure 30: Schematic of the (linear equivalent of the) joint dynamics for each variable
impedance joint.
Motor braking is the most simple of the mechanisms to manufacture, and is one
with which we have previous experience at the University of Edinburgh. The major
drawbacks of this method of damping is that it adds weight to each joint, and there is
a non-zero level of minimum damping. Since the damping is provided by backdriv-
ing a geared down motor, this minimum level of damping may not be insignificant.
Depending on the electronics implementation, it is possible to ameliorate the mini-
mum damping issue by driving the damping motor. It would then also be possible to
use the damping motor in an "assist" mode, for providing additional torque when re-
quired. Whilst usually having significantly less power than that provided by the main
drive motor, this additional torque would be provided rigidly rather than through a
compliant element, increasing the available actuation options.
Due to the potential advantages of a motor braking variable damping implementa-
tion, coupled with the simplicity of its manufacture and the prior experience of our
lab with this technology, the selected mechanism for implementing variable damping
on the joints of the robots was motor braking.
2.5 our variable impedance joints
As outlined in section 2.4, for the variable impedance joints of our robots, we utilise
a modified form of the AwAS variable stiffness actuator and motor braking variable
damping. Fig. 30 shows a block diagram of the actuation arrangement used for a
full variable impedance joint. Each such joint consists essentially of a Series Elastic
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Figure 31: Schematic of MAwAS
Actuator, within which the stiffness of the elastic element can be varied, in parallel
with a variable damper.
2.5.1 The Modified AwAS Variable Stiffness Mechanism
A modified version of the AwAS mechanism is now presented which provides two
advantages over the previous implementation:
1. The springs connect to the intermediate arm through a pivoting point which
ensures an even, parallel deflection of the springs
2. By moving the intermediate arm and output link into different planes the limit
of elastic deformation is now only constrained by maximum spring compres-
sion.
The layout of the design is shown in Fig. 32, where the pivoting centre link is high-
lighted. The linear guides of the intermediate link can never contact the leadscrew
mechanisms of the output link, nor any of the other components of the output link,
save for the central pivot itself. This increases the elastic deformation range of the
joint.
This mechanism is used in the joints of both robots constructed for this project, and
the actual implementation of the design is shown in section 3.2.3.
Considering the geometry (shown in figure 31 we can see that the length of the
springs when the joint is out of equilibrium by angle θ is given by:
l1 = r sin θ+ a (53)
l2 = 2a− l1 (54)

















(b) Mid section of MAwAS joint
Figure 32: The construction of the MAwAS variable stiffness joint
During the set-up of the joint we introduce a pretension p into the springs, to
change them from their free length lf. Thus:
a = lf − p (55)
The overall force acting on the middle link at a radius of r̃ is thus given by the
difference between the two spring forces at that point:
F = Ks(l1 − lf) −Ks(l2 − lf) (56)
= Ks(r sin θ− p+ p+ r sin θ) (57)
= 2rKs sin θ (58)
To calculate the resultant torque we take the component of the spring force which
is perpendicular to the middle arm:
T = 2r2Ks sin θ cos θ (59)
= r2Ks sin(2θ) (60)
Thus the stiffness is defined as:
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(a) using Lee Spring LW 150 60 0500S

































(b) Using Lee Spring LW 150 60 1600S




= 2r2Ks cos(2θ) (61)
Therefore, as well as being a function of the spring disance, r, the stiffness also
varies with displacement from equilibrium, being proportional to cos(2θ). However,
for small deflections cos(2θ) ≈ 1, and therefore for small deflections a constant stiff-
ness is observed. Note that the maximum deflection is limited by the springs being
compressed to their minimum length, and as stiffness increases the maximum deflec-
tion decreases. If lmin is the minimum length of the spring, the maximum deflection






Example characteristics for a MAwAS variable stiffness design are shown in figure
33 for two different springs. Figure 33a uses a Lee Spring Wave Spring LW 160 50
0500S which has a spring constant of 47.27N/mm, a free height of 12.7mm and a
solid height of 2.285mm. Figure 33b uses another Lee Spring Wave Spring - LW 160
50 1600S, which has a spring constant of 14.88N/mm, a free height of 40.64mm and
a solid height of 7.312mm. Wave springs were selected as they allow a more compact
implementation than traditional compression springs.
The energy stored in the MAwAS actuator can be calculated based on the deflection
of the springs and using the basic spring energy equation Ue = 12Ksx
2





Stored energy vs. spring distance and torque
 
 
























Deflection vs. spring distance and torque
 
 












































r2 sin2 θ+ 2pr sin θ+ p2) (67)
(68)






2r2 sin2 θ+ 2p2) (70)
The total energy stored in the springs is therefore given by eq 70, however we
should subtract the energy added to the system during construction (as pretension






Ue = U−Up = Ksr
2 sin2 θ (72)
It is therefore simple to calculate the energy stored in the springs as a result of ap-
plying a displacment torque to the output link. A contour map of the energy storage,
which plateaus as the spring reaches maximum compression, is shown in figure 34.
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2.5.2 Variable Impedance Joint Dynamics
The equation of motion of each joint can be expressed in general form as:
Jq̈+ dq̇+ k(q− qm) = 0 (73)












For small oscillations around θ = 0, cos(2θ) ≈ 1, and therefore:
θ̈+ 2ζωnθ̇+ω
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For small oscillations, the joint therefore has natural frequency ωn and damping
ratio ζ as shown above. Thus by changing r and d the natural frequency and damping
behaviour of the joint can be varied.
2.5.3 Scaling up
From the wide range of variable impedance mechanisms, a design suitable for walk-
ing robots has been produced. The specific mechanical implementation will be pre-
sented for each robot in the next chapter, but as detailed above, has been selected
to reduce energy costs and cope with high torques, as well as considering more
pragmatic concerns such as cost and ease of manufacture. This is therefore the fun-
damental building block of BLUE and miniBLUE, and was decided before beginning
the design of either robot.
3
B L U E A N D M I N I B L U E : N O V E L VA R I A B L E I M P E D A N C E
B I P E D A L R O B O T S
In the course of this project, two novel bipedal robots were constructed based around
the variable impedance joints discussed in the previous chapter.
This chapter details the design philosophy, criteria, and manufacturing techniques
used to produce the robots, before giving specific details on the design of each robot.
A modular Ethernet based electronics and communication architecture was devel-
oped for use on the robots. The control system is designed to perform accurate low
level control of the robot, whilst provide a high-bandwidth, low latency interface to
higher level control scripts on a real-time PC. The design of the control boards and
communication protocol, is also detailed, along with information on the sensors of
the robot. Finally, this chapter outlines the simulation environment which is used for
the robots.
The first of robot, BLUE (Bipedal Locomotion at the University of Edinburgh) is a pla-
nar biped, with six variable impedance joints and a three part foot. The second robot,
miniBLUE, is a smaller robot with an additional variable impedance degree of free-
dom in each hip. miniBLUE has a similar three part foot, with each part being com-
pliantly deformable.
The morphology of both robots is based heavily around human anthropometric
data, from the lengths of the individual links to the size of the feet. Typically, bipedal
robots have flat single part feet (eg. [38]), which may be exaggerated in size compared
to human feet. Certain robots, especially planar robots which are constrained by a
boom arm or harness (e.g. [30], have point feet instead, as this simplifies impact
dynamics and makes it easier to achieve foot clearance on swing through.
The approach taken in this work is somewhat different. A major goal of the work
is to reproduce human-like walking, and specifically the distinctive heel-toe pattern
and dynamic rather than static stability. For this reason, we try to produce hardware
which is as anthropomorphic as possible, paying particular attention to those parts
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of the robot which actually contact the ground - the feet. Again, we seek to copy the
style of heel-toe walking, and the efficiency of locomotion it represents, and so need
similar kinematics to a human, but we do not need the same style of actuation inside
the robot.
3.1 design philosophy and fabrication techniques
Both the physical construction of a humanoid robot and the goal of reproducing
human-like walking are significant challenges. Humans are very flexible and possess
many degrees of freedom; a typical simplified representation might show three de-
grees of freedom in the hip, one in the knee, two about the ankle and possibly a
rotation of the toes. However, in actuality the knee is capable of three degrees of free-
dom, and there are additional active rotations available in the foot, as shown in figure
35[103]. Furthermore the foot is formed from a complex linkage of many bones and
exhibits compliant behaviour in more than one plane.[47]
Starting from scratch to build a bipedal platform, it would be too ambitious to
attempt to completely recreate the full range of human motion with the first iteration
of the design. For this reason, we render the problem more tractable by beginning
with a constrained system - the planar biped BLUE - before constructing a more
complex system (miniBLUE). In this way the aim is to provide achievable steps on
the road to a bipedal robot with fully free 3D motion.
Since the vast majority of joint movement and power in walking (and most other
forms of bipedal locomotion) comes exclusively from joints in the sagittal plane[71] it
is sensible to create a robot based around these joints first. Although generally requir-
ing support from a boom arm or similar device, it is a normal step when building
bipedal robots to begin in this way, and many planar bipeds exist and are capable of
locomotion. (e.g. [8], [30])
The first robot, BLUE, therefore has a simple kinematic layout, consisting of six
major joints in the sagittal plane - a hip, knee and ankle per leg. The overall layout of
the robot can be seen in figure 36. The hardware is designed to allow the attachment
of a single DoF rigidly controllable torso joint, although this has not yet been utilised.
Whilst the major motions of walking can be replicated on a sagittal plane biped,
there is no capability to "lift the hips" - i.e. perform adduction and abduction of the
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(a) Hip and knee (b) Ankle and foot
Figure 35: Rotation about the joints of the leg[103]
Figure 36: Kinematic layout of robot. Red = Position & Impedance control; Green = Passive;
Grey = Position control
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legs at the hip. This rotation provides the most power to the human walk, after the
rotation of the hips, knees and ankles in the sagittal plane.[71] In addition to allowing
a more human-like walk, this degree of freedom also allows the leg to be lifted on
swing through, potentially improving swing through clearance. The second robot,
miniBLUE, therefore adds this capability.
3.1.1 Foot Design
The complexity of the human foot was explained in section 1.3.1. From this it is
apparent that in order to make a functional foot it is important to replicate the shock-
absorbing, energy storing, deformable characteristics of the human foot. Each foot of
each robot therefore consists of three parts and has two joints: the transverse tarsal
joint, at the apex of the longitudinal arch; and the metarsophalangeal joint, where the
toes are hinged.
Typically bipedal robots have had rather simple feet which are not capable of per-
forming the range of functions discussed above. Many robots have shock absorbing
pads or bushes, whilst some implement a 1DOF toe joint, either passive or powered;
see Davis[15] for a succinct review and an attempt to build an anthropomorphic hu-
manoid foot. Recently an attempt to replicate the windlass mechanism and a variable
stiffness arch with a robot foot has been made, and attached to the WABIAN-2R
robot.[34] The implementation has limited success and is over complex, but the au-
thors report that “the arch elasticity could absorb a foot-landing force at the plantar
contact phase and the windlass mechanism which caused change of the arch height
contributed to a strong thrust at the push-off phase.” In our robots, the design of the
feet allows a windlass mechanism to be evaluated by simply attaching a cable to the
underside of the foot. This has not yet been utilised, but in the future the efficacy of
this mechanism will be evaluated.
During the second peak of vertical loading in the stance phase of walking the
Ground Reaction Force (GRF) just exceeds body weight.[91] This force is transmitted
through the arch of the foot, and with the dimensions and target weight of BLUE
would result in a turning moment of around 20-25Nm which occurs at around 80%
of the way through the stance phase[83]. In the designed foot some of this moment
may be absorbed by the elastic cable of the windlass mechanism, if this is attached.
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Hashimoto et al. translate the results of a Japanese paper which claims that the max-
imum arch stiffness reached during walking is around 8.52 Nm/◦ for the average
human.[34] Maximum deflection in the arch will be around 15◦.[83]
The stiffness of the arches of the feet were therefore tailored to support the weight
of the robot, as explained in section 3.1.3.
3.1.2 Manufacturing Techniques: Design for Rapid Manufacture
For reasons of speed, cost, and pragmatic consequences of a lack of available man-
ufacturing facilities, the robots were designed to be as easy to construct as possible.
The majority of the structure of each robot was produced using a rapid prototyping
technique, and as many off-the-shelf components as possible were utilised, in order
to reduce the amount of workshop time required.
blue
For BLUE, the first robot, the manufacturing technique chosen was waterjet cut-
ting, where sheets of materials (including metals) can be cut accurately to any re-
quired profile. This is relatively low-cost and has a fast turnaround, and therefore
is an attractive option for designing the chassis of the robot. There are many firms
providing waterjet cutting, and once the designs were complete the .stl files were sent
to external companies1 for manufacture. BLUE was designed so that as many parts
as possible were cut from uniform thickness aluminium2.
Since BLUE is a planar biped, each section of the leg is constructed from two plates
of waterjet cut aluminium, connected together through crossbars and/or standard
size box section. Whilst waterjet cutting provides an acceptable locational tolerance,
the rough finish and draft angle on the cut edges mean that precise holes - for exam-
ple those which will hold bearings - cannot be directly produced. Low draft-angle
waterjet cutting can ameliorate one of these issues, the rough finish of the cut is still
an issue, and the tolerance of hole may not be sufficient for the required fit. By wa-
terjetting such holes slightly undersize and then drilling and reaming through these
1 e.g. http://www.precisionwaterjet.co.uk , http://www.bigbluesaw.com
2 Aluminium 6082-T6 was utilised, this has a tensile yield strength of around 250MPa. Like most Al
alloys, density is 2700kg/m3 (around a third that of steel)
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pilot holes, it is possible to create holes with an H6 tolerance (suitable for carrying a
bearing) and the locational tolerance of the waterjet cutter.
For bearings, flanged bushings made of Iglidur self lubricating plastic were utilised.
These provide appropriate support for the rotating shafts, have excellent loading
capabilities, provide a small thrust bearing surface and are very compact, being only
1mm thick.
Whilst effort was made to reduce the number of three dimensional features re-
quired for BLUE, there was inevitably a number of such features, for which man-
ual milling and/or turning was required. This work, performed by the workshop in
house, took up the majority of the mechanical construction time.
miniblue
For miniBLUE, the complexity of the two degree of freedom variable impedance
hip meant that constructing it purely out of waterjet cut parts would have been very
difficult. Furthermore, miniBLUE is a lighter and smaller robot than BLUE, and con-
sequently is under less stress.
The major manufacturing technique utilised for miniBLUE was Selective Laser Sin-
tering (SLS) 3D printing. This technique can be used to create parts with no restric-
tions on overhangs, and produces largely homogenous parts. We utilise the material
"White, Soft & Flexible" from Shapeways, printed with a 0.1mm layer size. This mate-
rial is actually PA 2200 Nylon by EOS GmBH, and has a reported tensile strength of
48MPa.
For 3D printed parts, a variety of materials may be used. With Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) printing, PLA (Polylactic acid) and ABS plastics are most commonly
used. For SLS printing, various Nylons (Polyamide) are commonly used, as well as
Alumide which blends aluminium and PA powders. With a tensile strength greater
than ABS but less than PLA, Nylon is less brittle than PLA, and provides excellent
wear resistant properties - important for a robot that will undergo the cyclical loading
of walking. SLS printing also reduces the risk of printed parts delaminating, making
SLS printed Nylon the material of choice for this application.
Utilising 3D printing allowed us to avoid many of the most time consuming me-
chanical tasks associated with BLUE when building miniBLUE. An amount of ma-
chining was still required, for example turning shafts and milling keyways, however
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the number of such tasks was greatly reduced. PA 2200 is quite machinable, and so
can be drilled, reamed, milled etc. without melting. Since holes can emerge from the
3D printing process slightly elliptical, especially depending on the print orientation,
it was necessary to drill and ream any precise holes during the finishing process.
For fixing pieces together on miniBLUE, we primarily utilise three techniques:
printing a hexagonal bore for holding a hex nut on one part and a recess for a counter-
sunk machine screw head on the other; inserting threaded brass inserts with knurled
outer surfaces, these expand when a screw is inserted to firmly grip the printed plas-
tic; or simply threading the plastic itself. In these ways we create robust assemblies,
either clamping parts together, creating robust metal threads in the plastic parts, or
where the fixings are only required for components such as circuit boards or sensors
(or where the majority of the loading will be in shear) creating threads directly in the
plastic parts.
3.1.3 3D Printing For Compliance
(a) miniBLUE’s foot (b) FEA of miniBLUE foot arch (c) Simulated and measured
deflection of the arch
Figure 37: Design and evaluation of the compliant feet of miniBLUE
(a) BLUE’s foot with 3D
printed arch
(b) FEA of BLUE foot arch (c) Simulated and measured
deflection of the arch
Figure 38: Design and evaluation of the 3D printed compliant arch in the foot of BLUE
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The flexible properties of materials such as PA 2200 can be used advantageously in
robotic structures, for example to introduce compliance.
Compliant materials are beneficial in the feet of legged robots, which are subject
to ground contact. A human foot is composed of a great number of small bones
which make it capable of moulding to the contours of the ground and flexing to
absorb shocks and store energy in ways which a rigid foot could not. The toes are
particularly important since they spread the weight bearing area which is available
during the latter stages of the stance phase of walking, before toe-off.
The longitudinal arch of the foot is an important structure for absorbing shocks and
providing elasticity in the foot. Ker et al [50] conducted experiments to determine the
elasticity and energy storage capability of the spring in the arch of the human foot.
They determined that the arch of the foot stores enough strain energy to make run-
ning more energy efficient. It can be observed that the arch deforms during walking
[26], additionally, there is evidence that the arch of the foot is stiffer towards toe-off.
[48] We aimed to ape the functionality of the human longitudinal arch by creating
compliant arches in the feet of both robots.
Compliant Foot Arches for the Feet of Bipedal Robots
In our robots, we created an elastic joint of high stiffness in the middle of the foot.
When the elastic range is exhausted, the joint becomes rigid rather than plastically
deforming or breaking.
The placing of the mid-part of the foot in miniBLUE is shown in Fig. 37a. Before the
elastic limit of the part is reached, a hard stop is hit and the foot becomes effectively
solid. While the arch is shown as a separate part in this figure it can be fabricated as
one piece along with the rear foot. In this way, the part is primarily quite rigid, but
has a flexible arch with the compliant characteristics we desire, all in one piece.
Such elastic elements were designed in the feet of the robots, and manufactured
using 3D printing. The geometry was optimised using FEA to reach a given stiffness,
keeping below the tensile strength of the printed material.
FEA analysis was conducted using Solidworks software, using static loading con-
ditions which could be compared to experimentally derived values. The material
properties were set to those from the PA 2200 datasheet. The parts were constrained
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with bearing conditions at their mounting points - the four shaft bores in the case of
the miniBLUE foot part, and the four threaded bores in the case of the BLUE foot
arch. For the miniBLUE foot part, the load was applied as a uniformly distributed
load, equally across the two prongs of the foot part, to an area at the end of the
prongs, which would interface with the toe part in the actual robot. For the BLUE
foot arch, a bearing load was applied to the end of the part, to simulate the load
transferred from the shaft which would be connected on the robot.
As previously mentioned, in human walking the ground reaction force borne through
the longitudinal arch approaches the body weight[83]. For miniBLUE, bearing the en-
tire weight of the robot on one arch corresponds to a loading of 2.25Nm about the
hinge of the arch. The analysis was used to tune the arch deflection to reach 14 de-
grees at this loading, at which point the arch begins to contact the solid support -
allowing it to bear additional load without risking damage to the compliant arch
itself.
Fig. 37c shows a plot of the applied load on the arch versus the maximum linear
deflection, for both the simulated part from FEA analysis and from load testing on an
actual fabricated part. As can be seen from the graph, there is a good match between
the deflection predicted by simulation and the deflection on the real part.
3D printing can therefore be used to create load bearing parts with tailored com-
pliance as well as complex shapes.
The production of the three dimensional features of BLUE was the most time con-
suming aspect of the mechanical build. Many of these elements, for example the
crossbars, are not under tremendous load, and could be more quickly produced us-
ing 3D printing.
The spring in the arch of the foot of BLUE was remade using SLS 3D printing.
This is a part which is under considerable load, which must be capable of controlled
elastic deformation, and which connects together the two sides of the chassis of the
foot.
Fig. 38b shows FEA analysis used during the design of the new arch part. The
width and thickness of the part decrease as it nears the shaft connection in order to
equalise bending and keep stresses roughly even over the part. At either end of the
part, flares with M6 holes allow for connection to the waterjet cut aluminium sides
of the foot. These holes are printed slightly undersize, then drilled and tapped.
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Fig. 38c shows the FEA simulated deflection for the designed arch, versus measure-
ments taken from loading one of the fabricated parts. In simulation, the arch displays
a linear stiffness profile, reaching a deflection of around 20mm under a load of 250N.
As can be seen from the figure, the real arch is not as stiff as predicted by simula-
tion, exceeding 20mm deflection under a load of 200N. After this point, additional
loading is carried by the metal parts of BLUE, rather than the arch itself, so there is
no danger of the fabricated part breaking, even though it is softer than desired. The
nonlinearity of the deflection of the fabricated part under heavy loading suggests that
empirical analysis should be undertaken when utilising such 3D printed parts under
large loads.
3D printing provides a very easy way to produce the three dimensional features of
a robot which is primarily constructed from waterjet cut parts. Parts such as sensor
and electronics mounts, cable routing parts, etc. are the most obvious application
of 3D printing when supplementing waterjet cutting, but as we have shown, load
bearing components can also be produced.
3.1.4 Producing hybrid parts with FDM printing
Fused Deposition Modelling is another 3D printing technology which prints in layers,
but instead of laying down an even layer of powder for every layer, FDM techniques
only place material where it is required - typically by extrusion. This means it is pos-
sible to introduce additional parts into a partly formed FDM part, before continuing
the print.
Waterjet or laser cut parts are perfect for coupling with FDM printing, as they are
typically a uniform thickness. We can therefore print a shell for a metal part, pause
the printing, insert the metal part, and then resume printing. When printing resumes,
we can print on top of the metal part, sealing it in and producing a hybrid, single
piece part of plastic with encased metal. Alternatively, any sheet material suitable for
waterjet or laser cutting may be used, such as acrylics.
Fig. 39 shows a demonstration part produced using this hybrid technique. The part
was produced on an Ultimaker 2 printer, which is commercially available at relatively
low cost. This printer can be instructed to pause the print at particular layer heights,
and for this part it is paused twice, firstly for insertion of the first plate, and a second
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(a) Before first metal piece (b) After first metal piece
(c) Channel for sensor and recess for crossbar (d) All metal pieces in place
(e) Complete hybrid part
Figure 39: FDM printing of hybrid part, encasing waterjet cut aluminium
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time for insertion of the metal crossbar and the second plate. It is necessary to coat the
face of any inserted metal parts with adhesive, otherwise the plastic will not adhere
correctly and the print will fail.
Note that in this method, the plastic completely surrounds the metal parts, creating
a mechanical fixing between the plastic and the metal. Unless a suitable metal &
plastic adhesive is used, there will not be a strong adhesive bond between the metal
and the plastic, but there does not need to be as the metal cannot move relative to the
plastic. In our example part, the three metal parts - two plates and one crossbar - are
mechanically fixed together using screws, and the main stresses in the assembly are
borne by this metal "skeleton".
Our experiment shows that this is indeed a feasible construction method. In the
demonstration part, there are two metal plates and one metal crossbar, which have
all been waterjet cut. The plastic shell holds the crossbar in place, further simplifying
the manual finishing process by allowing the drilling and tapping of the crossbar
in-situ, without a jig or a mill.
This hybrid technique produces a composite part which is strong and has three
dimensional features, and is a technique which can be utilised by labs with limited
resources. It is a simple matter to integrate sensor mounts and cable routes, as is
shown on our demonstration part in Fig. 39c
3.2 blue : a 3/4 size planar biped
As stated above, the first robot constructed was BLUE, a sagittal plane biped. In
order to produce a robot with interesting dynamics that is still a manageable size for
working with in the lab it was decided to produce the robot at 34 scale of a full size
human.
3.2.1 Specifications
The robot is a scale model of a human, with link lengths between the hip, knee, and
ankle, and foot sizes scaled from anthropometric data. Relevant anthropometric data
was taken from two large scale US government studies[16][102] and scaled to the
appropriate size as shown in table 3.
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Measurement Human Robot
Hip (Trochanteric) height 927 695.25
Knee height, midpatella 504 378
Foot length 269 201.75
Ball of foot length 195 146.25
Table 3: Sizing data and corresponding 34 scale sizes used in the robot. All dimensions in mm.
It is also vital to be able to reproduce human joint ranges with the robot. We can
look at the data for typical maximal angles reached during walking/running etc.
as well as (where available) the total movement commonly available. Reproduction
of the required joint ranges for locomotion is a critical design parameter, and full
recreation of possible movements is a design goal. There is a great deal of inter-subject
variability in joint ranges, and although the qualitative patterns of joint angles during
walking are much the same in normal subjects, there is again variability from person
to person. We can therefore look at typical maximum angles for walking, running etc.
but should try to exceed these in the design to allow greater flexibility. Some typical
maximum angles are shown in table 4 along with the maximum achievable angle for
the 95th percentile (i.e. most flexible) of subjects from an anthropometric study.[102]
Regarding the extension of the knee, it should be noted that full extension is nor-
mally treated to be 0◦, i.e. the lower leg parallel to the upper leg. Extension past
this point is referred to as hyperextension (or the disorder Genu Recurvatum) and is
actually detrimental to gait efficiency and stability[24]. In contrast to other joint rota-
tions, where it is desired to maximise available movement, we will therefore require
a mechanism in the robot to prevent hyper-extension and provide support when the
knee is fully extended.
A remaining critical design specification is the torque/speed/power which will be
required from each of the joints. As previously discussed, walking is a dynamic task
with torques varying throughout the gait cycle. To gain an idea of how powerful
the motors will need to be we can look to the literature, where torque and power
throughout the walking cycle are given normalised by leg length and body weight.
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Movement Walking Run/sprint Possible
Hip flexion 35◦ 65◦ 148◦
Hip extension 15◦ 15◦
Knee flexion 60◦ 100◦ 145◦
Knee (hyper)extension 0◦ - 0◦
Ankle plantarflexion 20◦ 30◦ 79.6◦
Ankle dorsiflexion 10◦ 20◦ 20◦
MP plantarflexion - 40◦
MP dorsiflexion 40◦ 60◦
Table 4: Typical maximum joint angles during locomotion, and (where available) maximum
reachable angle for 95th percentile. MP = MetatarsoPhalangeal (Toe)[71][103][70][102]
Figure 40: Sagittal plane joint angles, velocities, torques and powers for the hip, knee and
ankle at and around preferred walking speed. From Umberger2007[91]
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Joint Max Velocity Max Torque Max Power
Hip 150◦/s 21.5Nm 37.5W
Knee 350◦/s 6.9Nm 25W
Ankle 200◦/s 34.3Nm 100W
Table 5: Approximate design requirements for biped with mass 25kg and leg length 700mm
Figure 40 shows the joint angles, velocities, moments and powers during walking at
and around a preferred speed.
P = τ.ω (78)
Looking at the classical equation for mechanical power (as shown above in eq 78)
we can see that the joint power at any moment is equal to the product of the torque
and velocity. Since all three of these vary greatly during the joint cycle, but we cannot
easily change (e.g.) the gearing ratio to provide less torque at greater speed, it is
necessary to ensure that we can reach the required speeds whilst still being able to
provide the required torque elsewhere in the cycle.
The values for torque in figure 40 are normalised by leg length and body weight,
and the power values are normalised by body mass. We have already specified the
leg length as ≈700mm, and will now define a target weight for the robot as 25kg.
This allows us to extrapolate approximate minimum requirements for motor speed,
torque and power, as shown in table 5. The numbers in this table are extrapolated
from human studies[91], for walking at a self-selected preferred walking speed. The
numbers were later checked in simulation
Since the mass distribution of the robot is different to that of a human, the joint
torque and power requirements will be different. With a CAD model of the designed
robot, the mass and inertia properties can be used in simulation to check if the motor
specifications are adequate and suitable. Fig. 41 shows an example run, with the
robot producing successful human-inspired walking using the methods of Chapter
5. In brief - the walking trajectory is generated to produce a heel-toe gait similar to
human walking, but considering the additional constraints of a sagittal plane only
robot and ensuring foot clearance on swing through.































































































































































































Figure 41: Example joint angles, velocities, torque and power for the left leg of the robot
during simulated walking. The trajectory used for this example was generated to
be suitable for the robot, using the method described in section 5.2.2, run at a
walking period which produced similar joint velocities to the self selected human
walking speeds.
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It was observed from running simulations that the power and torque required for
the knee were significantly higher than extrapolating from human walking would
suggest, while the magnitude of the torque and power spike on the ankles was lower.
3.2.2 Motor Selection
Crucial to the satisfactory operation of the robot is the selection of motors and gear-
ing which are capable of handling the torque/speed/power requirements, whilst not
being too heavy or inefficient. It is a typical catch 22 situation in mobile robotics
that in order to get the required power you must use heavier motors, which in turn
increase the power requirements, necessitating heavier motors, and so on. It is impor-
tant to strike a balance and employ the motor & gearing solution which provides the
necessary power at as light a weight as possible.
The problem of motor selection is of course limited by what is commercially avail-
able, and the reasons behind the selection of the drive motors and stiffness adjustment
motors will be explored in the following sections. In addition to just choosing a motor,
for the drive motors it is necessary to also choose how to gear down from the high
speed/low strength output of the motor to the low speed/high strength movement
we require for the joint positions.
3.2.2.1 Main drive motors
We can expect a maximum motor efficiency of around 90%, and a gearing efficiency
in the region of 70%, meaning that to reach the peak ankle power shown in table 5,
a motor power of around 150W is temporarily required. Whilst this power is only
required for a short amount of time per cycle, and it is possible to overdrive motors
above their rated power for a short period of time without doing any damage, it
was decided that it was better to select a motor with this power. This means that we
will not be overdriving the motor on each cycle, but can do it if we require power in
excess of that used in a normal walking cycle. In keeping with the modular design
of the robot, and recognising that the final robot will be required to perform other
movements as well as walking, it was decided to use the same motor in each of the
joints (adjusting the gear ratio where necessary).
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Motor Type Power Weight Nom. speed Nom. T Cost
Maxon RE-40 Brushed 150W 480g 7000rpm 0.184Nm $273
Emoteq QB01702 Brushless 156W 470g 7800rpm 0.184Nm $1134
Maxon EC-4pole 30 Brushless 200W 300g 15800rpm 0.059Nm $522
Table 6: Comparison of three motors
Figure 42: Maxon RE-40 operating range, from http://www.maxonmotor.co.uk
The motors themselves can be either brushed or brushless, the more traditional
brushed motors requiring more simple controllers than the brushless motors, which
require electronic commutation in order to work. Brushless motors suffer less from
wear, and can often be lighter for the same power, however they tend to spin faster
(requiring higher gearing) and are usually considerably more expensive. Neither type
of motor is inherently more efficient, with good quality motors of both types achiev-
ing maximum efficiencies of around 90%. For comparison, three motors of a similar
overall specification are shown in table 6.
From table 6, either of the Maxon motors appear to be good choices. The brushless
Maxon EC-4pole 30 is more powerful and lighter, however as a brushless motor it
requires a more complex and expensive controller than a brushed motor. It is also
almost twice the price and will require a higher gear ratio than the slower, brushless
motor - possibly incurring extra weight. Since the weight advantage is not as clear cut
as indicated by the table, it was decided to utilise the brushed Maxon RE-40 motors as
the main drive motors. Figure 42 shows the operating range for this motor, along with
the speed/torque curve which the motor follows. The no-load speed of the motor is
7580rpm, and the stall torque is 2.5Nm. The 48 volt version of the motor is selected
as it is slightly more powerful, and allows higher powers at lower currents.
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Figure 43: Possible spur gearing implementation. 125:1 ratio
With the motors selected it was necessary to choose the method by which they were
geared down. The principle gearing options are: spur, planetary, worm and harmonic.
Harmonic drive gearing is a complex mechanism which can achieve high gear ratios
in a single stage with efficiency of >70%, however the price of harmonic drive units
is very high, beyond the budget of this project. Spur gearing is perhaps the most
efficient way to gear down, with each stage of gearing having a theoretical efficiency
of up to 98-99% per stage. It should be possible to achieve a ratio of 5:1 per stage,
and so with a three stage spur gear box we would achieve an overall gearing ratio of
125:1.
A possible design incorporating this gearing is shown in figure 43, this has a ratio
of 125:1 and should achieve an efficiency of >90%. The maximum torque the out-
put stage of the gearing can accommodate the teeth break is 38.8Nm, although any
misalignment between the gears will reduce this maximum torque as well as the effi-
ciency. The overall weight of the gearing is around 300g (+ the weight of the shafts),
although a larger safety factor should be in play, and increasing the maximum per-
missible output torque would increase the weight of the gearing significantly. This
arrangement of gearing is also quite bulky, which is not ideal since there is a lot to fit
into the legs.
Worm gearing provides a way to achieve high reduction ratios in a single stage. To
achieve an overall ratio of 100:1 (for example) would probably involve a first stage
spur gear at 4:1 ratio, followed by a double start worm stage achieving 25:1. Whilst
reasonably efficient, the total weight of such a set-up would be around 1kg, and thus
far too heavy to use in this application.






Figure 44: Knee joint of the robot. Maxon RE-40 drive motor with planetary gearhead is in
the tibia, with a chain transmission to the output (chain itself not rendered)
Planetary gearing involves the use of multiple gears per stage, and because of this is
less efficient than spur gearing, but can handle higher torques. It is also probably the
most simple method of gearing to implement, since Maxon provide planetary gear-
heads at a range of ratios from 3.5:1 to 1296:1 which can be ordered ready-attached
to the motors. A three stage planetary gearhead with a reduction ratio of 74:1 has a
maximum efficiency of 72% and a weight of 460g. Nominal output torque is 15Nm,
and “intermittently permissible” output torque is 22.5Nm. Whilst total strength is
not given, it is likely to be in the region of 35Nm.
The final transmission to the shaft which drives the intermediate arm of the vari-
able stiffness mechanism is by a chain drive. The 8mm chain utilised has a breaking
strength of 5000N, since the smallest pulley used has a pitch diameter of 25.9mm,
this corresponds to a maximum transferable torque of 64.75Nm. A 2:1 ratio in this
final stage can increase the intermittently permissible output torque to twice that of
the planetary gearhead: 45Nm (The maximum torque before breakage is not known,
but is likely to be around 70Nm). A render of the chosen motor and gearhead with
chain drive pulleys is shown in figure 44. The efficiency of the chain transmission
will is theoretically around 98%, although this will decrease with the use of chain
tensioners.
For the ankle the gearhead ratio is chosen to be 74:1, followed by a 2:1 reduction
at the chain drive, giving a total ratio of 148:1. This means that the nominal output
torque will be approximately 20Nm at a speed of 280◦/s. The maximum required
torque of 34.3Nm can be provided at a speed of around 260◦/s, faster than required
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by the data shown in figure 40 and table 5. The knee has to move faster with less
torque, and therefore utilises a planetary gearhead with a ratio of 43:1 followed by a
chain ratio of 2:1. Nominal performance is then with an output torque of 11Nm at a
speed of 488◦/s. Again this exceeds the requirements, leaving room for overloading
and the performance of more taxing movements. The hip utilises the same gearing
as the knee.
3.2.2.2 Stiffness adjustment motors
The motors which turn the leadscrews to adjust the position of the springs, and
hence the stiffness, do not need to be as powerful as the main drive motors. When
the mechanism is in equilibrium the only forces that must be overcome are those due
to friction and the movement of the springs and mounts (which do not have a great
inertia and thus do not require much force to move). Out of equilibrium there is a
component of the spring force which will project down the intermediate arm, and
any adjustments to make the mechanism stiffer will have to work against this force.
Just as the normal component of the spring force, and hence the applied torque, is
given by T = 2rKs sin θ cos θ, the parallel component acting down the intermediate
arm is given by Fp = 2rKs sin2 θ.
When considering the energy cost of changing stiffness, it does not make sense to
consider making the joint more stiff whilst keeping deflection constant, as this would
imply that the external torque had increased dramatically. If we assume that the
torque stays the same we can observe that the deflection from equilibrium, and hence
the energy stored in the springs, will decrease (see figure 34). Some of this released
energy will in effect help to move the output link closer to equilibrium, while the
rest must come from the stiffness motor. We can consider the energy used to change
stiffness whilst keeping the amount of energy stored in the system constant.
The force exerted by the springs, F, is therefore fixed, and we can define the deflec-



































Figure 45: Energy required (J) to change stiffness with different internal spring forces





The energy used working against this force to change stiffness can therefore be












Using realistic numbers, to go from minimum to maximum stiffness with r1 = 0.01
and r2 = 0.1 against a spring force of F = 500N with spring constant Ks = 50000
would use 5.75J of energy. The efficiency of the lead screw transmission mechanism
is roughly 44%3, and therefore the energy required from the motor would be around
13J. To make this stiffness change within 1 second would therefore require a motor
power of 13W. The pitch of the leadscrews used in the design is 3mm, so to move
90mm would require 30 revolutions of the leadscrew in one second, or 1800rpm. This
is an oversimplified analysis, as in actuality there will be additional frictional forces
which are not modelled, but it serves as a rough guide to how little power is actually
required to adjust the stiffness (compared to moving the joints).
The motors used for stiffness adjustment should therefore be lightweight and high
speed, but do not need to be too high powered. From the above analysis, and using
a gearing ratio of 2:1 from the motor to the leadscrews, the required motor torque
3 η = cosθn−µs tanαcosθn+µs cotα , where µs is the coefficient of friction, θn is the thread angle, α is the helix/lead
angle.
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would be 34.3mNm at a speed of 3600rpm (neglecting minimal energy losses due to
the timing belt transmission4).
For BLUE, we utilised Maxon EC45 flat 24V 50W brushless EC motors. These mo-
tors have a high power to weight ratio, weighing 110g, and produce a nominal torque
of 83.4mNm at 5240 rpm, with a stall torque of 780mNm.
3.2.3 Joint Design
As mentioned previously, the MAwAS mechanism is a modified version of the AwAS
actuator by Jafari et al.[44] The equilibrium position is set by an intermediate arm,
and the drive is transferred from this intermediate arm to the output link through
two springs. By changing the distance of these springs from the rotational axis the
stiffness of the joint is regulated. The possible stiffness ranges are shown in figure
33 for two different commercially available springs. The major changes made in this
design is that the spring mounting points are kept parallel at all times through a piv-
oting linkage, and that the intermediate link and output link are in different planes,
allowing a large deflection at lower stiffness ranges without hitting mechanical limits.
The implemented design is shown in figure 46, where a cutaway of the side view,
a front view, and a render of the joint deflected from equilibrium are shown. The
diagram on the left shows the two compact wave springs, and the bars of the inter-
mediate arm on either side. The equilibrium position is set by driving the shaft of the
joint, to which the semi-circular base of the intermediate arm is attached. The drive
motor is located a short distance from the axis of rotation, and drive is transferred
through a chain mechanism. This allows the transfer of large moments across the re-
quired distance without requiring heavy gearing, and allows for an easy adjustment
of gear ratios on the robot by simply changing the ratio of the motor and shaft pul-
leys. The two spring mounts on either side of the intermediate arm are free to slide
on the bars, their distance from the rotational axis controlled by two small guide links
to the pivoting spring mount of the output arm.
The position of this spring mount is controlled by moving the shaft around which
it pivots, and which transfers the drive to the output arm. Each end of this shaft is
connected to a hexagonal nut on a leadscrew, and in this way the drive is transferred
4 Timing belt efficiency is 698%

































Figure 46: Example Implementation of MAwAS mechanism. The components are: A) Stiff-
ness adjustment motor B) Wave springs C) Intermediate arm bars D) Joint shaft E)
Intermediate arm base F) Drive motor G) Chain transmission H) Spring mounts I)
Spring mount guide links J) Pivoting spring mount K) Pivoting spring mount shaft





Input link Intermediate arm Output Link
Figure 47: MAwAS mechanism with large wave springs
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(a) Major transmission compo-
nents
(b) Spring pivot shaft
Figure 48: FEA for MAwAS mechanism transmitting 80Nm
symmetrically to both sides of the output link. The leadscrews are driven simultane-
ously by a timing belt transmission from a central drive motor, this ensures that the
two nuts holding the spring pivot shaft move together and provide a smooth stiffness
change.
To ensure that the designed mechanism can cope with the kind of forces it will
be subjected to when used in the bipedal robot. As well as carrying out some basic
strength/shear force calculations, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was conducted on
the designed MAwAS mechanism. Some example diagrams from the FEA analysis
are shown in figure 48, in which a torque of 80Nm was simulated. This represents a
safety factor of around twice what the mechanism should ever have to endure, and
the induced stress is still short of the 250MPa yield strength of the aluminium, and
∼500MPa strength of the steel.
Figure 49 also shows the connectivity of the variable damping motor, which is
braked to apply damping torque to the joint. The motor is connected in parallel with
the drive motor and variable stiffness link, and in BLUE helical gearing is used to
connect the damping motor and output link.
Figure 50 shows the theoretical torque and stiffness curves for the variable stiffness
units used in the hips and knee/ankles of BLUE. The performance of the joints was
later tested by performing a simple squatting experiment - the robot repeatedly pro-
duced a slow squatting behaviour while the stiffness was changed - and the results
compared to those from simulations.







Figure 49: The variable impedance joint in the knee








































































Figure 50: The theoretical torque and stiffness characteristics for the variable stiffness joints
used in BLUE








50W Maxon EC flat
Three part compliant foot




150W Maxon DC Brushed
Figure 51: Exploded view of BLUE
3.2.4 Mechanical Design
As previously detailed, the chassis of BLUE was constructed from waterjet cut alu-
minium. An exploded view of the design is shown in Fig. 51, and shows the variable
impedance mechanisms of each joint along with the drive motors, and the crossbars
and box section. As shown in the figure, the top part of each leg - one side of the
pelvis - consists of two aluminium plates with a piece of box section in between.
Three holes pass through this assembly, and these holes are used to mount each leg
on a set of three bars.
Knee hyperextension is prevented through a mechanical stop. Small waterjet cut
pieces of aluminium are attached to the inside of the lower leg, as shown in Fig. 44,
and prevent the knee rotating below zero degrees. These parts are designed such that
a small piece of rubber is affixed by adhesive to the load bearing surface of the knee







Figure 52: Dimensions of BLUE
stops, in order to cushion the impact and provide shock absorption when the knee
stops are used.
To provide the required lateral support to BLUE, a boom arm was designed out of
tubular steel and extruded aluminium. The boom arm has a centrally rotating pole to
provide forward/backward motion, with a hinged joint at the top allowing vertical
motion. An exploded view of this boom arm is shown in Fig. 53. The lower section
of the boom has a number of feet which can be screwed down into an appropriate
floor or board. A solid 25mm steel rod extends upwards from the centre of this base
section, and the upper section rotates around this. Oilite bushings position this rod
within the central tube of the lower section, and provide a thrust bearing surface for
the upper section to rotate on.
The upper section fits around the steel rod, with two large needle bearings allowing
for rotational movement around the rod. Towards the top of the upper section is the
vertical movement hinge, and the boom itself. Further down the upper section, an
arm extends from the central tube, allowing a bungee, webbing or rope etc. to be
attached between this arm and the distal projection of the boom. In this way the
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Figure 53: Exploded render of the boom arm designed to provide lateral support to BLUE
vertical motion of the boom can be limited, for example to ensure that if the robot
falls it does not fall all the way to the floor.
3.2.5 Completed Robot
The completed robot is shown in Fig. 54. Overall, the robot has performed largely as
it was designed to do, it is capable of producing locomotion and other behaviours,
and all the variable stiffness mechanisms function. There are two main issues with
the mechanical hardware.
The first is that when the joints are under loading, it is very difficult to adjust
stiffness. This is due to large amounts of friction created on the low-cost trapezoidal
leadscrews, and restricts the times at which stiffness can be adjusted. This problem
could be addressed in two ways in future versions: by using ballscrews rather than
leadscrews; and by transferring load through linear guides (i.e. solid shafts) rather
than through one or more linear actuators themselves. This problem was addressed






















(d) Left knee (without electronics)
Figure 54: Views of the completed robot BLUE
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in miniBLUE with a more robust stiffness adjustment mechanism, using linear rails
and a precision leadscrew.
Further to this, the stiffness adjustment motors should be geared down further, to
ensure that stiffness adjustment can be done under load. This would be at a trade-off
against the rate at which stiffness could be adjusted.
The second issue is one that has become worse over time - backlash around the
shaft keys. There was always an amount of backlash in the joints, due primarily to
the chain transmission, slack around the leadscrews, and partly from the planetary
gearhead. However, there are three keys in the drive train between motor and inter-
mediate arm, and over time the large oscillatory loading on these keyways has worn
them, so that there is now a large amount of backlash in the joints of the robot.
In a future design, BLUE would utilise harmonic drives with no chain transmission,
and any connections to shafts would be done with locking collars, or at least with
shafts larger than 12mm. However, at the time when miniBLUE was designed, the
backlash problem was not evident in BLUE, and hence miniBLUE also utilises keyed
transmissions.
Regarding the electronics, the resolution of the deflection and angle sensors should
be improved. The resolution of a third of a degree is not sufficient to provide accu-
rate torque information. The sensors could also be arranged in such a way that they
can detect backlash in the transmission explicitly, and factor this into control and
evaluation algorithms.
While the electronics can motor the current through the drive motors, the current
through the stiffness motors cannot be sensed. This information could be useful for
evaluating overall electrical energy usage in a scenario where stiffness was being
varied dynamically, but is also useful as a safety check in case the motor stalls. As
previously discussed, the motors struggle to adjust the stiffness of BLUE under load,
and so detecting if a motor had stalled would be very useful.
In a future design, smaller, lighter EC motors could be used. As well as reducing
overall weight, this would allow for more compact EC motor drivers to be used.
miniBLUE utilises only EC motors.
If possible, the mass distribution of the robot could also be improved, particularly
to reduce the mass of the foot, which is very heavy on BLUE.
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Nevertheless, BLUE still provides a functional platform on which to explore bipedal
motions at various stiffness settings. The validation of the robot, and experiments on
it, will be presented later in the thesis.
3.3 miniblue : a 1/2 size biped with 2dof hips
The planar joints of BLUE are capable of recreating the vast majority of the motion
required for human-like locomotion. The next step towards a bipedal robot with full
three dimensional freedom is to introduce hip adduction/abduction, as this is the
next most important rotation in terms of power usage during walking motion[71].
Furthermore, it was observed from working with and generating trajectories for
BLUE that there were sometimes issues ensuring foot clearance on swing-through.
The ability to abduct and adduct the hips allows a far greater control of the height of
the foot during swing through.
In addition to this additional motion, it was also desired to produce a robot which
is more light-weight and compact than BLUE. This is for the pragmatic reason of
creating a robot which is easier to work with in the lab, but also to create a platform
with different dynamics to BLUE, in order to best test the generalisability of any
control routines. miniBLUE is also designed to have non-backdriveable joints, so that
the springs in the joints can be loaded without the need for the drive motors to
apply force. This has a direct effect on the electrical energy usage of the robot and so
provides another contrast for analysis.
Other issues noticed whilst working with BLUE are addressed in miniBLUE. Specif-
ically, there is increased friction on the leadscrews of BLUE when under loading,
meaning that in practice the stiffness of a joint cannot be changed whilst the joint
is significantly loaded. The variable stiffness mechanisms of miniBLUE are designed
to avoid this problem, and in general to use a more highly specified linear adjust-
ment mechanism. The construction methods utilised for miniBLUE - primarily SLS
3D printing - were also designed to minimise the amount of time required for con-
struction.
miniBLUE is also designed to be inherently modular, with the variable stiffness
units being provided on distinct "pods" on the side of each joint. As well as simpli-
fying the construction, this also allows the dynamics of each joint to be more easily
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Measurement Human Robot
Hip (Trochanteric) height 927 463.5
Knee height, midpatella 504 252
Foot length 269 134.5
Ball of foot length 195 97.5
Table 7: Sizing data and corresponding 12 scale sizes used in miniBLUE. All dimensions in
mm.
altered, or even for an entirely different variable stiffness mechanism (or rigid trans-
mission) to be installed on the joints.
miniBLUE is therefore a smaller, lighter, and more mobile bipedal robot than BLUE,
but is based around the same type of variable impedance mechanisms. This robot can
therefore be used as a useful validation for control routines, as well as providing a
route for beginning to expand them into the third dimension. The modularity built
in to miniBLUE should also make it useful as a general purpose bipedal research
platform.
3.3.1 Specifications and Motor Selection
miniBLUE is designed to be 12 of the size of an adult male, with link lengths as given
in table 7.
3.3.1.1 Motor Selection
After a positive experience with Maxon EC45 flat Brushless DC motors, used as the
stiffness adjustment motors on BLUE, this range of motors was investigated for use in
miniBLUE. The range includes 70W and 30W versions, each of which have an outer
diameter of around 45mm. The power density of these motors is very high, with
the 70W motor weighing 141g and costing around £75. Maxon also supply motor
driver boards suitable for commutating and driving these motors. Of these, the DEC
Module 50/5 is a lightweight, compact, barebones drive module suitable for inclusion
into custom electronics. The DEC Module 50/5 weighs 9 grams and costs around £50.







Figure 55: Cross sectional view of the drive motor and worm gearing utilised in the joints of
miniBLUE. The drive motor is mounted externally for ease of access, and an adap-
tor shaft interfaces the motor with the worm gear. The worm gear is sandwiched
between two thrust bearings to transfer the load to the chassis of the robot rather
than to the motor shaft.
Worm gearing was utilised to gear down the drive motors of miniBLUE, as shown
in Fig. 55. A single start worm and wheel with a modulus of 1, achieving a 50:1
reduction weighs around 200g, giving a total weight of 340g for the drive motor and
gearing.
For the stiffness adjustment motors, Maxon 24V EC45 flat 30W motors were utilised,
driven by DEC 24/3 controller boards. These motors have a mass of 75g, and produce
a nominal torque of 54.8mNm at a speed of 2940rpm. A 3:1 reduction is achieved
through spur gearing (0.7 mod, weight 20g) before the connection to the lead screw.
High precision lead screws from Automotion Components were utilised, with a pitch
of 2mm, giving a nominal linear speed of 33mm/s.
3.3.2 Joint Design - The Modular MAwAS
For miniBLUE, a modular variable stiffness unit was developed, based on the same
Modified AwAS mechanism used in BLUE. This unit was kept distinct from the drive
motors, and attached to the chassis of the robot, to make it as easy as possible to re-
place. This allows the specifics of the variable stiffness transmission to be more easily
varied, or even for an entirely different series elastic element to be used. Alterna-
tively, the variable stiffness "pod" can be replaced with a link with a high rigidity or
fixed stiffness. In this way, miniBLUE can be used as a multipurpose platform for
evaluating different joint mechanisms.










Figure 56: An early concept render of the modular variable stiffness concept used in
miniBLUE. The drive motor and gearing are central, and the variable stiffness
mechanism attaches to the side of the leg.
Fig. 56 shows an early image of the concept of the modular mechanism. Initially,
a "pod" was designed which incorporated the MAwAS mechanism - an intermediate
arm attaches to the drive shaft - the output from the worm gearing. This intermediate
arm carries a spring carriage with a pair of compression springs, which transfer drive
to the output link - the outer part of the pod. As before, the distance of the spring
carriage from the axis of rotation of the joint is varied in order to change the stiffness
of the joint.
Fig. 57 shows a more detailed render of the MAwAS pod designed for miniBLUE.
The stiffness adjustment motor (A) can be seen at the far end, connected via spur
gearing (B) to the leadscrew (C). The leadscrew (C) is flanked by two linear shafts
(D), which carry the loading on the joint. The round leadscrew nut (E) is incorporated
into the design, it slots into the output slide (F) and is attached by three screws.
As best seen in the cross-sectional view of Fig. 57b, a central pivot (G) descends
from the output slide (F) and into the spring carriage (H). A block (I) sits on this
pivot, between the pair of compression springs (J) which provide the driving force.
The block (I) is encased within the spring carriage (H), such that movement of the
output slide (F), effected by the lead screw (C), causes the spring carriage (H) to move
also. The spring carriage (H) and the output slide (F) transfer load to their linear
slides (K, D) through linear bushings (K) made of iglidur self-lubricating plastic.































Figure 57: Renders of the modular MAwAS "pod" used in miniBLUE. The components are as
follows: A) Stiffness adjustment motor B) Spur gearing C) Leadscrew D) Output
link linear slides E) Leadscrew nut F) Output slide G) Central pivot H) Spring
carriage I) Spring block J) Compression springs K) Intermediate link linear slides
L) Linear bushings M) Potentiometer
Output link
linear slides
Figure 58: Snapshot of one of the FEA analyses performed during the design of the MAwAS
pods for miniBLUE.
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Figure 59: Theoretical Torque and stiffness curves for the variable stiffness mechanism in
miniBLUE, for a particular pair of springs
A linear potentiometer (M) is attached to the outer surface of the pod, and the arm
of the potentiometer is inserted into a corresponding slot in the output slide (F). This
provides the positional feedback for the stiffness control system.
The design of the pod also allows for the spring carriage to be moved until the
springs are directly over the axis of rotation of the joint - allowing the joint to become
completely free rotating. Example torque and stiffness graphs for the implemented
variable stiffness mechanism are shown in Fig. 59.
Fig. 60 shows a full joint of miniBLUE. Like BLUE, miniBLUE utilises geared
DC motors connected in parallel to realise variable damping. Since the chassis of
miniBLUE is 3D printed, the gearing for the damping can be directly integrated
into the parts, as shown here. The gearing utilised is 0.7 modulus, which is can be
printed accurately by the SLS printing process used for miniBLUE’s parts, and which
is strong enough to carry the required damping loading.
3.3.3 Mechanical Design
Fig. 61 shows the development and design evolution of miniBLUE, alongside the final
design, which is shown in Figs. 61e and 61f. From the beginning, the design concept
of variable stiffness pods attached to the side of each joint has remained unchanged.
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Damping
gearing
Figure 60: An assembled joint of miniBLUE, including variable stiffness pod and damping
motor connected in parallel
The size of these pods presented the biggest headache of the design, especially for the
hip joints, which each have two degrees of freedom. Eventually, to keep the design
relatively compact, a small separation had to be introduced between the axes of the
two hip rotations. In the final design, the hip ab/adduction axis is located 60mm
above the flexion/extension axis.
The use of 3D printing allowed the chassis of the robot to be kept very lightweight
whilst retaining enough strength to support the robot. As shown in Fig. 62, the parts
have a low density, but are shaped so as to be very strong. In the tibia part, a strong
central core extends down the middle of the part, with arced fins supporting the
superstructure. Space was made for electronics between this central core and the
superstructure, particularly at the front of the robot.
In this robot, positional feedback is provided by optical encoders, which fit around
the drive shaft. One encoder is mounted inside the joint, next to the worm wheel, and
the second encoder mounts externally. A cover (shown in blue on the renders in Fig.
61) is installed around each external encoder to protect it from damage.
3.3.4 Completed Robot
Fig. 63 shows the completed robot in its harness. miniBLUE has been powered up,
and has been made to produce motion from human walking data. The stiffness ad-
justers function well, and the robot can adjust stiffness under loading more easily
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Figure 61: The evolution of miniBLUE
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Figure 62: Cross sectional view of the tibia part of miniBLUE
than BLUE can. However, some issues with the tolerances of the 3D printing produc-
tion method used meant that the mesh between the worm wheel and worm in the
main drive gearing is too tight for all but one of the joints. Even with grease, this
leads to large amounts of friction, and precludes the smooth running of the robot.
This problem could be solved in the future either by reprinting parts of the robot, or
potentially by using a worm wheel with 49 rather than 50 teeth, although this might
lead to a loose mesh.
3.4 simulation and validation
To evaluate robot designs, and the potential performance of a movement algorithm
before trying it on the actual robot, it is necessary to utilise dynamic simulations. We
first implemented a model of BLUE in Choreonoid, and used this to evaluate the
design, and later to perform validation of the hardware. Later, we also developed
a simulation of BLUE, complete with boom arm, in V-REP. This V-REP simulation
was used for the majority of simulations, since V-REP provides multiple easy ways
to interact with and control the dynamic simulation, including by using ROS.
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(a)
Figure 63: The completed robot miniBLUE
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Figure 64: Choreonoid simulation of BLUE
3.4.1 Choreonoid Simulation and Validation
The Chorenoid software is developed by Shin’ichiro Nakaoka, who altered the pro-
gram to be capable of simulating only in two dimensions. For the initial simulations,
BLUE was simulated using this 2D capability, eliminating the need to also simulate
the boom arm. Choreonoid utilises a simple text format for representing models, in
which the connectivity, dimensions, mass properties, and graphics files for the robot
are specified.
The data for this file was extracted from the SolidWorks models of the robot, en-
suring that the inertia properties were extracted from the appropriate point and with
the appropriate orientation. The model file was built for the robot, with the connec-
tivity for each variable impedance joint being input link → intermediate arm → output
link. Revolute joints were defined between each of these three components, with a
motor connecting the input link and intermediate arm, and a spring connecting the
intermediate arm and output link.
Choreonoid allows the definition of a spring function between two links, such that
at each pass through the dynamics engine, the torque between the joints is set by
this function. For the model of BLUE, the spring function was set according to the
theoretically determined equations for the modified AwAS variable stiffness joint,
and depends on the position of the prismatic joint which sets stiffness.
To check the performance of the hardware robot against the dynamic simulation, a
repeated squatting behaviour was effected whilst the stiffness was changed. The same
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Figure 65: Squatting whilst changing stiffness: Knee. For the hardware, error plots are shown
in green behind the average trace.
motion was played in the Choreonoid simulation and on the hardware, as shown in
Fig. 65. This figure shows that the intermediate arm for each joint accurately achieves
the commanded sinusoidal trajectory in both simulation and on the hardware, and
that as stiffness decreases, the deflection of the compliant joint increases, as would be
expected.
In Fig. 65, the upper subfigure shows the intermediate arm position, the joint out-
put position, and the joint stiffness. The compliant deflection is the difference between
the joint output position and the intermediate arm position, and is shown in more
detail in the lower subfigure. During the motion, the stiffness is decreased in steps
from the highest stiffness to the lowest stiffness setting. In this case, the stiffness is
adjusted as fast as possible, and under the lowest loading conditions. We find that, in
practice, it is difficult to adjust the stiffness of the joints under heavy loading, due to
the increased friction on the leadscrews.
In Fig. 65, it is shown that compliant deflection of the joint does indeed increase as
stiffness is decreased, as was expected. The central plot of Fig. 65b shows the average
and standard deviation of the deflection reading from three runs of the experiment.
However, the average deflection readings are higher than predicted by the simulation.
This is likely caused by backlash that was not modelled in the simulation. Addition-
ally, the angle sensors for deflection have a resolution of 0.33 degrees. For calculating
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Figure 66: V-REP simulation of BLUE
the torque from the deflection, there is therefore a very large margin of error, es-
pecially at high stiffness values, where the 0.33 degrees deflection corresponds to a
significant difference in calculated torque. The results show that whilst the robot is
definitely capable of varying stiffness, it may not be possible to gain accurate estima-
tions of joint torque.
3.4.2 V-REP simulation
V-REP is a robot simulator program developed by Coppelia Robotics. As well as being
able to simulate a large number of mechanisms and sensors, V-REP also has many
options for controlling the simulations, from external scripts to ROS interfaces.
Fig. 66 shows a screenshot of the V-REP simulation of BLUE. The model of BLUE is
constructed in V-REP in a hierarchical manner, starting at the base of the boom arm,
which is considered as being fixed to the ground. Each segment of the robot has two
parts, a primitive shape which assumes its rough dimensions and is set with the mass
properties of the real segment, and a linked .stl mesh, which gives the simulation the
appearance of BLUE. As with the Choreonoid simulation, the mass parameters are
determined from the SolidWorks simulation of the robot.
The intermediate arm segments are driven by motors from the input links, and the
output links have a custom callback script to determine the torque on them. These
callback scripts are executed by the dynamics engine, and use the torque equations
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of the joint, along with the position of the prismatic stiffness adjuster, to determine
the torque on the joint.
Each foot is comprised of three parts, as on the real robot. Fixed stiffness springs
determine the torque between segments, and hard stops are included to enforce the
same joint limits as on the real robot. Contact segments are positioned under each
part of the foot, connected by force sensors. There are therefore three force sensors
on each foot of the simulation.
The V-REP simulation can be run in real time on a standard laptop, and when it is
initiated, it launches an external control script which controls the joints of the robot.
This occurs in a similar way to the client scripts of the real robot, and the external
script can gather information about the state of the simulation, including data from
sensors, as well as set target positions for all the motors. The simulation includes
flags for resetting the simulation, such that when the external control script sets a
reset flag, the simulation is returned to its original state, and V-REP sets a flag to
show that the external script can continue.
The data retrieved from the simulation includes the position of and torque on each
joint, the pitch and yaw of the boom arm, and three dimensional force sensing from
each of the foot force sensors.
V-REP can also be interfaced with ROS. In this case, when the simulation is started
a script is launched which launches a ROS node, and makes services available for
interacting with the simulated robot. Alternatively or additionally, the ROS script




E L E C T R O N I C S & C O M M U N I C AT I O N
For both robots, we developed a highly modular, robust, high-performance electron-
ics and communication architecture. The system was first developed for use in BLUE,
and then adapted slightly for use in miniBLUE, the major difference being the differ-
ent control boards utilised by miniBLUE, each of which featured two microcontrollers.
The designed system utilises a set of control boards based around ATMEL microcon-
trollers, all of which communicate using a custom protocol built on Ethernet. These
boards take care of all low level control and safety procedures, and a FitPC running a
stripped down ArchLinux distribution is responsible for mid-level control - e.g. joint
trajectories.
For this section of the work, Andrius Sutas, an undergraduate student helped out
with several aspects. Andrew did the board layouts for the various circuit boards
produced, wrote the code for low level ethernet communication on the control board
and PC, wrote the daemon script introduced in section 4.7.1, and numerous other
contributions to bits and bobs of the firmware.
4.1 requirements and system specification
Each joint of BLUE has three motors (drive motor, stiffness adjustment motor, damp-
ing motor), requires position sensing for both the equilibrium position as well as the
elastic deflection, stiffness setting, and should have some form of current feedback
on at least the drive motor. We require a system which can robustly perform low
level control of the joints, and specify a low level control loop frequency of 1kHz.
Such a frequency gives a period much faster than the mechanical time constant of
the system, and should give a smooth, high-performance behaviour. It is important
that the frequency of the control loop is maintained with high precision, or else the
behaviour of the closed-loop controllers could become unpredictable. For this reason,
it was decided to use dedicated microcontrollers to perform the low-level control.
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Figure 67: High-level schematic of the electronics & communication architecture
The electronics architecture is designed to be highly modular, in order to give
the best flexibility, and to allow parts to be quickly swapped in and out. We utilise a
series of microcontroller based control boards, which will take care of the lowest level
of control. Each control board can interface with a number of motor driver boards.
These motor driver boards are kept distinct from the control boards, so that a motor
driver suitable for a specific motor can be used, and can easily be changed should a
different motor be selected or should a driver board fail.
A central communications bus connects the control boards, allowing the easy addi-
tion or removal of a control board. Whilst the control boards are responsible for low
level control, a computer is connected to the communications bus to give commands
to the control boards in real time. This computer, in turn, connects the robot to the
outside world, and can be sent high-level commands.
An overall view of the system is shown in Fig. 67. From this, it was necessary to
select or define the communication bus and protocol, the connectivity of the control
boards, and the number and type of sensors.
BLUE has six joints. With three motors and at least four sensors per joint, the robot
contains 18 motors and at least 24 sensors. If a two-byte value is sent for each motor,
and a two-byte value received for each sensor, this would represent a total of at least
84 bytes to set every motor and read every sensor, ignoring communication overheads.
In practice, there may be additional status information to be read from the control
boards. If this amount of data were to be sent every 1ms, the overall data rate would
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be 672,000 bit/s, wherein 288,000 bit/s is sent to the control boards, and 384,000
bit/s is received from them. If communication overheads and additional information
is factored in, the total bandwidth of the system can reasonably be expected to reach
1mbit/s. In practice, it is unlikely that the motor positions would be set at such a
high rate, but the system should be capable of such behaviour, and should certainly
be able to return sensor readings at this rate.
We therefore required a two way communications bus capable of speeds exceeding
1mbit/s. The communication bus was also be routed around large motors, and hence
needs to be robust against noise. The communication system should also be multi
master in order to give the greatest amount of flexibility - in addition to communica-
tions initiated by the real-time PC, it can be useful to have frames initiated by control
boards. For example, if one board encounters an emergency stop condition, it can
immediately signal this to the other control boards and the real-time PC, allowing
for the whole robot to take an appropriate action without requiring interaction from
the controller PC. Additionally, the ability to have multi-master control enables func-
tionality such as low-level reflexive loops, which could be useful if a neurologically
inspired controller were to be developed for the robot.
4.2 selecting a communications interface
There are numerous possible communications buses commonly used for robotic sys-
tems, and supported by many microcontrollers. A selection of those most likely to be
useful is briefly explained and evaluated below.




I2C (Inter-Inter Circuit), or its extension SMBus (System Management Bus) are
supported in hardware by a large number of micro-controllers. It is a relatively simple
communications interface which uses two lines - data, clock, in addition to +ve and
ground. The data and clock lines are bidirectional, are pulled high in their default
state, and are asserted low by the microcontroller. The bus has defined start and stop
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bits, and each frame begins with a master device sending such a start bit, followed
by the address of the slave device.
I2C is a multi-master protocol with built in procedures for arbitration between
masters, and the ability to broadcast to all devices. However, the protocol is not very
robust to noise, as it utilises standard open-drain data and clock lines at either 3.3v
or 5v. The data rate of standard I2C can be up to 100kbit/s, although higher speed
systems exist, with some microcontrollers capable of 400kbit/s or even higher.
spi
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) is a synchronous serial interface which allows
the daisy chaining of slaves and their selection via dedicated slave-select lines. It is
a single master, full-duplex protocol with four lines - clock, data out, data in, slave
select, in addition to power and ground. The maximum data rate is not specified by
the protocol, and thus can often be up to the clock frequency of the microcontroller.
In practice, higher data rates can be difficult to achieve robustly, and the system is
quite vulnerable to noise.
The need to have a separate slave-select wire for each slave device severely com-
prises the modularity of an architecture built on the SPI bus. It is possible to use a
type of SPI such as mSPI (miniSPI) to use multiple slaves on the same slave-select
line, and specifically address the slave in the first byte of the communication frame.
can bus
CAN bus (Controller Area Network Bus) is a multi-master bus developed specif-
ically for use in automotive applications. Because of this, it is designed to be robust
against noise, and to operate over long cable lengths. The buses uses only two wires
in a twisted pair, with no clock signal. The protocol has lossless arbitration, and
includes priority setting, addressing, CRC (cyclic redundancy check) for error detec-
tion, and acknowledgement. CAN bus does however limit the length of frames to
eight bytes.
The maximum speed of CAN Bus is 1mbit/s, although the achievable speed de-
creases as distance increases.
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ethernet
Ethernet is the name given to a family of networking technologies which have
become the standard for networked computers. Specific implementations, for exam-
ple IEEE 802.3 - 100BASE-TX, define the physical and data link layers of the net-
work. Mentions of Ethernet from now on will refer to 100BASE-TX, unless otherwise
specified. Ethernet utilises two twisted pairs of cables, and allows full-duplex, multi-
master communications at speeds of up to 100mbit/s. For normal networks, a TCP/IP
stack is built on top of Ethernet, above the data-link layer, but this is not required for
Ethernet.
Ethernet frames include CRCs for error detection, and the protocol and associated
hardware automatically account for collisions and corrupted data - resending as ap-
propriate. Whilst it can be (almost) guaranteed that an Ethernet frame will be received
correctly, it cannot be guaranteed that frames will be received in the order they were
intended to be sent. Ethernet frames can be from 72 - 1526 bytes in length, including
addresses and other overheads.
Ethernet is therefore a high-bandwidth, multi-master protocol with good robust-
ness to noise. Ethernet connectivity is commonly available on microcontrollers, al-
though may require an additional physical interface chip.
ethercat
EtherCAT (Ethernet for Control Automation Technology) is a protocol developed
for precise, low jitter control of automation applications. Unlike standard IEEE 802.3
Ethernet described above, EtherCAT networks have a single master which initiates
frames, and these frames are passed through slave devices, being interpreted or in-
teracted with on the fly, as the frame passes through. EtherCAT includes a system for
measuring the delay associated with each slave device, and calibrating clocks such
that commands can be issued with a precise timing.
While a software implementation of EtherCAT is possible for a master computer
with a common 100BASE-TX Ethernet controller, it is necessary for each EtherCAT
slave device to have EtherCAT hardware in order to properly pass and process the
packet. Such EtherCAT controllers are much less common on microcontrollers. Using
full duplex, EtherCAT can utilise almost all of the 2x100 mbit/s bandwidth available


































I2C / SMBus 0.4 • • -
SPI 40+ - • -
CAN Bus 1 • • •
Ethernet 100+ • • •
EtherCAT 100+ - - •
Table 8: Potential communication technologies
with 100BASE-TX. EtherCAT is specifically designed to have short cycle times, and
network update rates can exceed 30kHz.
EtherCAT is therefore a high precision, high bandwidth, single master protocol,
which requires specialist hardware in the slave devices.
4.2.2 Evaluation and Selection of a Communication Technology
A summary of the communication protocols described above is presented in Table 8,
with regard to the most important criteria for application in BLUE and miniBLUE.
EtherCAT, whilst being high performance and giving precise control of timing, re-
quires specialist hardware and does not allow for multi-master systems. Whilst it is
possible for slaves to communicate with each other using EtherCAT, the communica-
tion must be initiated by the master.
CANBus fulfils many of the requirements, but with a maximum data rate of 1mbit/s,
falls too close to our requirement of 1mbit/s, as in practice the communication sys-
tem cannot be used at 100%. Furthermore, CANBus places restrictions on the size
of the packets which can be sent, which may be prohibitive to the flexibility of the
constructed system.
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Standard 100BASE-TX Ethernet provides the best platform for communications on
the robot, it has a high enough speed to cope with the required data throughput.
Even though collisions can occur, and thus the timing is de jure non-deterministic, in
practice the low network utilisation should mitigate this. If necessary, a protocol for
precise timing can be implemented on top of Ethernet, for example utilising broad-
cast messages. On the hardware side, many affordable microcontrollers include hard-
ware Ethernet controllers, which work in tandem with commonly available physical
transceiver chips.
For our control systems, we therefore utilised Ethernet for the physical and data-
link layers, and implemented a custom protocol on this to enable high-performance
control of the robot.
4.3 sensors
Both robots require a substantial number of sensors. Some sensors are required for
each joint - for example measuring joint position, deflection, current, stiffness posi-
tion, etc. Other sensors are required in particular places, for example for measuring
ground reaction forces, or for inertial measurement.
Rotary Sensors
Rotary sensors are used to measure the drive motor output position, and the deflec-
tion of the elastic elements of the joint. This means that at least two rotary sensors
are required for each joint in each robot.
Various types of rotary sensors are available, each with particular advantages and
disadvantages.
Rotary Potentiometers are the most simple type of rotary sensor, with a track and
wiper system which varies the observed resistance with changes in position, to give
an absolute output value. Typically, the potentiometer is used as a voltage divider,
and the wiper voltage fed into an ADC on a microcontroller. The most common type
of rotary potentiometer has a movement range of less than a full rotation, although
multiple turn potentiometers are available, as are potentiometers which wrap around,
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albeit with a dead zone. As a purely analogue device, potentiometers are subject to
noise, especially when near high powered motors.
The available resolution depends on the resolution of the ADC into which the
signal is provided. For example, in a system with a 10-bit ADC, and a linear 0-5v
voltage range over 300 ◦ of rotation, the resolution is 0.3◦. In such a system, the ADC
provides an output value which varies with 4.9mV/step, this means that even small
amounts of noise can affect the measured position. Most potentiometers are provided
with shafts to be rotated, although a small number of through-shaft potentiometers
exist.
Optical encoders are often used in high-performance applications, as they are in-
herently insensitive to electrical noise. Absolute optical encoders are available, but
very expensive, and hence incremental encoders with index marks are far more com-
mon. Even so, a typical 3-channel incremental optical encoder with 500 counts per
revolution may still cost £40. Such an encoder provides a quadrature signal which
gives information on the direction of rotation of the sensor, and gives an effective
resolution of 2,000 steps/revolution.
Optical encoder codewheels are typically provided with bores, ready to be mounted
on shafts, and require a precise locational arrangement with the encoder itself. In ad-
dition to the expense of such devices, incremental encoders also require that the
codewheel is moved through its index position, in order to obtain an absolute po-
sition reading. After this, every signal change must be logged to keep to keep the
absolute position accurate.
Magnetic rotary encoders (as distinct from resolvers) use the changes in a mag-
netic field to give positional information. In one form, a diametric magnet may be
positioned above a magnetic encoder chip, and the chip will then accurately deter-
mine the rotation of the magnet. Various resolutions of encoders are possible, from
10 bit to 16 bit or above, at a relatively low cost.
Chips such as the Austria Microsystems AS5040-ASSU provide multiple potential
outputs, include a PWM signal, analogue signal, or synchronous serial interface (SSI).
If such a digital interface is used, the position reading is very robust to electrical
noise. Magnetic noise from the motors is possible, but since the magnet is positioned
very close to the encoder chip, in practice little-to-no interference is observed.
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Other types of rotary sensors, such as resolvers, resistive or capacitive rotation
sensors, will not be detailed here.
Measuring multiple rotations is an issue with all of the above described position
sensors, with the exception of multiple-turn potentiometers, which suffer from very
low resolution. During the course of this work, a solution to this problem was found,
which utilises two wrap-around absolute position sensors to give a high-resolution
absolute measurement over multiple revolutions. This method works by requiring a
gear ratio of n : o between the two encoders, wherein n is not an integer multiple
of o, and n is greater than o. This allows the first and second encoders to produce a
combined reading which repeats only every m/n revolutions, where m is the lowest
common multiple of n and o.
Such a method is useful in situations where it is not feasible or desired to have a
sensor measuring the absolute final output position. For example, it can allow the
relocation of sensors further up the gear train, or could measure the position of a
turntable being driven by a motor. Alternatively, such a sensor could be used to
determine the absolute position of a linear actuator, such as a leadscrew, without the
need to drive the leadscrew into a calibrating stop. Whilst useful, this type of sensor
was not utilised in BLUE, and further information on the system can be found in
Appendix. A
selecting rotary sensors
Due to issues of noise and robustness, resistive potentiometers are not used in
either robot for rotary position sensing. Instead, in BLUE, two Austria Microsys-
tems AS5040-ASSU 10-bit magnetic encoders are used for each joint. These are read
through a SSI, which includes error flags and a parity check. The encoders can sup-
port clock frequencies of up to 1 MHz, meaning that the data can be read at high
speed from each chip.
Each encoder gives a 10-bit reading over a full rotation, giving a resolution of 0.35◦
for both the motor output and the elastic deflection.
In miniBLUE, it was desired to have more accurate position sensing, and each
joint comprised two Avago AEDB-9140-A13 3-channel, 500 CPR incremental optical
encoders. These provide 2000 steps per revolution, giving a resolution of 0.18◦ for
each encoder.
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Later, when the torso joints for miniBLUE were developed, it was decided to utilise
a combination of optical encoder and magnetic encoder to give the position of these.
The optical encoder was positioned on the rear of the Maxon EC45 flat drive motor,
and the absolute magnetic encoder is positioned at the output shaft. In this arrange-
ment, an absolute position reading can be given immediately on startup from the
magnetic encoder, without the need to rotate the output joint through the index posi-
tion. This is convenient since miniBLUE utilises worm gearing, and hence cannot be
backdriven by hand.
Furthermore, the incremental encoder rotates at 50 times the speed of the output
joint, giving a theoretical resolution of 0.0036◦, although the backlash of the gearing
must also be considered. This arrangement gives a highly accurate positional reading
and an instantaneous absolute reading with 10-bit accuracy, and would make velocity
control of the joint more reliable as a smoother derivative is obtained from the motor
position signal.
Current Sensing
To ensure the motors of the robot are not damaged, it is necessary to sense the cur-
rent each motor is using. Additionally, this current data can be used in calculations
for energy usage, and as an approximation to motor torque. In both robots, current
sensors are used which give analogue output values, which are supplied to the ADC
of the joint’s control board, where they are digitally filtered. The current sensors are
included in the motor driver board, and hence not on the control board itself.
For BLUE’s drive motors, the LMD18200T H-bridge chips utilised have a current
sense output, which outputs 377µA/A. This is converted to a voltage on the driver
boards, for input to the ADC on the control boards. On miniBLUE, the drive motors
each have a Diodes Incorporated ZXCT1109 current sensing chip, giving a resolution
of 10mA on the control boards.
Linear Position Sensing
The stiffness adjusters on both BLUE and miniBLUE function by linearly moving
a pair of compression springs. In order to obtain feedback on the present stiffness
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setting, it is necessary to measure this linear position. Whilst this could be achieved
with the multiple-turn rotary sensor detailed above, for this application it suffices to
use a linear potentiometer. For example, the Bourns PTA6043-2015DP-B103 is a 10K
linear slide potentiometer, and is used on miniBLUE. It has a 60mm travel, giving a
resolution of 0.059mm. The noise on the analogue signal is ameliorated using digital
low pass filtering on the control board.
Torque Sensing
Since the joints of the robot have compliant elements, it is possible to measure the
torque on the joints by measuring the deflection of the complaint elements. Using
the formulas defined for the modified AwAS variable stiffness joint, along with the
observed stiffness setting, r, and deflection from equilibrium, θ, the torque on the
joint can be calculated. It is also possible to use the motor current from the drive
motors of BLUE as another source of information on joint torque, as the current used
by the motor should be proportional to the torque in the joint.
Ground Reaction Forces
The control boards are designed with spare ADC and GPIO ports to enable the con-
nection of additional sensors. In the initial design, force sensitive resistors were to be
used to give information on the ground reaction forces. Two FSRs would have been
placed on each section of the three part foot, as part of a potential divider. However,
FSRs have a highly non-linear response, exhibit large amounts of hysteresis, and are
sensitive to the manner in which they are loaded.
Instead, a redesigned foot plate allows the mounting of strain gauges of the type
used in electronic scales. This change will be made to BLUE shortly, using CZL928F
micro-load cells by Dongguan South China Sea Electronic Co Ltd..
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Sensor Type BLUE miniBLUE
Joint angle & Rotary position Magnetic encoders Optical Encoder
Intermediate arm (Austria Microsystems (Avago AEDB-
angle AS5040-ASSU) 9140-A13)
Stiffness setting Linear position Linear potentiometer (Bourns
PTA6043-2015DP-B103)
Joint torque Calculated Virtual
Drive motor Analog readout From H-Bridge Diodes Incorporated
current (LMD18200T) ZXCT1109
Ground reaction Force magnitude Micro load cell . . .
force and distribution (3 per foot)
Vestibular Inertial Connectivity for IMU
measurement (accelerometer & gyros)
and tilt










Figure 68: Knee of BLUE with deflection and stiffness sensors indicated
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4.3.1 Summary of Sensors
BLUE and miniBLUE have a very similar electronics architecture, but some differ-
ences in the sensors. A summary of the sensors on each robot is given in Table 9. As
mentioned above, certain joints of miniBLUE utilise an incremental optical encoder
in tandem with an absolute magnetic encoder.
4.4 control boards
The control boards for BLUE and miniBLUE are different, but based on the same ar-
chitecture, and both based around an ATMEL AT91SAM7x256 microcontroller. Both
boards have the same Ethernet physical interface hardware, and both can be pro-
grammed by JTAG. The control boards for BLUE are designed to each control one
joint, whilst the control boards for miniBLUE control two joints each. Addition-
ally, the control boards for miniBLUE have an additional microcontroller, an AT-
MEGA164A, which monitors the optical encoders and provides additional ADC and
I/O ports.
4.4.1 BLUE Control Boards
Fig. 69a shows a schematic of the control boards used in BLUE. At the core of each
board is an ATMEL AT91SAM7x256 microcontroller, running at 48MHz. This chip
interfaces with a National Semiconductor DP83848 Ethernet physical layer transceiver
chip to provide the Ethernet connection on the board. A Stewart Connector MagJack
module provides the physical RJ45 port on the board, to which a standard Ethernet
cable can be attached.
Each board provides the following connections:
• 1 x RJ45 Ethernet connector
• 1 x JTAG connector for programming
• 1 x Serial output for debugging and communications
• 3 x 5 pin motor connector (PWM, Direction, Brake, Fault, Ground)
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(b) Example of control board
Figure 69: Control Boards for BLUE
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• 1 x Dual Magnetic Encoder SSI connector (Ground, Data1, Data2, CSn, Clock),
for connecting to two magnetic encoders
• 4 x Dual ADC interface connectors (8 ADC inputs total)
A fabricated control board can be seen in Fig. 69b. The board additionally includes
three LEDs, all of which are switchable by the microcontroller. The board includes
a voltage regulator for powering the microcontroller. Current and voltage protection
circuitry is implemented as a small in-line interface board between the control board
and the motor driver. Current feedback is provided to one of the ADC interface
connectors, as is the signal from the stiffness sense potentiometer.
The control board reads the signals from two magnetic encoders, each of which has
a Synchronous Serial Interface (SSI). Since the control board operates at a significantly
higher frequency than the 1MHz maximum frequency of the SSI link, and in order
to save processing time and physical pins, the same clock and chip select signals are
used for both encoders. At each clock edge, the control board reads and logs the
signals from both magnetic encoders, thereby simultaneously reading both encoders.
The data read from the encoders includes an error flag and a parity bit, and if an
error is detected the encoder will be re-read.
4.4.2 miniBLUE Control Boards
The control boards for miniBLUE share the same core as those for BLUE, but have
expanded functionality. The miniBLUE control boards are expected to read four incre-
mental optical encoders, and it is vital that no pulses from the encoders are missed in
order to maintain an accurate position reading. The boards therefore include a second,
less powerful and smaller, microcontroller (an ATMEGA164A) which is responsible
for reading the optical encoders. A USART serial communications link between the
two microcontrollers is used to transfer data.
The miniBLUE control boards also include onboard damping hardware, so that the
damping motors can be directly connected. This hardware consists of a pair of ASSR-
1510 high current solid state relays, which allow the connected damping motors to
be braked as required. The secondary microcontroller on the control boards generate
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(b) Example of miniBLUE control board
Figure 70: Control Boards for miniBLUE
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the PWM signals to modulate damping, and also provide additional ADC and I/O
ports.
miniBLUE’s control boards utilise smaller, lower profile connectors, and have many
more ports, since they control twice as many motors and interface twice as many
sensors. Each motor driver board for miniBLUE also drives two motors, and hence
each motor connector has pins for controlling two motors.
Each miniBLUE control board has the following ports:
• 1 x RJ45 Ethernet connector
• 1 x JTAG connector for programming main microcontroller
• 1 x ISP connector for programming secondary microcontroller
• 1 x DBGU output for debug info
• 2 x Dual motor driver connector (four motors total), including current sense
inputs
• 2 x Damping motor connector
• 4 x 3-channel incremental encoder connector
• 1 x 6-channel ADC interface
• 2 x 1-channel ADC interface, for potentiometers
A fabricated control board can be seen in Fig. 70b. The board is designed to be
powered from a 24V supply, in order to decrease the number of cables running down
the robot, since the motors are also powered from the same 24 supply. Each board
splits the 24V supply to reduce the number of connectors needed in the robot. As with
BLUE’s control boards, each miniBLUE control board includes three microcontroller
switched LEDs for providing status information.
4.4.3 Control firmware
The same base firmware is used for the main microcontroller on both the BLUE and
miniBLUE controller boards. A preprocessor macro is used to set the board type and
thereby include any special code only required for that board - for example the serial
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Figure 71: Block diagram of control board firmware
communications code required to communicate with the secondary microcontroller
on the miniBLUE board. Setting the board type also includes a definitions file relevant
to that board, specifying the number of motors, sensors, etc.
The firmware is modular, such that motor objects are initialised with specified
ports, and linked to specified sensor objects. The sensor objects, in turn may be linked
to a physical sensor, such as an optical encoder, magnetic encoder, or potentiometer.
One sensor object is a ’spoof’ sensor, linked to when a sensor does not exist or is not
connected, for example when a motor does not have a current sensor. The definitions
file for each type of control board specifies the instantiations of motors, sensors, etc.
for that board.
A block diagram showing the principle elements of the main microcontroller firmware
is shown in Fig. 71. This diagram does not include the initialisation routines, for ex-
ample where data is retrieved from flash memory and used to initialise controller
gains, safety limits, etc. The elements shaded on the block diagram are part of the
main control loop, which must be executed at a precise, reliable frequency. The re-
maining elements - Ethernet communications, command execution - are executed in
the remaining time, where the control loop algorithm has finished for that iteration.
Fig. 72 shows a high level representation of the activities of the microcontroller
over time. To enforce the strict 1kHz control loop frequency, a timer is set up and
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Figure 72: High level timing diagram of control board firmware
set to interrupt every millisecond. 1 The communications hardware operates in the
background at all times, but communications are only interpreted, and commands
executed, under normal code execution - can be interrupted at any time by the control
loop, which takes priority.
flash memory
The Flash memory on the main microcontroller is used to store parameters in-
cluding:
• board MAC address
• Maximum and minimum safe positions for a joint
• Electrical current safety limits
• Deflection sensor calibration
• Motor polarity information
• PID gains
1 Board master clock frequency is a nominal 48,054,741 Hz. Timer clock is set to MCK/2, and set to
interrupt every 24,027 counts. Nominal period is thus 0.9998 ms.
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Listing 1: Moving Average Filter
runningTotal = runningTotal - history[i] + newInput
history[i] = newInput
i = (i+1)%filterSize
out = runningTotal>>log2(filterSize) 
• Flash checksum
On power up, this information is read from the flash memory and moved into
appropriate places in RAM, to be used during operation. To ensure that the data has
been correctly stored and retrieved, a checksum is stored alongside the data, and
verified before the configuration data is used. An error is produced if the checksum
does not validate. Commands can be sent to change any of the parameters, and when
these are executed the variables in RAM will be updated, before the flash memory is
updated with new values and a new checksum.
filtering
Two types of filter are implemented in the control board firmware: a moving aver-
age filter and a simple type of decaying thresholded integrator. The moving average
filter is used to smooth sensor readings, including the position reading and current
sense readings. An efficient implementation of the moving average filter was devised,
and is summarised in listing 1
Note :- the algorithm in listing 1 assumes the filter size to be 2n, for efficiency.
Other filter sizes can be used, in which case a normal division operation replaces the
right shift. The code is designed to work with unsigned integers, since the raw sensor
readings, and the eventual motor commands, are unsigned ints.
To prevent short current spikes tripping a safety limit, a second filter is applied to
the low-pass filtered current readings, and used for detecting when a current limit
error should be thrown. This filter is a simple type of decaying integrator, which
allows prolonged periods of high current usage to be detected. The filter operates as
shown in listing 2.
The filter for detecting current past the safety limit is therefore the moving average
filter cascaded into the integrating filter, and behaves as can be seen in Fig. 73. If the
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Listing 2: Filter applied to smoothed motor current reading
if movingAverage(current) > threshold
filterValue += inc_size
else
filterValue = max(0, filterValue - dec_size) 

















Figure 73: Digital signal filtering for detecting motor overuse. Short spikes do not cause a
large response from the linear filter, but a prolonged period of high input will
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output from the current filter passes a threshold, a motor current error is thrown by
the system. The parameters of the filters, including the thresholds, and the rise and
decay constants of the integrating filter, can be set by the user, and are stored in Flash
memory.
error handling
At each pass through the control loop, several checks are made to make sure
the robot is operating within the set limits. Firstly, if a sensor read should fail - for
example if a magnetic encoder returns an error several times, or if an optical encoder
has detected a jump - the error handler is called. The error handler is also called if a
joint leaves its safe operating position (i.e. if it is in danger of hitting a hard stop), or
if an motor overuse condition is detected, as described above.
The error handling routines define which behaviour will be taken, depending on
the severity of the error, as well as logging the error code itself, to be reported to
the control PC. A common action is to deactivate the motors, to try and prevent any
damage occurring.
pid control
The most fundamental part of the control loop is the closed loop control itself.
For each motor, a digital PID loop is run, with gains tunable by the user and saved
in flash memory. The PID loop has a standard implementation, with a limit on the
size of the integral component to prevent integral windup. The output of a PID loop
is used to control the pulse width of the PWM signal to the relevant motor.
motor control
The hardware PWM generators on the microcontroller are used to generate the
PWM signals for the motor. The control boards have the capability to brake the mo-
tors, and to enable and disable them completely. On power up, motors are disabled,
and must be enabled by commands from the control PC.
ethernet communications and commands
When the control loop is not executing, the board continuously checks to see
if the Ethernet controller has received a frame. This frame will only be available to
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the firmware if it has been fully received and the checksum correctly verifies. If a
frame is received, the firmware immediately checks to see if in acknowledgement is
required, begins the sending procedure if so, and interprets the command. A list of
the commands will be given later in this section.
4.4.4 miniBLUE specific control firmware
In addition to the all of the function performed on BLUE’s control boards, miniBLUE’s
control boards feature a secondary microcontroller. This microcontroller is responsi-
ble for reading the optical encoders, reading six ADC channels, and producing PWM
signals for controlling damping. An RS232 serial link operating at 1Mhz connects
the two microcontrollers. For each pass of the control loop, the main microcontroller
transmits two damping values to the secondary microcontroller, and receives four
optical encoder statuses and six ADC values. The total length of this communication
is 23 bytes, and the transmission therefore takes around 185 µs. The communication
is largely handled in the background, allowing the microcontroller to continue inter-
preting and executing commands without significant slowdown.
For each encoder, two bytes are returned from the secondary microcontroller. A 10-
bit position value is contained in the least significant bits, and a 2-bit status value is in
the most significant bits. The encoder status can be one of: OK; no-index; index-jump;
invalid-state. Initially, each encoder starts with a status of no-index, transitioning to
OK when the index mark is observed, and the absolute position determined. If an
error occurs, and an invalid state change is detected from the optical encoder, the
invalid-state status is returned, to signify that the position can no longer be replied
upon. Should the index mark be encountered where it was not expected, the index-
jump status will be set.
incremental encoder mode
A flag can be set in the preprocessor to enable the secondary microcontroller to
work with the encoders in incremental mode. In this mode, another sensor such as
a magnetic encoder is used to determine the absolute position of the joint at startup,
and this information is read by the primary microcontroller and transmitted to the
secondary microcontroller. From then, the secondary microcontroller returns a 16-bit
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value for each encoder, allowing multiple rotations of the codewheel to occur, without
resetting the position when the index mark is detected.
4.5 motor drivers
An example motor board for the drive motors of BLUE is shown in Fig. 74a. The board
is designed to be extremely robust, and features four LMD18200T H-bridge chips in
parallel. These chips include a current sense output, and allow for the disconnection
of the motor, as well as motor braking. The boards operate at 48V, the nominal voltage
for the drive motors, and a high current voltage clamp circuit prevents voltage spikes
which might damage the H-bridges. A polyfuse is included to deactivate the motors
if they are being overdriven or if stalling occurs, as an additional line of safety above
the software failsafes.
On BLUE, the stiffness adjusters are driven by Maxon DEC50/5 modules on a
custom breakout board. A similar technique is used for miniBLUE, as can be seen
in Fig. 74b - a driver board for two 70W drive motors is shown on the left, and one
for two 30W stiffness adjusters on the right. The stiffness motor drive board uses two
Maxon DEC24/3 modules. The driver boards for miniBLUE are more complex than
for BLUE, with each board driving two motors. miniBLUE’s driver boards include
current sensing chips, since the Maxon modules do not include this.
4.6 ethernet communications
The control boards and real-time PC are all connected together on an Ethernet net-
work. The custom protocol is applied above the data link layer, meaning we utilise
the standard IEEE 802.3 format for packets. This is shown in Fig. 75, which shows all
the bytes sent at the physical layer of Ethernet. The shaded sections (MAC address
of destination and source, length, and payload) are ones which are directly set in
our system, and the others (preamble, SoF delimiter, Frame check sequence CRC) are
the responsibility of the Ethernet hardware. We follow standard IEEE 802.3 protocol,
enabling the use of an Ethernet switch in the system. Not shown in the diagram is
the 12-byte inter-packet gap.
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(a) BLUE drive motor driver board. Dimensions 105x35mm
(b) miniBLUE motor driver boards. Large driver boards are sized 33x110mm and drive
two 70W motors. Small driver boards are sized 28x71mm and drive two 30W motors.
Figure 74: Motor driver boards for BLUE and miniBLUE.
Preamble Start of Frame MAC dest MAC source Length Payload CRC
bytes 7 1 6 6 2 46-1500 4
Figure 75: Ethernet Packet. Shaded blocks are set in software, unshaded blocks are handled
by the hardware
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Figure 77: Reply Frame
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Figs. 76 and 77 show the structure of the request and reply frames used for com-
munication on the robot network. The first 14 bytes of each frame, containing MAC
addresses and packet length, are according to IEEE 802.3 protocol. From byte 15
onwards, in the payload section of the Ethernet packet, is the custom robot communi-
cation protocol. The framework is very extensible, but a selection of the implemented
commands will be outlined later in this section.
Under our protocol, we define that numbers in the network frame are set as follows:
• Integers: Big-Endian (i.e. network order, RFC 1700)
• Floating Point: IEEE 754
flags
The flags are common between request and reply frames, and are a single byte
of settings. Presently only two bits of the flags field are used:
• Bit 0 (LSB): ACK_REQ
• Bit 1: ACK_REP
Setting the LSB of flags in a frame will therefore trigger an acknowledgement from
the recipient device. The acknowledgement itself will have bit 1 of flags set. Acknowl-
edgements are typically requested for critical commands, such as activating or deac-
tivating motors.
sequence number
The sequence number is a two-byte integer which is used to identify which request
package a reply or acknowledgement relates to.
timestamp
The reply frame includes a timestamp field, for example to allow the accurate
determination of when exactly sensor data was retrieved. Although not presently
implemented, in concept the timestamps on each control board can be synchronised
through a broadcast packet. Alternatively, the real-time PC can sample the times-
tamps from each board under low network-utilisation conditions, to allow board-
specific timestamp offsets to be calibrated.










Table 10: Control subsystems on the control boards
subsystems
The individual subsystems of the control board are addressed through the sub-
system byte of a request frame. The subsystems on the control board are shown in
Table 10.
Each subsystem has a number of defined commands with a set syntax, which are
listed in Appendix B. For an example, the command specific data for reading from a
number of filters would consist of a field specifying the number of filters, followed
by that many filter IDs. The reply frame from the control board would be returned
with the sequence numbers, and would contain the number of filters, and then the
data from each filter in the specified order.
Theoretical Performance of the Communication System
A design criterion for the communication system was that it should be capable of set-
ting all motors, and reading from all sensors at a rate of at least 1kHz. As illustrated
above, the Ethernet protocol requires a certain amount of overhead, including two
MAC addresses, preamble, and CRC. The overhead on each packet (i.e. the size of
the packet excluding the payload) is 26 bytes, and there is also a 12 byte interpacket
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gap requirement. At 100MHz, each packet therefore necessarily includes 3.04 µs of
overhead.
Furthermore, Ethernet is most efficient with large payloads; most of our communi-
cation requires relatively short payloads, and the majority of packets must be padded
to reach the 46 byte minimum payload size. The majority of the packets through the
system therefore have a total length of 7+ 1+ 6+ 6+ 2+ 46+ 4 = 72 bytes. Including
the 12 byte interpacket gap, this increases to 84 bytes, or 672 bits. The time to transmit
one of these packets and wait for the interpacket gap at 100MHz is then 6.72 µs.
If each cycle requires one write to each board, and one read from each board, the
total time required for a communications cycle to six boards is 80.64 µs. At an update
rate of 1kHz, this would mean a network utilisation of 8.06%. Even with the necessary
Ethernet overheads, the system is therefore more than capable of meeting the update
rate criterion.
Furthermore, the architecture of the system means that the network is very flexible
for adding devices. For example, if a camera, LIDAR, tactile array, or other sensor
producing large amounts of data was added to the robot, the Ethernet based packets
are suited for handling the data throughput.
4.7 high level control
The real-time PC which connects to the on-board robot network forms the gateway
between the robot and the outside world. In our implementation, the real-time PC
is a FitPC 2i by Compulab, which has a 1.6 GHz single core Intel Atom Z530 chip,
but has the advantage of providing two gigabit Ethernet controllers and ports. This
allows a wired connection to the Ethernet switch of the robot network, and leaves
open the option for a wired connection to a LAN. Additionally, the FitPC generates
a wifi network which any device can connect to.
A block diagram of the high level control architecture is shown in Fig. 78. The soft-
ware running on the real-time PC is split into two distinct sections, a daemon and
client scripts. The daemon software is activated on startup and handles the communi-
cations to and from the robot. Client scripts utilise the daemon to provide an easy to
use interface to the robot, and libraries are provided to control the robot’s functions.
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Figure 78: Block diagram of the high-level control architecture.
A variety of client scripts have been written, including ones which enable the remote
teleoperation of the robot.
4.7.1 Daemon
The daemon script runs in the background on the real-time PC, and handles the com-
munications to and from the robot. It opens a raw socket at the packet level, allowing
access to the Ethernet packets themselves, as required by the communications pro-
tocol. In addition to this socket, the daemon opens a standard Unix socket locally,
through which client scripts may communicate with it.
The daemon script checks if an acknowledgement or reply is expected from a re-
quest frame, and awaits as appropriate, giving an error if the ACK or reply does not
arrive within a specified time window. If an ACK is not received when expected, the
daemon will resend the command and try again, a set number of times. This attempts
to ensure that critical tasks, such as setting parameters or enabling/disabling motors,
are definitely received by the control boards.
4.7.2 Client Scripts
Client scripts provide the basic user interface to the robot, with libraries giving easy
access to all the commands and parameters of the robot. The libraries are hierarchical,
allowing a user to select the granularity of control they require. At the lowest level,
there are functions for assembling commands suitable for communication with a
single board, and scripts work with board-readable numbers. Above this, there are
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Listing 3: Example of a high level client script
bluerobot blue;
blue.init();
if (blue.readErrors()) {return false;}
blue.enableDriveMotors();
float angles = {0.35, 0.7, -0.35, 0.35, 0.7, -0.35};
blue.setPos(angles); 
commands which work in radians, and can set positions/read sensors/check for
errors with multiple control boards. The highest level of abstraction provides objects
for the robots, and convenient functions for working with input/output data files.
Listing 3 gives an example of a client script utilising the highest level of abstraction.
This short script would establish a connection to the robot, check for errors, turn on
the drive motors, and then move to a squatting position. The blue object contains a
socket connection to the daemon script, as well as calibration data and parameters for
the robot, simplifying the control for the user. The libraries also include functions for
loading data files, running trajectories, and performing basic evaluation of trajectories
and data.
A special client script, which will be explained in later in the context of teleoper-
ation, sets up the FitPC to enable control of the robot from a remote computer. This
client script opens a socket connection on the external LAN, and runs a control loop
which allows trajectories and discrete movements to be initiated and executed with
precise timing. An external computer can work in tandem with this network control
script to enable the robot to be available as a ROS node.
4.8 summary
We have therefore created a robust, high performance electronics and communication
infrastructure, which operates both robots, and could easily be adapted to work with
other robots. The system takes care of low level control, timing, and communications
issues, allowing the user to simple write control algorithms for the robot. If desired,
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we have also produced a network interface for the robot, which will be described
later in chapter 6, and which also allows control of the robot through a ROS system.
4.9 hardware conclusions & lessons
For this project, two unique variable impedance bipedal robots have been produced.
The burgeoning field of variable impedance mechanisms was evaluated to determine
which mechanisms were best suited for a legged robot, and a modified version of the
AwAS variable stiffness actuator developed and implemented in the robots. Rapid
manufacturing techniques were explored for quick production of the robots, and to
allow the outsourcing of parts, since the manufacturing facilities we have access to
are limited. It has been shown that modern manufacturing techniques such as water-
jet cutting and 3D printing can be used to produce novel, complex, hardware, quickly
and cost-effectively. Furthermore, a novel production technique which combines wa-
terjet cutting and FDM 3D printing to produce plastic parts with embedded metal
has been detailed.
A high performance modular electronics and communication infrastructure was
developed, again predicated on affordability and accessibility. The architecture oper-
ates over several layers of abstraction, providing precise and accurate low level joint
control, sensor reading, and failsafe checking, real-time processing for instructing tra-
jectories, and higher level control, which can be externally located through a network
link. Our system shows that Ethernet, which is commonly available on low-cost mi-
crocontrollers, can be used to produce a high performance robot control system. Our
system achieves update rates of 1kHz with a theoretical network utilisation of around
8%, and allows for multi master control. This is advantageous as it adds another level
of capability and security to the robot - functionality such as local reflex loops can be
implemented, and an error on one board (for example breach of a current limit) can
instantly trigger an appropriate signal to all other control boards.
Of the two robots, miniBLUE is designed to be the most flexible. It is a lightweight
robot with 2 DoF hips, and a unique modular design which allows for different types
of variable stiffness actuator to be tested. However, a manufacturing fault means that
it is difficult to get reliable behaviour from miniBLUE at present. Until this can be
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fixed, we concentrate all effort on BLUE, which is a large sagittal plane biped with
considerable inertia.




P R O D U C I N G M O V E M E N T
BLUE was designed specifically to produce human-like locomotion. In
this part, the human walking cycle is analysed, and a parameterised rep-
resentation based on transition events is developed. This transition based
model is then used with the kinematics of BLUE to produce walking tra-
jectories with a specified step length, clearance height, and using either
specified transition timing, or default timing taken from analysis of hu-
man data. The generated trajectories are evaluated in simulation and on
the hardware, and we find that locomotion is produced, and the trajecto-
ries have particular speeds at which they are most effective. The effect of
varying stiffness on a trajectory is investigated, and preliminary results
indicate that for slower speeds, a stiffer robot may be better, but at faster
speeds, a soft robot may be advantageous.
This provided us with a method of associating parameters such as step
length and speed with particular trajectories, which had been learnt on the
robot, and for which the best stiffness was known. We also have a system
which can detect gait parameters from human walking data. Assembling
the two of these provides a teleoperation system which allows a user to
control the robot, but wherein the robot copies high level parameters from
the walk, whilst using joint angle trajectories and stiffness settings that are
more suitable for it.

5
A C H I E V I N G L O C O M O T I O N A N D I N V E S T I G AT I N G S T I F F N E S S
The previous sections of this thesis have dealt with the design and construction of
robotic hardware which is capable of physically varying the impedance of its joints. In
contrast to rigid robots which can simulate different compliances with careful torque
sensing, the constructed robots inherently exhibit this compliance, and can physically
store and release energy. When the robot is moving, it must drive its links through
the series elastic transmission, and the dynamics of the robot can vary significantly
depending on the impedance setting.
It was therefore hypothesised that for a given motion, changing the stiffness of
the joints of the robot would have a real effect on the efficiency of that motion. Fur-
thermore, changing the stiffness will change how the robot reacts to external distur-
bances, both in terms of adapting to unexpected terrain, and in how shock loading is
transferred to delicate components like the motor gearheads. It was postulated that,
especially at higher speeds, there would be an advantage to the robot being softer.
In terms of energy efficiency (i.e. electrical energy consumed by the motors of the
robot), it was postulated that there might be a fixed stiffness which gave an optimal
performance.
BLUE is designed to ape human like motion, and therefore the human walking
cycle was analysed, and trajectories generated for the robot which aimed to reproduce
the distinctive heel-toe walk. Trajectories were learned and extracted from human
walking data, but also generated from a parameterised ideal of the gait cycle, which
took into account the kinematic layout of the robot.
Trajectories were evaluated in simulation before being tested on the actual robot,
and were run at a variety of fixed stiffness levels. The robot has large amount of
compliance, and exhibits backlash and other dynamic artefacts which affect how a
given trajectory is produced, and therefore algorithms to produce a given trajectory,
or given gait determinants, were utilised.
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The trajectories generated are based on the kinematics of the robot, and it is ex-
pected that in the future they could be used as seed trajectories for more dynamic
movement generation methods, which would take into account the dynamics of the
robot as well. Nevertheless, we find that it is possible to produce locomotion both in
simulation and on the hardware, with the trajectories generated herein.
5.1 walk analysis
BLUE was specifically designed with the aim of reproducing human-like heel-toe
walking. In order to do this, it is necessary to understand the joint trajectories and
motions involved in more detail, so that similar motions can be recreated on BLUE.
The literature on human walking tends to break down a walking step into a number
of phases, with a well defined transition event between each phase. Whilst the exact
joint angles vary from person to person, a person with a non-pathological gait should
produce all of the transition events during normal walking.
5.1.1 Overview of walking cycle
A typical breakdown of the walking cycle is shown in Fig. 5. A full cycle consists of
two steps: two periods of double support and two periods of single support. Each
leg alternates between being the stance leg and the swing leg, with periods of double
support between swing phases.
Each cycle passes through a number of transition events, four of which are shown
in Fig. 79. These occur in the order Feet Adjacent (FA)→ Tibia Vertical (TV)→ Initial
Contact (IC)→ Toe Off (TO).
During each swing phase, the swing leg will pass monolithically past the stance
leg, through a Feet Adjacent (FA) transition event when the feet are aligned. This FA
transition occurs while the swing leg knee is near its most flexed. The knee begins
to straighten out, and the swing leg passes through the Tibia Vertical (TV) transition,
before the foot hits the ground and begins a period of double support.
Each period of double support begins with an Initial Contact (IC) transition event,
typically the heel of the previous swing foot hitting the ground. There is then a
loading response where the weight of the person is transferred to that foot, before

























Figure 79: Subset of walking cycle transition events. These occur in order FA → TV → IC →
TO→ FA
the other foot leaves the ground at a Toe Off transition. This begins a single support
period. During the single support period, the stance leg will ’roll-over’ the foot, with
loading transferring from the back to the front of the foot. After the loading has
transferred towards the ball of the foot, the heel of the foot lifts of the ground. The
toes flex, and the weight is borne by the ball and the toes of the foot, until the next
period of double support.
For the swing leg, the leg initially lifts off the ground to get clearance, before
swinging forwards.
5.1.2 Gait transition events
Fig. 79 shows four walk transition events on a simplified leg model. These four tran-
sition events are selected as they allow the characterisation of the double support
phase (bookended by the IC and TO events), and the swing phase (TO, FA, TV, IC).
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Figure 80: Sagittal plane joint angles for a walking cycle, consisting of two steps. Transition
events are marked, FA = Feet Adjacent, TV = Tibia Vertical, IC = Initial Contact,
TO = Toe Off. The graphs begin and end at FA.
The Heel Off (HO) transition is not explicitly shown, as it is a natural by-product of
the changing loading on the stance foot.
Each of the four transition events shown in Fig. 79 occurs at a well defined instant
in time. During the swing, the swing foot cleanly passes to become in front of the
stance foot, and the tibia passes monolithically through the TV transition, as can be
seen on the joint angle graphs in Fig. 80. For the IC and TO, there may be some small
amount of bounce, but we consider the first point at which the foot hits the ground,
and the final point at which the toe leaves the ground.
5.1.3 Analysis of human walking data
Human walking data was collecting using an xsens MVN motion tracking system
with a treadmill, as shown in Fig. 81. The xsens system includes a number of trackers,
effectively one per link of the human body, including a tracker on the pelvis, on
each femur, on each tibia, and on each foot. The trackers are placed as close to a
bone as possible to make the resulting signals more clean. Each tracker includes
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Figure 81: xsens MVN system used to gather walking data
inertial sensors including a three dimensional accelerometer and a three dimensional
gyroscope, as well as magnetometers.
The individual xsens trackers are wired together, but the worn system is battery
powered, and communicates wirelessly with a base station attached to a PC. The PC
is a Windows machine, which runs the MVN Studio software to interpret the data
from the trackers. The measurements of the subject are input into MVN Studio, and
the software maintains a body skeleton with appropriate dimensions and kinematics,
processing the data from all the trackers to provide link positions and orientations as
well as three dimensional joint angles.
The data from the trackers can either be saved from MVN studio into a parsable file
format at the end of a run, or can be streamed in real time over a network connection.
For the initial data analysis, data recorded by another PhD student, Hsiu-Chin Lin,
was utilised. This data was for five different subjects, and included walking at five
different nominal speeds.
A Matlab script was written to parse the walking data, and detect each of the four
transition events shown in Fig. 79. The script utilised a kinematic model of the subject
to obtain positions for the salient points of each leg: hip, knee, ankle, heel, ball of foot
(metatarsophalangeal joint), and the distal end of the toes. The position of the floor
was calculated to be the lowest of the four points: left heel, left ball, right heel, right
ball. The toes were assumed to be at a neutral, zero degree angle, unless that would
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push them through the floor, in which case they were deflected to make them flat on
the floor.
In this way the lack of explicit data on the position of the toes was compensated for
during the important stance phase. However, the position of the toes during swing
is always assumed to be "straight" - if the subject were to lift their toes during swing
through, this would not be detected in the system. However, since the robots have
only passive toe joints, the lack of explicit data about this is not encumbering to our
control strategies.
The xsens log data was imported into matlab via an mvnx file saved from MVN
studio. This is an XML data format which includes segment length information, and
for each frame includes Cartesian coordinates for each joint, quaternions describing
the orientation of each segment, and XYZ angles representing the three principle ro-
tations of each joint. The joint angles are given according to a co-ordinate frame in
which y is up when the leg is straight, z represents the sagittal rotation axis, and x
is set according to the right hand rule. The three angles nominally therefore repre-
sent adduction/abduction, internal/external rotation, and flexion/extension, in that
order.
It was found that the coordinate data often relayed exaggerated twist of the legs
and feet, resulting in trajectories with foot collisions. It is speculated that this is be-
cause the information from the accelerometers regarding the gravity vector is more
reliable than that of the magnetometers regarding the location of the magnetic north,
especially on a treadmill.
To ameliorate this, a script was written which read in the segment lengths from the
mvnx file, and used these in a forward kinematic model of the subject. The orienta-
tion of the pelvis quaternion was first used to rotate the body frame, and then the
kinematic transforms for each leg were applied. In this case, the angles representing
internal/external rotation were set to zero, resulting in more realistic output poses.
We also wished to rotate the data such that it always represented a subject moving
forward in the x-direction, which is not the case in the raw data. Since, however,
the subjects were walking on a treadmill with a constant direction, there is a fixed
rotational offset around the vertical axis. We calculated the average deflection of the
pelvis from the coronal plane, and applied this as an offset around the vertical axis.
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This takes the form of a matrix Rzrot, which applies a course-corrective rotation about
the z-axis.
In our system, the z-axis is up, the x-axis is forwards, and the y-axis is set according
to a right handed coordinate frame.




1− 2q2y − 2q
2
z 2(qxqy + qzqr) 2(qxqz − qyqr) 0




z 2(qyqz + qxqr) 0





0 0 0 1

(83)
The kinematic chain for each leg is therefore
RzrotRpelvisTpelvis→hipRxzy,hipThip→kneeRxzy,kneeTknee→ankleRxzy,ankle,
followed by translations representing the move from the ankle to the heel, or ball of
the foot, and then a further rotation and translation representing the toes. Rxzy,joint
represents the rotation at a joint, with the order in which the rotations are applied set
to match the data from the mvnx file:
Rxzy =

czcy 0− sz czsy 0
cxszcy + sxsy cxcz cxszsy − sxcy 0
sxszcy − cxsy sxcz sxszsy + cxcy 0
0 0 0 1

(84)
Where sx is the sin of the rotation about the x-axis, and cx is the cos of the ro-
tation about that axis. Tjoint→joint represents the translation between two joints, with
distances extracted from the segment lengths in the mvnx file.
These kinematics were applied for each frame of the walking data, to give co-
ordinates for each of the body points with a corrected internal/external rotation
value, whilst also ensuring that the coordinates represented forward motion in the
x-direction.
From the corrected 3D point data, transition events were detected.
Fig. 82 shows the detected transition timings for the five subjects, at three different
walking speeds. The results show that there is some inter–subject variability in tran-
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Figure 82: Transition event timings for the five subjects, at three different speeds. Starting
from a Feet Adjacent condition, the timings for the Tibia Vertical, Initial Contact,
and opposite Toe Off, are shown as a fraction of the gait cycle.
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Figure 83: Step Length vs. Walking Speed
sition timings, but for the majority of the subjects, increasing the speed of the walk
also slightly increases the proportion of time spent in the swing phase, since the toe
off event occurs earlier in the cycle.
In addition to detecting gait transition events, the Matlab script also calculates step
length and walking speed from the xsens data. Fig. 83 shows how the step length of
the subjects changes with walking speed. As would be expected, at greater speeds,
the subjects increase their step length. The relationship between walking speed and
step length appears near-linear, but does not result in a constant step frequency -
subjects take more, longer steps at higher speeds, rather than just taking longer steps,
or more steps.
The information from this walking analysis was used in two ways: firstly, to pro-
vide ground truth to a walking trajectory generator designed to produce human-like
locomotion on BLUE; and secondly, to aid the development of a system for detecting
and characterising locomotion on-line, for teleoperation of the robot.
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5.2 sources of walking trajectories
Walking trajectories can be generated in a variety of ways, from specifying ZMP or
center of mass trajectories, to specifying sinusoidal foot movements. Neurologically
inspired methods can be used, for example those which utilise Central Pattern Gen-
erators and/or reflexive motor control.
Whilst it is unlikely that simply playing back a human walking trajectory will pro-
duce the most efficient locomotion on a robot, it is still possible to mine sequences of
human walking data for promising trajectories. Therefore, initially trajectory data for
walking was gathered by evaluating human walking data in simulation, and selecting
segments which produced promising motion. This consists of utilising a moving win-
dow score function which rewards consistent forward motion across a long sequence
of human walking data, and extracting segments with a positive score. The process
is explained further in section 5.2.1.1.
The nature of BLUE as a highly anthropomorphic robot, designed to walk with a
heel-toe gait, gives this simple method a far higher likelihood of succeeding, com-
pared to robots with a flat foot. Furthermore, BLUE is a sagittal plane robot, and
therefore does not need to worry about lateral balancing.
After extracting functional trajectories from human walking data, a method for gen-
erating idealised walking trajectories according to given parameters was investigated.
This method uses high level parameters such as step length and clearance height to
determine the required robot pose at each of the main gait transition events, and is
informed by the analysis of human just presented. For the production of human-like
locomotion, it will be necessary for the robot to pass through each of these poses.
5.2.1 Human walking data
As mentioned above, walking data from five subjects, at five different walking speeds,
was available for analysis. To investigate if the robot is capable of producing properly
human-like locomotion, this data was mined for segments which would produce
locomotion on the robot. This also provided initial data on the feasibility of direct
human teleoperation of the robot.
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Figure 84: Kinematic effect of direct sagittal joint angle transfer between human data and
BLUE. The (tall) subject is shown in black, while BLUE is shown in red.
5.2.1.1 Evaluation in Simulation
The xsens walking data was initially played back on the V-REP simulation of BLUE,
with the robot set to high stiffness. To produce the angle data used in these first simu-
lations, it was necessary to adjust the hip angle data to reflect angles from the vertical,
rather than from the pelvis. The xsens log files include quaternions representing the
orientation of each body segment with respect to a global frame, and so the rotation
in the sagittal plane was extracted from the pelvis quaternion and used as an offset
to the hip joint rotation angles.
For a first experiment, only the sagittal plane joint angles (flexion/extension) were
extracted from each frame of the walking data, and were transposed 1:1 onto the
simulated robot. Fig. 84 shows an example of the effect of this transfer kinematically.
In this case, the subject is quite tall, and due to abduction/adduction which BLUE
cannot copy, there is a small discrepancy between the heights of the swing feet. Due
to the anthropomorphic design of BLUE, there is, however, a close match between
the foot trajectories, and we therefore explored whether a direct joint angle transfer
would lead to locomotion.
The trajectories generated from the xsens data were played back at different speeds
in simulation, at a speed close to that at which they were recorded, and at slower
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speeds. For each input data point, the V-REP control script output a line to a log file,
containing information on the target and actual position of each joint, the compliant
deflection, the boom arm angles, and the force sensor data. These log files were then
analysed to determine the performance of these trajectories in simulation. The torque
on each joint can be calculated from the torque function of each variable stiffness
mechanism.
Due to the compliance in the joints, the final output position of the joints is de-
flected from the input trajectory. Often, this leads to the robot shuffling its feet, or not
producing the desired forward motion, and seemingly increases torque as the robot
attempts to drive limbs through ground contact positions.
When locomotion was produced, the efficacy of it was evaluated according to a cost
function which was designed to reward judder-free forward motion, and penalise
torque on the joints. To select segments of the logs which represented viable forward





1 ifα̇z,i > 0
−2 ifα̇z,i < 0
(85)
Where n is the starting index of the window, N is the window size, and α̇z is the
derivative of the yaw angle of the boom arm - i.e. the rotation of the boom arm about
the vertical axis. This function therefore remains above zero if a segment produces
forward motion, but penalises backward motion. The function is also independent of
step size, meaning a walk which produces smaller steps is not unduly penalised.
The window size was set to encompass a nominal 2.5 steps, and the trajectory logs
were split into segments which produced reliable motion, by discarding any portions
for which Sforward < 0. For the segments which produced a reliable forward motion,











S = Sforward + Svertical + Storque (88)
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where α̇y is the derivative of the pitch angle of the boom arm, i.e. represents the
vertical motion of the pelvis of the robot, Tj,i is the torque on joint j at point i, and
Kvertical and Ktorque are gains.
The two gains, Kvertical and Ktorque are set to provide scores on a similar scale to
Sforward, so that any trajectory that produces consistent forward motion will receive a
positive score, unless it uses excessive torque, or has extremely exaggerated vertical
pelvis motion. The gain for the torque was first set, to a level which selected for
torques the robot could produce, and then the vertical gain was set so that a normal
amount of vertical movement did not result in any great deal of penalisation. In our
case we used Ktorque = 0.0005 and Kvertical = 50.
This function therefore rewards forward motion, while penalising excess vertical
motion and torque. The resultant score, S, represents a trade off between how well a
motion produces locomotion, and how energy expensive it is.
Individual steps were extracted from these multi-step logs, based on areas with
high scores according to the above function. The ends of these step trajectories were
merged to ensure cyclicity.
The scoring does not take into account the clearance of the leg on swing through,
and in some of the selected trajectories the swing leg does brush the floor, although
not enough to greatly impede the walk. In the future, the scoring could also be
improved to consider the movement of the pelvis relative to that produced during
human motion, rather than on general principles of producing consistent forward
motion without excessive vertical motion.
5.2.2 Generation from Gait Determinants
Walking trajectories gathered directly from human data are unlikely to produce an
ideal walk for the robot, even if cherry picked from a large amount of data. This is in
part due to the differing kinematics of the robot - lacking adduction/abduction joints,
as well as its different dynamics. Furthermore, selecting trajectories in this manner
does not allow the easy selection of parameters such as the step length and speed.
A method of generating trajectories based on specifying gait transition poses and
timings was therefore developed and evaluated. This method allows the specification
of step length and clearance height, and generates a trajectory which meets those
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criteria. In the future, such trajectories could be used as seed trajectories for dynamic
stabilisation. On BLUE, which is a sagittal plane biped without a torso, the trajectories
alone can produce locomotion.
5.2.2.1 Parameterisation of human walking
As explained previously, the four gait transition events FA, TV, IC, TO can be used to
describe a walking trajectory. Each of the transition events has well defined require-
ments, for example the requirement in FA for the two feet to be adjacent (i.e. have
the same x-coordinate). If the step length, clearance height, and hip motion is speci-
fied, the joint angles for each transition event can be calculated with few additional
parameters required.
With a very small set of free parameters, the poses for BLUE at each gait transition
point can be fully specified. The remaining free parameters relate to the timing of the
transition events, and to set these we utilise the information gathered from analysis
of human data, as shown in Fig. 82
An example of the transitions used in the walk generator is given in Fig. 85. The
input to the walk generator is nominally only the step length and clearance height,
but optionally the transition timings can also be specified. For each transition, the
horizontal motion of the pelvis is set according to a linear forward motion with
the specified transition timings. A brief outline of the procedure for solving each
transition pose is given below:
initial contact
At initial contact, the hip angles are roughly equal and opposite, and the ampli-
tude of the angles can be calculated according to the specified step length. The forward
leg, which is just contacting the ground, has a basically straight knee (≈ 2◦) and a
very slight dorsiflexion on the ankle. With the forward leg angles specified, the co-
ordinates of the impacting heel are calculated, and the step length used to calculate
the position of the toe and ball of the back leg. During initial contact, the knee joint
of the back leg is slowly starting to bend, and is given a nominal flexion (≈ 5◦). The
angles here are extracted from the earlier analysis of human walking, where many
transition events were extracted from human walking data. With this specified, it is
simple to solve for the back leg hip and ankle angles.
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• Hip angles mirrored
• Step length gives foot distance
• Toe and heel positions
maintained
• Linear forward motion gives
pelvis horizontal movement
• swing toe position set by
stance two and clearance height
• stance leg is near straight
• clearance height sets swing
ankle and knee heights
• swing leg tibia is vertical
• stance heel starts to leave
floor
Figure 85: Transitions used by walk generator. The timing of each transition is set according
to realistic timing from human data, but can be specified as additional parameters
if desired.
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ball off
It is assumed that there is no slip of the feet on the ground, and therefore the
co-ordinates of the forward heel and back ball are unchanged from the IC transition.
The pelvis position is calculated according to a nominal linear forward motion, using
the timing of the ball-off transition. The forward foot is flat on the floor and the knee
directly above it. This allows the vertical position of the pelvis to be calculated. With
this known, the angles of the back leg can be calculated, although it is necessary
to specify either one joint angle, or the angle of foot lift off, in order to reduce the
number of potential solutions. Based on human walking data, we have found that
setting a nominal knee angle of 35◦ gives good performance.
feet adjacent
The position of the stance foot is unchanged, and the horizontal co-ordinate of
the pelvis is again calculated based on linear forward motion. The stance leg is near
straight, and this allows the calculation of the vertical pelvis co-ordinate. The coordi-
nates of the swing leg toe are specified such that they match the horizontal position
of the stance leg toe, with a vertical position given by the clearance height. A slight
dorsiflexion is applied to the swing ankle to improve swing through clearance, and
this allows for the remaining angles of that leg to be solved.
tibia vertical
Stance foot position is once again unchanged, and pelvis horizontal position is
again determined according to the timing of the transition. The position of the stance
foot is unchanged, except the heel has begun to lift, and the leg is near straight,
allowing the calculation of the stance leg angles and pelvis vertical coordinate. The
swing foot is near flat, and the tibia is by definition vertical, allowing the calculation
of the vertical co-ordinates of the ankle and knee from the specified clearance height.
The joint angles of the swing leg can then be solved.
To ensure that the generated trajectory is cyclic, we generate a spline through
three entire walking cycles, and extract the middle cycle. After applying the cubic
spline through the points and timings specified by the transition data, any knee an-
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(a) Normal Step, SL=350 CH=10










(b) High Clearance, SL=350 CH=50










(c) Short Step, SL=150 CH=10










(d) Long Step, SL=450 CH=30
Figure 86: Example swing leg motions from walk generator, for a variety of step length (SL)
and clearance height (CH) parameters
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Human data From transition data
Figure 87: Comparison of human walking data to trajectory generated from transition poses
gles which would lead to hyperextension (i.e. less than zero), are set to zero as a
sanity check.
Example swing leg angles from the walk generator are shown in Fig. 86, where it
can be seen that the generator allows the use of just two parameters - step length and
clearance height - to produce a wide variety of trajectories. Optionally the transition
timing data can be explicitly provided to further tune the walk.
Kinematically, these trajectories should produce motion with the specified step
length, but as seen earlier, humans utilise smaller steps at lower walking speeds and
longer steps at faster walking speeds, with the period of the walk also decreasing
slightly. It was postulated that each generated trajectory would have a range of step
periods at which it would produce stable motion - producing a range of stable walk-
ing speeds for that trajectory. This was evaluated in simulation as shown in section
5.3.2
5.2.2.2 Comparison to human data
With the poses and timings of the gait transition events fully specified, a cubic spline
is used to interpolate the joint angles to produce a full walking trajectory.
To validate that using a cubic spline to interpolate between transition poses can
produce angle data similar to that of actual human walking data, the technique was
tested using transition poses and timings taken from actual human data. Fig. 87
shows this comparison, where transition points were automatically detected from a
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Human data Walk Generator
Figure 88: Comparison of trajectory from walk generator to joint angles taken from human
data
step of human walking data, and a smoothed spline generated between them. Note
that in the graphs, two steps are shown, and whilst the generated data repeats, the
human data is slightly different for the second step. The figure shows that the gen-
erated data closely matches the hip and knee, but has a greater difference from the
human ankle angles, particularly with regard to the sudden ankle movements directly
following initial contact.
Fig. 88 shows a trajectory taken from the walking generator alongside one taken
directly from human walking data. There is a strong qualitative match between the
real data and the angles generated from gait determinants - in this case for BLUE with
a specified step width of 350mm and clearance height of 25mm. Notably, the hip and
knee angles reach greater magnitudes than the human data, and this is primarily as
a result of the need to compensate for the lack of adduction/abduction in BLUE, and
ensure that the swing foot does not contact the floor during swing through.
5.3 producing locomotion
The previously described sources of data provided trajectories which produced walk-
ing behaviour in the V-REP simulated robot. The most successful trajectories were
then run on the real robot.
The graphs in Fig. 89 show that the robot is capable of driving the intermediate
arms to reach the complex trajectories extracted from human data. The lower graphs
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Figure 89: A human walking trajectory played back on BLUE at high stiffness. Lower graphs
show a detailed view of the compliant deflection
of each subfigure, which show the deflection of the compliant element, illustrate the
cyclic loading during several walking steps.
However, backlash in the joints, which is not present in the simulation, as well as
additional real-world disturbances and differences in damping and dynamics, meant
that the output trajectory was not the commanded trajectory. Even at higher stiffness
levels, the compliance in the robot means that the actual output position is deflected
from commanded equilibrium position.
5.3.1 Trajectory learning
There are several options for working with the generated trajectories on the compliant
robot BLUE. Firstly, the behaviour of the robot can be adjusted until the output links
reach the specified trajectories. This means compensating for the compliant deflection,
backlash, and other disturbances. Secondly, if the walking trajectory is attempting to
produce a desired behaviour, e.g. specified step length and ground clearance, the
behaviour of the robot can be adjusted to try and meet these parameters. Thirdly, the
compliance can be allowed to deflect the joint angles, and the robot’s behaviour can
be adjusted only to try and ensure foot clearance and a stable walking trajectory.
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5.3.1.1 Achieving a desired trajectory
To obtain a desired output behaviour, we adopted a model-free approach which it-
eratively improves a cyclical command trajectory to try and match a given reference
output trajectory. A model free approach is useful for several reasons: the same al-
gorithms can be used on the simulation and on the hardware, or on different robots;
modelling the full dynamics of the real word robot, including static friction and back-
lash, is non-trivial; modelling impact dynamics is non-trivial; the real-world robot
may degrade over time, the model free approach can adjust itself without relying on
the recalibration of an underlying model of the robot.
In our approach, the robot is given a command trajectory which initially follows the
desired output reference trajectory. A number of steps are taken to allow the robot to
settle, before the actual output trajectory is evaluated. The produced velocity of each
joint is compared to the reference trajectory velocity, and the command trajectory
velocity is adjusted to push the output velocity closer to the reference velocity. A
similar calculation for position is carried out, so that both the position and velocity
of the output trajectory are adjusted towards the reference output trajectory. The
algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Note that in Algorithm 1, the low pass filter, differentiation, and integration op-
erations are all based on cyclical trajectories. The low pass filter has no phase lag,
and smooths between the end of one trajectory cycle and the beginning of the next.
Similarly, the differentiation and integration operations do not change the size of the
trajectories - differentiating an N point position trajectory will yield a N point veloc-
ity trajectory. The phase lag compensation step takes in two cycles of walking (i.e.
four steps), and moves the reference trajectory along the measured trajectory, evalu-
ating where the distance (we use the Normalised Mean Square Error) between the
reference trajectory and output trajectory is at a minimum. This offset is then taken
as the phase lag between command and behaviour.
The method does not impose any restrictions on the form of the output, and thus
can adapt to a wide variety of conditions and models. It copes naturally with physical
compliance, but can also adapt to backlash in joints. Initially, a trajectory may fail,
with the robot hitting its foot during swing through, for example. On a successful
run, across several iterations more of the trajectory will be successfully produced,
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Trajectory Learning
Input: reference output trajectory xref, measured output trajectory xout, previous
command trajectory uin
Output: updated command trajectory uout, log files from each iteration
1: function PushTrajectory(uin, xmeasured, xref)
2: xerror ← xref − xmeasured
3: LowPassFilter(xerror)
4: uout ← uin +Kxerror
5: return uout
6: function DoIteratation(u, xmeasured, xref)
7: PhaseLagCompensation(xmeasured, xref)
8: upos ← PushTrajectory(uin, xmeasured, xref)




11: procedure IterateTrajectory(xref, Niterations)
12: u← xref
13: for i = 1 : Niterations do
14: X← RunTrajectory(u,Ncycles)
15: xmeasured ← (Xmotors +Xdeflection)|(last two cycles)
16: u← DoIteration(u, xmeasured, xref)
17: uout ← u
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Goal Trajectory Initial output Final output
Figure 90: Results from iterative proportional gain controller for learning trajectories
until the robot is walking with the prescribed motions, and the controller continues
to make minor adjustments to the command trajectory.
Four cycles were performed per iteration. The first two to settle into a new trajec-
tory, the third to measure, and the fourth to allow for the output lagging behind the
motor commands. We utilised a proportional gain, K, of 0.4.
This approach is illustrated in Fig. 90, which shows the joint angles for one of the
hips of BLUE, attempting to reproduce a trajectory taken from human walking data,
with irregularities. This graph shows the behaviour of the actual robot, at a medium
stiffness level. The gain of the trajectory controller was set to 0.5, and three iterations
were performed. As can be seen from the graph, the initial output trajectory of the hip
joint is far removed from the desired output trajectory, but after three iterations it con-
forms fairly closely. In general, it was possible to achieve a Normalised Mean Square
Error (NMSE) between the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory of around 0.02
for high stiffnesses, and 0.03-0.04 for lower stiffnesses.
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5.3.2 Evaluation in Simulation
A variety of trajectories were generated and evaluated in simulation. To begin with,
nominal step lengths 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450mm were generated, with clearance
heights for each of 25, 35, 50 and 75mm, to give a total of 20 evaluation trajectories.
These trajectories were then run in V-REP, with the stiffness of the joints set to max-
imum. In order to make the output motion of the robot as close as possible to the
desired output trajectory, a proportional gain trajectory iterator of the type described
in section 5.3.1.1 was utilised.
The best performing trajectories for a range of walking speeds were then selected,
and simulated with varying stiffness levels. In this evaluation, the stiffness of each
joint of the robot was set to the same percentage of its maximum. The control tra-
jectories were again iterated to produce output motion as close as possible to the
desired trajectory. Fig. 91 shows a flowchart of the general procedure for generating
and evaluating trajectories.
The performance of this is shown in Fig. 92, which shows 6 iterations of the trajec-
tory, and the score of each iteration according to eq. 88.
The behaviour in simulation is shown in more detail in Fig. 93, which shows the
performance of an iteration after learning has plateaued. The joint angle graphs show
the eventual intermediate arm angle, and the output position (intermediate arm angle
+ compliant deflection). The output position closely reflects the specified trajectory,
and the motion of the robot results in continued forward motion, as is shown in the
graph of boom arm angles. The evolution of the score function (eq. 88) is also shown
in Fig. 93, and for this walk results in a positive score.
Each trajectory was evaluated at a range of different speeds, and it was found that
all of the trajectories were capable of producing forward motion at a range of speeds.










Where D is the forward distance travelled, N is the number of data points, δt,n is
the time step for point n, J is the number of joints, and Tj,n is the torque on joint
j at data point n. This equation is based around the fact that the nominal current
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Figure 91: Flowchart of walk generation and evaluation procedure. A broad set of initial tra-
jectories are generated and evaluated in simulation at a range of speeds. The most
promising trajectories are then evaluated at a range of stiffnesses. The compliance
of the robot provides a natural exploration of the space around the reference tra-
jectories, and the best output trajectories are extracted and used as new reference
trajectories at a range of stiffness levels.
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Figure 92: Score function change during trajectory learning in simulation. Normalised Mean
Square Error between the specified and actual output trajectory decreases during
learning, and is usually accompanied by an increase in score.
through a joint motor will be proportional to the torque it is exerting, and E = I2Rt.
The figure therefore nominally represents a scaled indicator of the electrical energy
usage, divided by the distance travelled.
From the simulation results, trajectories were selected which produced a total score
S greater than zero, and therefore produced reliable forward motion. The walking
speed and stiffness level are plotted against the energy cost per distance travelled,
CEPD in Fig. 94. Each cell of the grid in this figure shows the mean of the lowest
10% of results by CEPD, with a minimum of 3 sample points being averaged. If a cell
contained less than 3 samples, results are not shown. This figure shows that there are
certain speeds at which the robot walks more efficiently, but also that changing the
stiffness level can have a very significant effect on walking efficiency.
Fig. 94 shows that in the simulations, the effect of changing stiffness varies de-
pending on the walking speed. At low speeds, decreasing the stiffness has little, or
even a negative effect on energy efficiency. However, at faster, more dynamic speeds,
decreasing the stiffness can significantly reduce the energy expenditure. Indeed, the
most efficient locomotion is produced at low stiffness values.
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Figure 93: Generated trajectory in simulation, after trajectory learning. The movement of the
boom arm indicates a continued forward motion, reflected in the evolution of the
score for the walk.
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Figure 94: Evaluation of generated trajectories at different speeds and stiffness levels in simu-
lation. The contour plot shows the energy used per distance travelled (according to
Eq. 89), and shows that generally, lowering stiffness leads to a decrease in energy
usage.
5.3.3 Evaluation in Hardware
5.3.3.1 Replicating a trajectory at different stiffnesses
To investigate the effect of changing stiffness on the electrical energy used by the
robot, the same trajectory was produced at different stiffness levels. While the robot
was performing each trajectory, the digitally filtered current reading for each drive
motor was read continuously, and integrated to produce an overall energy usage for
the robot. This energy usage represents a linear scaling of the electrical energy used
by the robot for that trajectory at that speed and stiffness level.
Fig. 95 shows the results from performing the same nominal walking trajectory
at stiffness values from 25% to 100% of maximum stiffness. The stiffness values for
each joint are set to the same percentage of their maximum stiffness - with the hips
therefore being stiffer than the knees and ankles. The graphs show the total energy
usage, normalised to 1, and also show the error in the output trajectory (from the
desired output trajectory) at each stiffness. In general, the error is greater at lower
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Energy usage deviation from trajectory (NMSE)
(a) Very slow speed

























































Energy usage deviation from trajectory (NMSE)
(b) Faster speed
Figure 95: Electrical energy usage Vs. stiffness for the same nominal walking trajectory at
different stiffnesses. The energy usage is shown, as is the error between the desired
trajectory and output trajectory, for each stiffness.
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Energy Cost deviation from trajectory (NMSE)
Figure 96: Actual robot walking at a faster speed (0.83s/step) with different stiffness values.
The overall electrical energy usage, however, does not vary as predicted with stiff-
ness value.
stiffness values. For these graphs, each data point represents three runs on the robot,
with the results averaged.
Fig. 95a shows the results for the trajectory being performed at a very slow speed,
which basically represents a point-to-point movement task for the robot. The trajec-
tory was linearly interpolated to ensure smooth commands were sent to the robot,
and make sure that the effect was not just down to jerky motion on the robot. As can
be seen from this graph, at this very slow speed, decreasing the stiffness generally
results in an increase in the overall energy consumption for performing that motion.
However, as can be seen from Fig. 95b, at faster speeds this effect is not seen. In
actuality, decreasing the stiffness is, at this speed, linked to a slight decrease in overall
energy usage. This is beneficial not only because it decreases the power consumption
of the robot, but also because it makes the robot less susceptible to shocks and other
disturbances at this more dynamic speed.
Fig. 96 shows walking with a step period of around 0.8 seconds. The graph shows
the mean of the two iterations for each stiffness level which most closely matched
the reference trajectory. The electrical energy used by the motors does not vary as
significantly as stiffness is varied.
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The decrease in energy usage expected from the simulation results did not occur,
and this could be for a variety of reasons. We speculate that the additional move-
ment of the compliant mechanism could be causing additional frictional losses. At
lower stiffness levels, the drive motors must move significantly more, and so a more
detailed model of motor electrical usage may also ameliorate some of the disparity.
Similarly for very slow tasks, on the robot we see that reducing the stiffness appears
to be associated with an increase in motor current consumption. At these speeds,
there is no dynamic benefit from decreasing the stiffness of the robot, and in fact it
may be harder to assume precise positions and reduce oscillations in the robot. At
lower stiffness values, the motors must move much more, and additional frictional
losses will also be incurred in the variable stiffness mechanisms themselves, which
deflect much more.
These results indicate that at realistic walking speeds, there is no electrical energy
penalty associated with decreasing stiffness. This is useful as during these highly
dynamic motions, a decreased stiffness can help the robot conform to unexpected
disturbances, and reduces shock loading when impacts occur.
5.4 conclusions
In this chapter, the ability of BLUE to recreate human like heel-toe locomotion has
been demonstrated, both in simulation and on the real robot. A parameterisation of
the walking cycle was developed, utilising gait transition events as well specified key
poses, which can define a walking trajectory when accompanied by timing informa-
tion. This method was utilised to create a walk generator for BLUE, which requires
only step length and clearance height to generate a kinematically sound walking
trajectory, which closely resembles a human walking trajectory but also takes into
account the kinematics of BLUE.
The behaviour of the robot was iteratively adjusted automatically until it produced
these specified trajectories, and it was confirmed that the trajectories does indeed pro-
duce locomotion at a range of speeds, with some speeds being more energy efficient
than other speeds.
With a system that can produce trajectories with to specified parameters, and which
can adjust the behaviour of the compliant robot to produce those trajectories, the
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effect of varying stiffness was explored in simulation and on the hardware. In sim-
ulation, the results showed that it is possible to produce the walking behaviour at
a variety of fixed stiffness levels, and that at more dynamic speeds, reducing the
stiffness should be associated with a decrease in the motor torque levels, and the
theoretical energy cost using a very basic motor model. In simulation the results also
showed that the robot was most efficient when walking at a speed of around 0.5m/s.
Selected results from the simulation were then repeated on the actual robot. Where
it was shown that the iterative trajectory adjustment can reproduce walking trajecto-
ries at a range of stiffness levels.
However, in our setup, a penalty was associated with reducing the stiffness level -
the motor current usage increased. This meant that at slow speeds, where there was
predicted to be little difference in energy usage, there was actually a considerable
increase. At faster speeds, the predicted improvement in energy was not observed,
although there was no negative effect of reducing the stiffness, and in some cases a
slight positive benefit.
The discrepancy between the simulation and the robot could be caused by addi-
tional frictional losses observed at lower stiffnesses, and also due to the simplicity
of the motor model used for the simulations. Additionally, the controller may be
struggling to reproduce the trajectories exactly at low stiffness levels, and may not be
generating the most efficient control trajectory.
In future work, higher quality variable stiffness mechanisms and higher efficiency
motors and gearing could be used to ameliorate some of these issues. Additionally,
better torque sensing in the joints would give a clearer idea of the discrepancy be-
tween simulation and real life.
While further experimentation is needed in this area, our initial results show that
there is an effect on the energy consumption of the robot as stiffness is varied. The
effect on the hardware is not as useful as that seen in simulation, but for dynamic
walking we showed that lower stiffness levels can be used without any energy penalty.
At the same time, these lower stiffness levels would better allow the robot to naturally
adjust to disturbances in the terrain, and let it absorb shocks better, reducing the risk
of damage to the robot and potentially also the environment.
For a multifunctional bipedal robot, there may therefore be a benefit to including
variable stiffness mechanisms.
6
PA R A M E T E R B A S E D T E L E O P E R AT I O N O F B L U E
From the work presented in the last chapter, we have a system which can generate
trajectories with a specified step length and clearance height, and can then evaluate
them at a range of stiffness settings. The output from these experiments is stored, so
that it is possible to associate a "best" stiffness setting with a particular trajectory at
a particular speed, i.e. one that results in a lower energy cost. For a given walking
speed, there will be several trajectories which can produce this speed, i.e. with more,
shorter steps or fewer, longer steps. Again, we can learn the energy cost associated
with each of these trajectories.
Teleoperation - in this case the remote control of the robot by a user wearing a
motion sensing suit - is a useful task to consider for BLUE. As humans are still much
better than robots at planning in complex environments, we envisage a scenario when
a user will utilise a telepresence system to control a humanoid robot - controlling the
motion of the robot by moving in a motion sensing suit, and "seeing" through the
eyes of the robot via a virtual reality headset.
In other teleoperation tasks, the goals are generally clear - for example the user
can control directly the output positions of the end effectors in order to perform a
task. For locomotion, the goal is to produce the same movement as the user, but the
specific joint angles used are less important. We should aim to match the speed of
the user as well as their trajectory. It may be beneficial to also copy the step height of
the user, as they may adapt to different terrains - for example grass vs. tarmac.
In a telepresence system, it is advantageous to make the motion of the robot as
close to the motion of the user as possible, in order to reduce the motion sickness
that the user feels. For this reason, and the additional reason that the user may be
selecting a step length on purpose based on the terrain, it may also be desirable to
copy the step length of the user.
A system which extracted parameters from the walk of a user in a motion sensing
suit, in order to effect a behaviour of the robot which reproduced these parameters,
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Figure 97: Overview of the parameter based teleoperation system for BLUE. Salient param-
eters are extracted from the walk of the user, and copied by the robot, without
copying the specific joint angles. The robot will also assume the best stiffness value
from prior evaluation of the selected trajectory.
was therefore developed. The system detects when the user is walking, calculates
the speed, step length and phase, and searches for a pre-learned, pre-optimised be-
haviour for the robot to perform, which will reproduce these parameters. The result is
that, from the user’s point of view, the robot performs the same motion as them, how-
ever the robot is adopting trajectories and stiffness settings which are more suitable
to it, without requiring further input from the user.
A schematic of the system operation is shown in Fig. 97, illustrating how high level
parameters are extracted from the user’s walking movements, and then matched to
learned trajectories according to one or more of step length, speed, and clearance
height. Once a trajectory has been matched it is sent to the robot, along with the
prelearned best stiffness value for this trajectory. If the user changes their motion, the
system will match to a new trajectory, and instruct the robot accordingly.
In this system, there is a delay associated with the identification of the user action,
and our system lags one step behind the user’s actions. In the future, additional work
could be done to see how early in the gait cycle it is possible to predict the step length
of the user, and attempt to match their walk in real time.
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Figure 98: Architecture of the teleoperation system
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6.1 system architecture
Fig. 98 shows the basic operation of the teleoperation system. Fundamentally, the
system has two distinct operational modes - discrete or rhythmical movements. For
the moment, we limit the rhythmical movements to walking, although in the future
the framework could be expanded to other rhythmical movements - e.g. running,
skipping, or moonwalking.
For the teleoperation, the user wears the xsens motion tracking suit, as shown in
Fig. 81. The data representing the user’s motions is transmitted in real time over a
network link, from the Windows PC running the MVN Studio software. Once the data
is received, it is parsed by a walk detection algorithm, which determines whether or
not the user’s recent movements constitute a walking behaviour.
By default, and if the walking detection function does not detect a walking motion,
the system attempts to copy the user’s behaviour by aiming to achieve the same foot
positions. This is done by inverse kinematic analysis from the user’s foot positions
and orientations, giving joint angles to command BLUE. The flowchart in Fig. 98
shows a stabilisation step next. Presently, this just constitutes a smoothing function
to ensure that the robot’s behaviour is not too jerky. However, in the future, and
especially if the teleoperation system were to be utilised on a full three dimensional
robot, this stabilisation function could include balancing control, to ensure the robot
does not fall.
If a walking motion is detected, the system next aims to extract the parameters from
the walk. These parameters are what will be copied by the robot, and consist of step
length, walking speed, clearance height and phase. With these parameters, a selection
algorithm selects the closest matching trajectory from the movement database, in or-
der to try and provide the closest recreation of the user’s movements. The movement
database contains data from walking at a variety of stiffness levels, and so the se-
lected trajectory is associated with a particular stiffness level, and the robot assumes
this stiffness level as it begins the selected trajectory. In the future, this stiffness could
be explicitly specified as a parameter to be used when selecting a trajectory. A stabil-
isation step occurs, although as with the discrete movements, for the time being this
simply reduces the jerk of the robot’s joints.
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Figure 99: Teleoperation system hardware
The movement database itself contains a number of pre-evaluated trajectories for
the robot, each of which produces reliable walking movements with a specified speed
and step length. The trajectories are evaluated offline, in a similar way to that detailed
in Section 5.3.3, in order to determine the best stiffness level to use for that trajectory.
Since the parameter space is quite large, we concentrated on the area of likely human
walking speeds and step lengths, as shown in Fig. 83. We are still in the process of
assembling the movement database, as we test trajectories on the hardware.
The walk detection and parameter extraction routines are run on each new data
point which arrives at the control PC, and the robot will attempt to match changes in
the user’s walking parameters. Similarly, if the user stops walking and begins discrete
movements, the robot will transition back to discrete motion mode.
6.2 teleoperation control framework
The teleoperation control framework involves the co-ordination of several PCs, in
part due to the necessity to use a Windows PC to run the xsens software and collect
the user’s motion data. The FitPC is dedicated to running real-time control of the
robot, and we therefore utilise a Linux machine, in between the Windows PC and the
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Code Command Parameters
0xF0 STOP
0xF1 SET POS flags, time, 6 x joint angle
0xF2 SET STIFF flags, time, 6 x stiffness
0xF3 RUN TRAJECTORY flags, time, trajectory ID, number of steps, polarity
0xF4 WALK flags, time, step length, speed, polarity
0xF5 GET STATUS
0xFF PING
Table 11: Command set for real-time PC
real-time PC, to extract walking parameters, and perform high level control of the
robot.
6.2.1 Network control scripts
As can be seen from the block diagram in Fig. 99, a socket connection is utilised to
allow the real-time PC and the Linux PC to communicate. To facilitate this, a special
client script was written, to allow the real-time PC to operate as a server, issuing joint
trajectories to the robot in real time, whilst accepting high level commands from a
remote PC.
6.2.1.1 High level robot control commands
To define exactly the behaviours which the real-time PC will have to execute, a high
level command set was developed. This included commands for setting whole-robot
positions and stiffnesses, as well as instructions to run specific trajectories, and get
information from the robot. This command set is shown in Table 11, along with the
parameters which the real-time PC expects to receive with each command.
Many of the commands have a time parameter, which gives a delay in milliseconds
until the real-time PC should execute that command.
stop
The stop command will cause the real-time PC to immediately issue a command
turning off all motors.
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set pos
The set pos command is used to instruct the robot to assume a discrete position.
The parameters chiefly consist of a set of joint angles, representing a pose for the
robot. The real-time PC will automatically act to smooth the trajectory between the
robot’s current state and the desired pose, to minimise jerk. A flag, set in the flags
parameter, allows this smoothing behaviour to be turned off, for example when the
robot is under discrete teleoperative control, and is receiving a continuous stream of
joint angles.
set stiff
The set stiff command is similar to the set pos command, except it commands a
set of stiffness settings, one for each joint of the robot.
run trajectory
If the Linux PC has selected a particular trajectory from the movement database
to be performed on the robot, it can simply send the ID of that trajectory to the
real-time PC, to action that trajectory on the robot. The polarity parameter allows the
Linux PC to specify whether the trajectory should start with the left foot swinging
or the right foot swinging, and can be used, for example to get the robot to match
human behaviour.
walk
If a particular trajectory has not yet been selected, but the walk parameters are
known, these can be sent to the real-time PC, to allow it to select the most appropriate
walk. This increases the modularity of the system, since it allows the real-time PC to
be issued high level commands from a device which does not have a copy of the
movement database.
get status
The get status command instructs the real-time PC to return information on the
status of the robot and the control system. This information includes the present
positions of the robots joints, their deflections from equilibrium, their commanded
positions, and electrical current readings.
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Figure 100: Block diagram of network control server script
ping
The ping command allows the Linux PC and the real-time PC to check communi-
cation with each other, and check latency. The real-time PC will respond immediately
to a ping command.
6.2.1.2 Network control server script
With the desired commands specified, the special client script was written for the
real-time PC, to allow it to operate as a server, receiving high level commands, con-
structing trajectories, and commanding these in real time. A block diagram of the
operation of this program is shown in Fig. 100.
The server script opens a non-blocking socket connection, allowing it to check for
incoming commands and data without blocking a main control loop. The program
has structs for storing command information, and maintains an action queue, as well
as storing the previous command. When an action is interpreted, the script generates
the trajectory steps into a deque, with each step including a nominal time to instruct
that trajectory step. On each iteration through the control loop, the program will
check if there are instructions in the trajectory queue waiting to be executed, and
will evaluate the present time against the nominal step execution time, to determine
whether that command should be issued.
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Figure 101: Flowchart of movement database utilisation
The Maintain Action step of Fig. 100 is responsible for ensuring that the instructed
trajectories are performed, with exact timings as specified in the trajectory files.
Longer actions, such as walks with a specified number of steps, are broken down
into individual steps. Specified trajectories are loaded step by step, ensuring that the
polarity of the walk is appropriately set - and the assignment of stance/swing legs is
correct. The use of time information allows actions to be queued, or to allow newer
actions to subsume older actions at an appropriate point (usually the feet adjacent
transition), or to tune the timing of an operation, for example to attempt to walk in
synchrony with a user.
6.2.2 Movement database
The movement database is still being constructed, but when we perform an experi-
ment on BLUE, the log files are automatically saved, and can be evaluated for the
relevant parameters and costs or scores, and added to the database.
When searching for a match in the database, it is necessary to consider which of
the three parameters are most important - speed, step length, and clearance height. If
only speed is important, then the system will just have several trajectories to choose
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from, and will select the one with the best score (energy cost per distance travelled +
high torque penalisation). In general, selecting one, two or three parameters will lead
to the description of a plane, line, or point in parameter space.
Searching in a local neighbourhood, the particular trajectory is selected based on
minimisation of the function δ2C, where C is the cost associated with that trajectory,
and δ = Kspeedδspeed +Kstep_lengthδstep_length +Kclearance_heightδclearance_height is a measure
of the distance from the specified plane, line, or point in parameter space. The K
terms relate to a weighting of the relative importance of matching each parameter.
6.2.3 ROS control and interfacing
The Linux machine shown in Fig. 99 serves as the control centre for the teleoperation
system. It is responsible for receiving and interpreting the xsens data, selecting a
matching trajectory, and instructing the real-time PC. The machine runs a ROS (Robot
Operating System) core, to aid the integration of the various components. A ROS
node opens a socket connection to the Windows PC and receives the xsens data,
before processing it into joint angles and publishing it.
A second ROS node maintains a socket connection to the real-time PC, and is re-
sponsible for sending the commands specified in section 6.2.1.1. Presently this node
also processes the human joint angle data, performs the walk detection and param-
eter matching, and selects a trajectory to perform. In the future, the modularity of
the system will be increased, to reduce the number of tasks that this second node
performs.
6.3 parameter extraction and walk detection
Presently, a simple state machine is used for detecting when a user is walking. As
the joint angle data comes in, the co-ordinates of the legs are analysed to look for the
gait transition events as specified in section 5.1.2. If the system detects a sequence of
transitions that describes a walk (i.e. Feet Adjacent→ Tibia Vertical→ Initial Contact
→ Toe/Ball off), then it determines that a walking step has taken place, and the
parameters of the step (step length, speed, clearance height) are determined from the
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kinematics. It is necessary to set the system with the segment lengths of the user,
otherwise default values are assumed.
This system has the issue that it always lags one step behind the user, due to the
time taken to identify and parameterise the step. It would be far better to be in sync
with the user, and hence in the future we will undertake analysis to determine how
quickly into a gait cycle it is possible to determine that a stepping motion is taking
place, and predict the parameters from it.
6.4 summary : teleoperation with optimal stiffness
While it is still being fine tuned, the system outlined here provides a method for
allowing a user to control the movement and locomotion of a variable impedance
bipedal robot in a very natural way. When a rhythmical walking motion is detected,
the system automatically switches from giving discrete instructions, to recruiting an
appropriate pre-learned walking trajectory for the robot. This is similar to the way in
which humans can control voluntary motions with the motor cortex, or can recruit
CPG networks to execute learned movements including locomotion.
The system also has the benefit that when locomotion is occurring, the robot can
assume joint trajectories and stiffness values which provide the best known energy
efficiency for it. Such trajectories are likely to be more stable and more energy efficient
than attempting to copy joint angles or foot movements directly from the user. Whilst
the stiffness of the user is not measured, this does not affect the ability of the robot
to select an appropriate stiffness value for the selected trajectory.

Part IV
A N O V E L M O R P H O L O G Y
A diminutive digression in a familiar field

7
A B I P E D A L R O B O T W I T H 3 D O F L E G S
7.1 motivation
I am a great fan of walking robots, and I believe that they are a great way to inspire
and engage with people who are interested in learning about robotics, programming,
mechanism design, or any related field. During the course of this PhD, emphasis
was placed on designing robots which can reproduce the amazingly efficient human
walking cycle as closely as possible. The robots produced are ideal for research, and
are comparatively inexpensive as research robots, however they are far too large and
expensive to be general educational tools.
In this chapter, a design is presented for an ultra low cost miniature bipedal robot,
which is free standing and capable of three dimensional movement. The chief crite-
rion for this design was to try and produce a highly functional walking robot - i.e.
one which can perform a variety of behaviours - utilising as few motors as possible,
and as cost effectively as possible.
7.2 introduction
Many designs for robots attempt to mimic the human leg, usually with 3 DoF hips, 1
DoF knees and 2 DoF ankles (e.g [77], [88]). This results in six actuators per leg, and
the need to design an arrangement of these actuators which can reproduce spherical
joints as closely as possible. Such designs are the most capable, but are more generally
more expensive than designs which require fewer actuators, and pose a significant
challenge to the designers who must fit all the required actuators and electronics into
the legs.
Alternatively, some designs for legged robots seek to reduce the number of actua-
tors used to produce locomotion. For example, certain passive-dynamic walkers are
capable of producing locomotion at a given speed and with a predefined gait, using
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Figure 102: A small bipedal robot comprising two 3 DoF legs and a prismatic joint in the
torso. The robot is capable of three dimensional locomotion, and uses the weight
of the battery in the upper box in lieu of an upper body to aid balance.
only one motor [13]. Other robots use specially designed linkages (for example an
eight bar linkage [1]) to force each foot of the robot to follow a path which resembles
a bipedal walking pattern. However, these robots are capable of fewer behaviours
than a full DoF robot.
Other designs utilise four bar linkages to allow flexible motion while retaining a
parallel relationship between components [32][10][64]. For example, the robot CHARLI-
L reduces the number of motors required by one, having 5 DoF per leg[33].
In this chapter, a design is presented for a leg which utilises only three actuators,
in tandem with a pair of four-bar linkages. We present the kinematics for the design,
which are simplified by the fact that the four-bar linkage based design keeps the feet
of the robot parallel to the body. A design for a bipedal robot is introduced, built on
two of the 3 DoF legs, and with a prismatic joint in the body to help balancing.
We show that such a robot is not only capable of producing a walking gait, but can
produce a wide variety of behaviours, from walking with different step widths, to
turning around one leg or turning while walking. A small implementation of such a
robot has been built - a 20cm high self contained three dimensional biped constructed
from 3D printed parts.




Figure 103: Kinematic design of the 3 DoF leg, comprising two four bar linkages with a nomi-
nal 90 degree twist at the knee. Leg rotation is enabled by a "twist" motor between
the two four bar linkages at the knee.
7.3 three dof leg design
In order to enable a wide range of behaviours, each leg must be capable of moving
in three dimensions, and must be able to produce a rotation in order to let the robot
turn easily. In our design, we also seek to minimise the complexity of the construction
by separating the motors as much as possible. A schematic of the kinematic design is
shown in Fig. 103.
As can be seen from the schematic, a key feature of the design is that the two
four-bar linkages have a nominal 90 degree rotation between them. Thus, in this
example schematic, the upper four-bar linkage nominally produces motion in the
sagittal plane (flexion/extension), and the lower four-bar linkage nominally produces
motion in the coronal plane (adduction/abduction). Due to the nature of the four-bar
linkages, both joints produce vertical motion.
Motion in the horizontal plane (internal/external rotation) is enabled by the twist
motor which sits at the knee, between the two four bar linkages. In this way, a large
amount of motion is possible, albeit with the caveats that there is a coupling between
vertical and horizontal motions, and that the foot is maintained parallel to the body.
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The kinematics for this design are as follows, starting from the hip, the first four-bar
linkage operates as a rotation about the y-axis. The linkage ensures that the orienta-
tion frame remains unchanged, and can be considered as a rotation about the y-axis,
a translation of the link length, and then a rotation back about the y-axis by the
opposite amount:

cos θ 0 sin θ 0
0 1 0 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ 0
0 0 0 1


cos θ 0 − sin θ 0
0 1 0 0
sin θ 0 cos θ −l1




1 0 0 −l1 sin θ
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 −l1 cos θ
0 0 0 1

(90)
The upper knee position is therefore {−l1 sin θ, 0,−l1 cos θ}, where θ is the rotation
of the upper four-bar linkage, and l1 is the link length of this linkage.
There is then a translation by the distance between the upper and lower knee seg-
ments, a 90 degree rotation about the z-axis at the knee, and the twist joint modulates
this angle:

1 0 0 −l1 sin θ
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 −l1 cos θ
0 0 0 1


cos(90+ψ) − sin(90+ψ) 0 0
sin(90+ψ) cos(90+ψ) 0 0
0 0 1 −l2




cos(90+ψ) − sin(90+ψ) 0 −l1 sin θ
sin(90+ψ) cos(90+ψ) 0 0
0 0 1 −l2 − l1 cos θ
0 0 0 1

(91)
The lower knee position is therefore {l1 sin θ, 0, l2 + l1 cos θ}, where ψ is the twist
angle at the knee, and l2 is the distance from the upper to the lower knee. The lower
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four-bar linkage then produces further arc motion. In the same manner as for the up-
per four-bar linkage, this produces translation, but not rotation. The transformation
from the hip to the foot is therefore:

cosΨ − sinΨ 0 −l1 sin θ
sinΨ cosΨ 0 0
0 0 1 −l2 − l1 cos θ
0 0 0 1


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 l3 sinφ
0 0 1 −l3 cosφ




cosΨ − sinΨ 0 −l3 sinΨ sinφ− l1 sin θ
sinΨ cosΨ 0 l3 cosΨ sinφ
0 0 1 −l3 cosφ− l2 − l1 cos θ
0 0 0 1

(92)
Where Ψ = 90+ψ. And so, the position of the foot relative to the hip is {−l3 sinΨ sinφ−
l1 sin θ, l3 cosΨ sinφ,−l3 cosφ − l2 − l1 cos θ}, where φ is the rotation of the lower
four-bar linkage, and l3 is its link length.
The robots simulated and implement in this chapter utilise two legs of the above
design, along with one additional DoF in the torso, which helps with counterbalanc-
ing the robot. This joint is a prismatic joint operating in the coronal plane, and moves
the upper body (which contains the battery in the real robot) above the stance leg
during statically stable walking.
The specific leg implementation illustrated above is conducive to easing the me-
chanical design of the legs. The motor for the upper four-bar linkage can be either in
the hip or the upper knee. The motor for the leg twist can be in the upper or lower
knee, and the motor for the lower four-bar linkage can be positioned in the lower
knee or in the ankle. In our constructed robot, there is one motor in the hip, the twist
motor in the upper knee, and the lower four-bar linkage motor in the lower knee.
Alternatively, a similar principle can be used to produce different, but still viable,
leg designs with 3 DoF. For example, the twist motor could be positioned in the hip
or ankle, and the 90 degree rotation between the two four bar linkages fixed. If the
twist motor was positioned in the hip, it would be possible to use one motor to rotate
both legs, thereby using a total of five motors for two legs. Such layouts are illustrated
in Fig. 104.

















Figure 104: Alternative kinematic designs based around the principle of two four-bar linkages







Table 12: Link lengths for the simulated robot, in mm
7.4 robot design and simulation
V-REP was utilised to produce dynamic simulations of a robot based around two
3 DoF legs and prismatic torso joint. The link lengths and masses of the simulated
robot are given in Tables 12 and 13.
V-REP allows the simulation of closed loop kinematic chains - the dummy-dummy
link functionality was used to simulate the four-bar linkages. The simulation was
configured to utilise an external controller script, which in turn could set the joint
angles, or read a trajectory file and play it back on the simulation. We also embedded













Figure 105: Segments of the simulated robot
force sensors at the connection points between the body and each leg, and at each
ankle.
To prove that the robot is capable of walking and producing other motions, we
first simulate statically stable trajectories. Snapshots of walking straight forward are
shown in Fig. 106. As can be seen, the robot shifts its weight above the stance leg,
before using the lower four bar linkage to lift the swing leg outwards and upwards.
The upper four bar linkages are then used to produce flexion/extension of the legs,
and move the whole robot forwards. The upper four-bar linkages are moved to equal
and opposing angles, such that the step length is given by:
L = 2l1 cos θ (93)
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Figure 106: Snapshots of a statically stable forward walk, during dynamic simulation in V-
REP
Where θ is the angle of the upper four-bar linkage. The simulated robot can pro-
duce a variety of step sizes from zero to beyond 350mm, although the vertical motion
of the body does increase with step size.
The robot is also capable of turning about one leg, as is illustrated in Fig. 108, where
the robot rotates 45 degrees around its right leg. These motions can be combined to
produced curved walking paths, for example as shown in Fig. 107.
The robot is capable of lifting its legs quite high, and so, provided balance can be
achieved, should be capable actions such as climbing stairs.
7.5 miniature bipedal robot
Whilst the dynamic simulations in V-REP show that the design of leg proposed above
should be capable of producing locomotion and discrete movements, giving such a
robot a great deal of behavioural flexibility, such simulations are never 100% accurate.
We therefore constructed a small robot with the same design, to test movement in the
real world.
The robot was designed to be as simple and quick to manufacture as possible, and
it utilises off the shelf parts alongside a 3D printed chassis. The parts were designed
to be modular, allowing for easy reconfiguration of the design if required. The parts
for the robot are shown laid out in Fig. 109. Each four bar linkage consists of two box
parts, which are designed to fit around standard micro-servos. The "driving" box part
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Figure 107: Snapshots of a statically stable turn about one leg. In this case the robot rotates
45 degrees about the leg.
Figure 108: Simulation of walking while turning. Twisting movement was applied to the right
leg during its stance phase, to make the robot gradually turn right as it walked.
Figure 109: Most of the parts required to build the robot, including BeagleBone Black com-
puter and micro servos. The plastic parts are 3D printed and designed to be
modular.











Figure 110: Close up render of the knee joint of the robot. The upper box part holds the four
bars of the upper linkage in place, and serves as a mount for the twist servo.
The lower box part tightly encases the drive servo for the lower four-bar linkage.
Since the resolution of the 3D printer does not allow an accurate servo spline to
be produced, the drive link has a large bore which is designed to fit around a
standard servo horn.
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Figure 111: Robot Walking with a statically stable walking gait.
exposes the output spline of the servo and has three bores for rotating links, while
the "slave" box simply has four bores for rotating links. Each segment of the robot
comprises four links and two box parts - three of the links are identical, whilst the
fourth is designed to communicate with the servo output.
As shown in Fig. 110, a modified box part carries the leg twist motor, with a thrust
bearing surface taking the loading when the robot is standing on that leg. The output
from the leg twist motor connects directly to the top of the box which forms the
upper part of the lower four bar linkage. A foot part attaches in a similar way to the
bottom of the lower box of the lower four-bar linkage.
The hips of both legs attach to the lower body part, which is a box sized to snugly
fit a BeagleBone Black embedded computer. Two guide rails and a rack and pinion
gearing mechanism for a prismatic joint between this lower body part and an upper
body part, which holds the battery and voltage regulation circuitry. A LiPo battery is
used, with RC BECs to step down and regulate the power for the servos and for the
BeagleBone Black.
Currently, we utilise an I2C PWM breakout board to produce the servo pulses,
however since the robot only comprises seven motors, it would be possible to use only
the PWM outputs of the BeagleBone Black. Regardless, including all the electronics,
motors, and plastic, the total cost of the robot is less than £100. The most expensive
component of the robot is the BeagleBone Black, but using this means that the robot
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has a 1GHz Arm Cortex A8 computer running linux, and this allows the robot to have
a high degree of autonomy and expandability. For example, the robot would support
the addition of a webcam, giving this low cost robot a vision system. Additionally,
there are a large number of available GPIO ports, which allow the addition of various
sensors, LEDs, etc.
The constructed robot stands 200mm tall, to the top of the upper body part. The
lengths of the links in the four-bar linkages is 55mm.
To validate that the physical robot is indeed capable of reproducing the kinds of
movements demonstrated in simulation, we produced a similar walking trajectory
to that shown above in simulation, on the robot. The result can be seen in Fig. 111,
which shows the robot taking one step. The robot is able to walk successfully, in this
case taking a step every two seconds.
The servos in the robot are capable of moving much more quickly than this, and
in the future we will generate walking trajectories which produce dynamically stable
behaviour, allowing the robot to move much more quickly. We have also produced
locomotion on the robot without the upper part of the body attached i.e, without
the moving torso as counterbalance - however for this the robot had to be externally
powered since the battery was no longer on-board.
7.6 summary
In this chapter, we have introduced a design for a robot leg which uses only three
motors, and yet can produce distinct motion in the sagittal, coronal, and horizontal
planes. This allows a robot constructed with such legs to retain a high degree of
behavioural flexibility, even with the reduced number of motors.
A key feature of this design is that each leg consists of two four-bar linkages, with a
nominal 90 degree twist between them at the knee of the robot. This permits motion
in the sagittal and coronal planes, whist keeping the foot parallel with the torso,
and thereby eliminating the need for motors in the ankle joint. The relocation of the
leg rotation motor to the knee simplifies the mechanics of the robot, allowing more
space in around the hips and body of the robot to be utilised for electronics, etc.
Although, as we have shown, alternative designs are possible, for example where the
twist motors are located at the hips, or where one twist motor rotates both legs.
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The novel mini-bipedal robot, constructed using the 3DoF leg design, and using a
chassis built entirely from 3D printed parts, represents a very cost effective, but highly
capable robotic platform. We demonstrated that whilst this is an extremely low cost
robot, it is capable of producing locomotion, and therefore show that this leg design
is a way to enable flexible legged locomotion using only half the number of motors
often employed in bipedal robot legs. Furthermore, it carries on it a full computer
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C O N C L U S I O N S & F U T U R E W O R K
This thesis has concentrated on the design and construction of novel bipedal robots,
primarily ones which have the ability to vary the impedance of their joints. The robots
BLUE and miniBLUE were designed specifically for producing human-like locomo-
tion, and have a foot design heavily based on human foot morphology, in order to let
them produce and utilise the heel-toe walking gait which humans use.
There are not many bipedal robots which have three part compliant feet (e.g.
[69][34]), with the majority using flat, stiff feet to simplify balancing and control. For
passive dynamic walkers, rounded feet are often used to provide a rolling motion[13],
but such feet can make it difficult to perform other tasks - especially slower or static
ones. Other robots such as MABEL[30] use point feet to simplify ground contact -
again not good for slow or static behaviours, although this is simplified on a planar
biped. In this work we have produced a robot with a three part compliant foot, and
shown that it can be used to produce human-like heel-toe walking at dynamic speeds.
In addition to this it is also capable of supporting the robot while it performs slow,
statically stable movements such as very slow, small steps.
Variable impedance has become a very large field in recent years[98], and when
constructing a robot which will utilise variable impedance joints, it is difficult to know
where to start. Before beginning construction of BLUE or miniBLUE, a full survey of
the field was undertaken, and each published mechanism evaluated and compared.
The modified AwAS[44] mechanism utilised in BLUE and miniBLUE was judged to
give the best combination of energy efficiency, stiffness range, and the ability to cope
with high torques. When compared to pre-existing variable stiffness bipeds[97][93],
our robot is capable of producing faster and more human-like movements.
Working at a lab which has previously primarily dealt with software forced some
creative thinking on the manufacture of the robots. Techniques such as waterjet cut-
ting and 3D printing were utilised in order to reduce costs and reduce the time taken
to produce the robots. A method for combining these two manufacturing techniques
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to create hybrid parts has also been detailed. The use of 3D printing for creating
structural parts with a tailored compliance was also investigated. In miniBLUE, the
3D printed foot arch performs exactly as predicted by FEA analysis, deforming just
enough to hold the weight of the entire robot before contacting a hard stop. The foot
arch of BLUE, which is under significantly higher loading, exhibited a softer profile
than predicted, but was still capable of dealing with very large loads. We have there-
fore demonstrated how 3D printing can be used for structural components even in
larger robots.
Of the robots themselves, BLUE was perhaps the first bipedal robot to be designed
to be able to independently vary the stiffness and damping of its joints. Due to a lack
of time we have not explored the variable damping functionality during this work,
and it is hoped that a future student will develop this further.
miniBLUE was designed to be a highly modular platform for walking experiments.
As well as starting to introduce three dimensional motion - the robot has variable
impedance hip adduction and abduction - it was designed to allow different types
of variable stiffness actuators to be evaluated. As mentioned earlier, a printing defect
in the chassis has limited the usefulness of the robot so far, but it is hoped that the
necessary parts can be reprinted soon to enable the robot to be fully functional.
In addition to creating novel mechanical platforms, this work has also resulted in
the development of a low cost, high performance, modular control system for the
robots. The system shows that Ethernet connected control boards can be used to pro-
duce low latency communications with refresh rates in excess of 1kHz. Furthermore,
in contrast to communication systems like EtherCAT, our system uses only standard
Ethernet hardware, and is capable of multi-master communications. This greatly ex-
pands the functionality of the system, allowing control boards to initiate corrective
action if an error condition is encountered, or for example to allow the implemen-
tation of local reflexive loops, in an architecture similar to the human peripheral
nervous system.
To produce human-like walking on BLUE, the heel-toe gait cycle was analysed in
some detail, and a parameterisation developed which utilises four transition points
in the gait cycle. It was shown that just from these poses and the associated timing
information, angle data for a whole walking cycle can be generated. To expand this to
BLUE, a parameterised representation of each transition pose was developed, based
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on the kinematics of BLUE, and requiring very little tuning data apart from the timing
of the transitions, and a specified step length and clearance height. It was shown, first
in simulation and then on the hardware itself, that gait trajectories generated by this
system produce consistent locomotive behaviour on BLUE, across a range of speeds.
Although we have empirically evaluated these trajectories, in the future, they could
be used as the input to a dynamic stabilisation and movement generation algorithm
(e.g. [62]), and improved further.
Preliminary work has also begun on characterising the effect of varying stiffness
during these walking motions. Using dynamic simulation in V-REP, we found that the
robot should be capable of using the generated trajectories to produce locomotion, at
a variety of speeds and stiffness levels. Our simulation results indicated that at very
slow speeds, there would be no real benefit to changing the stiffness level, but that at
faster and more human-like walking speeds, decreasing stiffness could be associated
with a reduction in motor torques and energy usage.
In our initial experiments to try to replicate these results on the hardware, where
we can actually measure the current through the motors to calculate their energy
expenditure, we found that in our implementation reducing the stiffness seemed to
incur an energy penalty. For slow movements this means that decreasing stiffness
actually increased energy usage, while for faster movements no great change in en-
ergy levels was observed. We speculate that one reason for this is increased frictional
losses in the variable stiffness mechanisms, and because the drive motors have to
move more.
Nevertheless, our initial results show that it is possible to have a robot that can be
stiff at slow speeds and soft at faster speeds. While the stiffness reduction at dynamic
speeds did not have the predicted energy benefit, it does still make the robot less
sensitive to external disturbances, and less likely to be damaged in the event of a
collision.
In contrast to the majority of methods for generating movement trajectories and
providing dynamic stability for bipedal robots (e.g. [101] [23], our control method
does not require a detailed and accurate model of the robot - instead needing only
a kinematic model and a platform on which to experiment. Using dynamic simula-
tion the many potential trajectories were evaluated at different speeds to ascertain
which were most likely to be viable on the robot. On the robot itself, we were able to
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produce locomotion without needing to explicitly model factors such as backlash or
unexpected joint friction. This is especially useful on a real robot, where performance
may change or degrade over time.
From these experiments, we are amassing a collection of validated walking trajecto-
ries on BLUE, for each of which we know the energy expenditure, the step length, the
speed, and the nominal clearance height. We also have previously utilised an xsens
motion sensing system for capturing human walking data, and developed techniques
for extracting walking cycle parameters from this data.
Combining these features together, we have built a teleoperation system for BLUE,
whereby a user can walk naturally in the motion sensing suit, and BLUE will initiate
a trajectory that best matches the parameters of that walk, for example speed and
step length. Since the specific trajectory has already been evaluated on the robot, the
robot can also assume the best stiffness value for that trajectory, and our teleoperation
system therefore provides a simple mechanism for movement and stiffness control of
the robot.
In addition to this a novel design for reducing the number of motors required in
a leg was detailed. The design allowed the production of a bipedal robot which is
capable of three dimensional motion, but which has only three motors in each leg.
The constructed robot is also designed to be very low cost, i.e. less than $100 including
the onboard Linux based PC, in order to make it an ideal tool for education. In the
future, I would like to investigate using variable impedance joints with such a design,
perhaps on a larger version of the robot designed for use in an office or workplace
environment.
A large part of this work has concentrated on the production of systems which
are modular and expandable platforms for research. The robots built and the control
infrastructure developed allows inexperienced users to quickly get started on the
robots. Preliminary work has shown that variable impedance can have a significant
effect on energy efficiency, as well as affecting how robust the robot is to shocks and
disturbances. In the future, it is hoped that work on the robots will continue, perhaps
to include stabilisation and further trajectory optimisation on BLUE, and to expand
this work into three dimensions and onto miniBLUE.
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8.1 future work
In the future, there are many avenues which could be explored to take this work
further. In the first instance, running additional experiments on the hardware and
gathering a larger data set would be useful. The disparity between simulation and
hardware should be investigated, initially by developing a more detailed model of
motor energy usage on the simulation side. This would allow a more useful direct
comparison between the energy usage of each of the joints of the robot compared to
the predicted usage.
An expected source of at least part of the disparity is additional frictional losses in
the variable stiffness mechanisms. In future robots, higher precision manufacturing
of these mechanisms may allow such losses to be reduced. Additionally, the levels
of backlash on the real robot may be introducing complications, as when changing
direction the drive motors must first take up slack before even beginning to drive the
joint. Future robots should use locking collars or other non-keyed transmissions.
The variable damping functionality also remains to be investigated, but could po-
tentially be of great use to help reduce oscillations[58] without requiring action from
the drive motor through the variable stiffness element.
The work in this thesis has focussed on using fixed stiffness levels through the
joint cycle, but in future more dynamic stiffness trajectories should be investigated.
Varying stiffness during movements can confer dynamic benefit (e.g. [7]), and if the
platform supports it should be investigated. Note that changing stiffness under load-
ing will almost certainly require additional energy input from the stiffness adjust-
ment actuator, and this should be factored in when setting the specifications for a
stiffness adjustment motor. Optimisation methods[21] could be used to investigate
more dynamic stiffness profiles.
Another avenue of research would be to combine the cyclical trajectories and con-
trol methods currently used with reflexive control. [27][52] This could improve the
ability of the robot to adapt to disturbances .
Regarding the low-cost, low-DoF bipedal robot detailed in chapter 7, a proof of con-
cept robot has been made, but the concept could be taken much further. In particular,
it would be of interest to add variable stiffness mechanisms, or at least compliance to
the robot. The design of the robot - using four bar linkages - means that it would be
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very simple to integrate a variable stiffness mechanism, as well as potentially adding
assistive springs in parallel with the joints. The robot would then become a very easy
to make variable impedance 3D biped.
This thesis has shown that it is possible to produce human-like walking on a vari-
able impedance biped at a variety of stiffness levels and speeds. The use of human-
like morphology with trajectories designed heavily based on human ones allows for
very dynamic motions. It is hoped that this proof of concept can be expanded to
further the exciting field of variable impedance robotics.
Part VI
A P P E N D I X

A
M E A S U R I N G M U LT I P L E R O TAT I O N S
In certain situations it can be necessary to measure the absolute position of a rotating
shaft over several revolutions. For example, if the shaft drives a leadscrew, such a sys-
tem would allow the determination of the output of the linear stage without the need
for a linear position sensor or a calibration stop. Alternatively, it may be impractical
to have a position sensor at the final output link of a mechanism, and the position
of a shaft earlier up the gear chain may need to be measured instead - for example
if a packaged servo-motor were to be used in a situation where it is connected to an
external stage of gearing.
In this system, two rotary position sensors are used, nominally on the shaft itself,
and on the shaft directly before it in the gear train. The gear ratio between them
should be n : o, where n is not an integer multiple of o, and n is greater than o. This
arrangement means that two encoders produce a combined reading which repeats
only every m/n revolutions, where m is the lowest common multiple of n and o.
For example, Fig. 112 shows the rotational positions of two shafts which are con-
nected to each other through a 35:10 gear ratio. As can be seen, the combined posi-
tions of the two shafts only loops every two revolutions of the first shaft.
This concept is further illustrated in Fig. 112, which shows the readings from en-
coders on shafts with a 35:10 gear ratio plotted against each other. The readings
repeat every second revolution. Furthermore, the system allows for noise rejection,
since we know that the combined reading must be constrained to one of the data
points shown on the graph.
Fig. 114 shows the same graph for encoders with a 32:10 gear ratio, which results
in a combined reading which repeats every five revolutions of the output shaft.
Commonly, sensors which measure absolute positions over several rotations either
require a calibration step on power on, or operate by gearing down the input to an
absolute position sensor, resulting in a drop in resolution, and accuracy loss due to
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Figure 112: Rotational positions of first and second shafts geared through 35:10 ratio































Figure 113: Plot of the reading from the first encoder vs. the reading from the second encoder,
for a 35:10 gear ratio
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Figure 114: Reading from the first encoder vs. reading from second encoder, for a 32:10 gear
ratio.
backlash etc. The system presented here allows the instantaneous determination of
an absolute position over several rotations, with a high resolution.

B
C O N T R O L B O A R D C O M M A N D S
As specified earlier, the request frame of the robot communication system takes the
following format:
Byte









Number Subsystem and command specific data
. . .
Each subsystem has a number of commands associated with it, and a brief overview
of the commands implemented so far is given below. The system is designed to be
very extensible, to allow the addition of additional functionality later, if required. For
the commands below, the flags and sequence number are left blank, as they will be
set according to task requirements. The flags parameter can be used to set whether
or not an acknowledgement is required for a command, and the sequence number
from a request frame is returned in the reply frame, to allow matching of requests
and responses.
Subsystem 0x01: ADC
Cmd Flags Sequence Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 + 2n 7 + 2n . . .
Read Sensors
0x80 - - No. of channels Channel ID . . .
Relays data back from the sensors, for example ADC or magnetic rotation sensors.
Command specific data is:
number of channels (N), and then a list of N channel IDs, specifying which sensors to read.
Response will return the readings from these sensors in the same order.
• (uint16) Number of channels
• (uint16) Channel n ID
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Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 4 -
Motor Enable
0x01 - - Motor flags -
Enables one or more motors
• (uint8) Motor flags - Motors to be enabled are indicated by setting bits
e.g. 0x03 would enable motors 0 and 1
Byte 0 1 2 4 -
Motor Disable
0x02 - - Motor flags -
Disables one or more motors
• (uint8) Motor flags - Motors to be disabled are indicated by setting bits
e.g. 0x03 would disable motors 0 and 1
Byte 0 1 2 4 -
Motor Brake
0x04 - - Motor flags -
Brakes one or more motors. This will also disable affected motors, if they are enabled.
• (uint8) Motor flags - Motors to be braked are indicated by setting bits
e.g. 0x03 would brake motors 0 and 1
Byte 0 1 2 4 -
Motor Unbrake
0x08 - - Motor flags -
Unbrakes one or more motors
• (uint8) Motor flags - Motors to be unbraked are indicated by setting bits
e.g. 0x03 would unbrake motors 0 and 1
Byte 0 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 17
Set Parameters
0x10 - - Motor ID pos_min pos_max Imax Ilinear def_offset def_sign flags
Sets the parameters for a given. Command data is follows:
• (uint16) Motor ID
• (uint16) pos_min - Lower position limit
• (uint16) pos_max - Upper position limit
• (uint16) Imax - Current limit - linear counter increased if current is over this limit
• (uint16) Ilinear - Current linear limit - error raised if count of linear filter over this limit
• (uint16) def_offset - Deflection sensor offset
• (int8) def_sign - Deflection sensor sign (polarity)
• (uint8) flags - Various flags - space for future expansion




Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 4 5
Set damping
0x01 - - cmd 1 cmd 2
Sets damping commands of motors
• (uint8) Cmdn damping value from 0-100%




Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 4 6 10 14 18 20
Set Parameters
0x01 - - PID ID Kp Ki Kd set_min set_max
sets the parameters for a given PID loop. Command data is:
• (uint16) PID ID
• (float) Kp - Proportional Gain
• (float) Ki - Integral Gain
• (float) Kd - Derivative Gain
• (uint16) set_min - minimum acceptable set position
• (uint16) set_max - maximum acceptable set position
Byte 0 1 2 4 6 + 4n 8 + 4n . . .
Set Position
0x02 - - No. of channels PIDn ID setposn . . .
Changes the set positions for a number of PID loops.
Command data consists of a number of channels (N), followed by N PID ID/setpos pairs
• (uint16) Number of channels
• (uint16) PIDn ID




Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 4
Error Read
0x80 - - -
Reads the error report from the control board
Will retrieve a list of any errors that have occurred since the last time this function was called.
No command specific data is required for this command, but the reply will be as follows:
• (uint16) Num Errors
• (uint16) Error code n
Subsystem 0x82: Filter
Cmd Flags Sequence Number Command Specific Data
Byte 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 + 2n 7 + 2n . . .
Read Filters
0x80 - - No. of filters Filter ID . . .
Relays data back from the filter outputs.
Command specific data is a number of filters (N), followed by N filter IDs.
The reply will consist of the output from each filter in the specified order
• (uint16) Number of filters
• (uint16) Filter n ID
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